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1. This a public auction and mail-bid sale held by Ivy, Shreve & Mader Philatelic Auctions, Inc., a licensed and bonded 
auctioneer (the "Auctioneer"). Although the Auctioneer may not withdraw any lot after a call for bids has been made 
with respect to that lot, the consignor of the property included in the lot may bid on and purchase the lot for his own 
account. If he does so, he must pay the seller's commission and buyer's premium. The Auctioneer has made advances 
and loans available to certain consignors and bidders in the sale. 

2. The highest bidder acknowledged by the Auctioneer shall be the buyer. In the event of any dispute between bidders, 
the Auctioneer may at his sole discretion immediately put the lot up for sale again. The Auctioneer's decision shall be 
final and binding upon all bidders. 

3. A premium equal to 10% of the successful bid price will be added to each invoice and is payable by the buyer as part of 
the total purchase price. 

4. All bids are to be per lot as numbered in this catalog, and no lots will be broken. The Auctioneer reserves the right to 
group two or more lots together and to withdraw, prior to call for bids, any lot or lots from the sale. Bids will be accept• 
ed in whole dollar amounts only. 

5. All sales are strictly for cash in United States dollars (no credit cards accepted) and are due and payable immediately 
upon receipt of the auction invoice or, if payment is to be made at the auction site, simultaneously with receipt of the 
stamps. The Auctioneer reserves the right to void a sale if payment in full of the invoice is not received by the 
Auctioneer within 15 days after the date of the invoice. Lots delivered in the State of Texas and in the State of New 
York are subject to all applicable state and local taxes, unless appropriate permits are on file with us. Shipping, han• 
dling, and insurance charges will be added to invoices for lots delivered by mail. Overseas buyers must furnish their 
own insurance during shipment. All lots will be shipped via Federal Express to street addresses; and via Post Office 
Express Mail to post office boxes (in the United States only). 

6. If the stamp purchase invoice(s) submitted by the Auctioneer is not paid in full when due, the unpaid balance will bear 
interest at the highest rate permitted by law until paid, and that if the Auctioneer refers the invoice(s) to an attorney 
for collection, the buyer agrees to pay attorney's fees, court costs and other collection costs incurred by the Auctioneer. 
In the event that the Auctioneer extends payment terms and the purchaser defaults in any of the 
payments due, then the entire deferred purchase balance shall bear interest from the date of the auction at the highest 
rate permitted by law. The courts of Dallas County, Texas shall have exclusive jurisdiction and venue over any suit ini
tiated by Ivy, Shreve & Mader Philatelic Auctions, Inc. to collect delinquent invoice(s), and bidders consent to in per
sona jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Texas. 

7. Mail bidders who have not previously established credit must furnish satisfactory references well in advance of the sale 
date, or send a deposit of 25% of their bids which is applicable to purchases. Any portion of such deposit not used will 
be promptly refunded after the sale. 

8. All bidders who have mailing addresses outside the United States of America, the Territories of the USA, Canada or 
Mexico, or have addresses through the U.S. Military must deposit with the auctioneer 25% of the total amount in 
United States dollars. Any portion of such deposit not used will be promptly refunded after the sale. Also persons who 
have APO or FPO box numbers must deposit 25%. 

9. The Auctioneer reserves the right to require payment in full before delivery of the merchandise to the buyer. Bidder 
personally guarantees payment, and if a corporation, an officer or principal in the corporation agrees to personally guar
antee payment. Title remains with the Auctioneer until all invoices are paid in full. It is the responsibility of the buyer 
to provide adequate insurance coverage for the stamps once they are in his possession. Risk of loss shall be borne by the 
buyer following shipment of the stamps. 

10. The Auctioneer reserves the right to refuse to honor any bid which, in its opinion, is not submitted in good faith, or, as 
the case dictates, is not supported by satisfactory references, as the Auctioneer in its sole discretion shall determine. In 
the event a successful bidder fails to pay the charges due, the Auctioneer reserves the right to resell the merchandise 
and the buyer agrees to pay for the reasonable cost of such a sale including 10% seller's commission, and also to pay any 
difference between the resale price and the winning price of his previously successful bid. The Auctioneer and it's 
agents, employees and assignees reserve the right to bid on any lot in the sale. 
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11. No buy or unlimited bids will be accepted. Bids will be executed for mail bidders at a 5-10% advance over the next 
highest bid in competition with floor bidders, until the maximum bid is executed for the mail bidder, or until the lot is 
sold. No additional commission (except for the buyer's premium) is charged for executing mail bids. To increase the 
prospects of buying, mail bidders should use CompuBid (see separate section). 

12. The auctioneer cannot be responsible for your errors in bidding, so check your bid sheet carefully. When identical mail 
bids are submitted, preference is given to the first received. 

13. Estimates will be given upon written request. It is recommended that bidders approach or exceed the estimates in deter
mining successful bids. 

14. Bids received from persons under 18 years of age will not be accepted. 

15. All the lots are sold as genuine and correctly described unless modified by the Auctioneer. For the purpose of this sale, 
"genuine" is defined as not faked or forged. The following conditions apply to requests for expertization: (a) Mail bid
ders are asked to advise of any extension requests at the time of placing their bids. Floor bidders must advise of any 
extensions at the time of lot settlement. (b) Unless the item has previously been expertized, the company will submit 
all items so requested by successful bidders to the reputable authority of their choice, in most instances the 
Philatelic Foundation. (c) Purchasers of items submitted for expertization must pay as part of the purchase price all 
charges for expertization, including postage, mail registration and handling. (d) Purchasers of items to be expertized 
must make payment in full immediately upon purchase in accordance with condition 5 above. Refunds will be made 
promptly for all sums if in the unlikely event an item is returned with a negative opinion. (e) If and only if any lot is 
returned with a negative opinion, in addition to the refund outlined in 15(d) above, the buyer will be paid interest on 
the sums refunded at the rate of 5% per year. (f) No lot will be accepted as a return from expertization if the item is 
indelibly marked as being altered or fraudulent by the expertizing authority. 

16. Notwithstanding condition 15, no lots may be returned without a written request by the successful bidder and the writ• 
ten approval of the Auctioneer. In the unlikely event of returning a lot, the Auctioneer must receive notification of the 
buyer's intent within three (3) days of the buyer's receipt of lot. The following lots may not be returned for any rea
son whatsoever; (a) lots containing ten or more stamps; (b) lots described as having faults or defects may not be 
returned because of faults described, or any others; (c) no illustrated lots may be returned because of centering, margins 
or other factors shown in the illustrations; (d) lots described "as is"; (e) lots examined by postal viewers; and (f) no 
extension lot will be accepted as a return unless condition 15 is complied with fully; i.e. items must be submitted for 
expertization by the auctioneer and be paid for in accordance with condition 5 above. Except for lots placed on exten
sion, as per condition 15, no lots may be returned for any reason whatsoever after 30 days from sale date. (Lots 
returned must be housed intact in the original lotting sheet). Late remittance for purchase may, at the auctioneer's 
option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges. 

1 7. The descriptions provided in this catalog are intended solely for the use of those bidders who do not have the opportu
nity to view the lots prior to bidding. The color photographs in the catalog are as accurate as can be reproduced with 
today's technology. While these photographs can show centering, perforations, and margins, they cannot be relied upon 
for exact reproduction of color. All bidders who have inspected the lots prior to the auction will not be granted any 
return privileges, except for reasons of genuineness. It is presumed that all floor bidders have inspected the lots prior to 
bidding. Therefore, lots purchased by floor bidders are sold "as is" and may not be returned. Floor bidders include 
those bidders acting as agents for others. Due to possible mishandling of items by subsequent owners, the Auctioneer 
reserves the right to describe items differently than shown on certificates from any certification service that accompany 
the items. For the same reasons as stated above, the Auctioneer reserves the right to describe items differently than the 
descriptions shown in this catalog should such items be consigned to any future auction. Describing and grading are an 
art, not a science, and therefore the descriptions provided in this catalog may not agree with the opinion of others 
(including trained experts), and the same expert may not describe and grade the same stamp with the same description 
and grade at two different times. Description and grading standards have changed in the past, and as time passes and 
market conditions change over the years, they may do so again in the future. If any disputes arise regarding payment, 
authenticity, or description between the bidder and the Auctioneer, the Auctioneer, at its sole discretion, may submit 
the disputed matter to binding arbitration, to which the bidder, by placing a bid and hereby accepting these Terms and 
Conditions of Sale, agrees to be bound. 
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l4ry, Shmre & Mader Philatelic Auctions, Inc. 

Cover, card or on entire 
Booklet pane or cplt. booklet 
Essay 
Proof 
Specimen 

ABBREVIATIONS 
ms. manuscript 
n.h. never hinged 
o.g. original gum 
ovpt. overprint 
pmk. postmark 
s.e. straight edge 

CONDITION 
extremely fine - outstanding, the highest quality possible. 
very fine - choice condition, well centered; if imperforate with four well clear margins. 
fine - sound in all respects, perforations clear design; if imperf orate margins may be close or touching, but will not cut design. 
very good - stamps are so graded either by reason of general appearance of imperfect centering or a fault. 

Any faults such as a thin spot, tear, crease, etc. will be described at all times. In larger lots, degrees of condition denote 
the average, and copies above and below such condition can be expected. Minor separations on blocks or sheets are the rule 
rather than the exception and are not grounds for the return of a lot. The term "mint" denotes that the item has original 
gum, but does not imply that it is never hinged. The term "unused" is used to describe an uncancelled item that is without 
gum. Regarding covers, the following are not justification for the return of a lot: tom or partially removed back flaps, light 
file folds which do not detract from the overall appearance and small edge tears which do not affect adhesive or markings. 

CATALOGS USED 
The catalog numbers and catalog values of the contents of the lots, given in the descriptions, are from the Scott Standard 
Postage Stamp Catalogues, Volumes 1-4, and U.S. Specialized, 1988 editions. Where, by reason of the Scott catalogue not 
listing items in a lot, another catalog is used, it will be named in the description of the lot. 

ESTIMATES 
If an Estimated cash value is given, it is shown in the descriptions and always indicated by the abbreviation "Est." It is used 
where the lot is large or where the actual value has little relation to the catalog price. It is meant to represent the true mar
ket value of the lot and such figures are invariably close to actual realizations. 
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BIDS 
Up to $30.00 

$30.00 - $50.00 
$50.00 - $100.00 
$100.00 - $300.00 
$300.00 - $750.00 

Bidding Increments 

INCREASE 
$1.00 
$2.00 
$5.00 
$10.00 
$25.00 

BIDS 
$750.00 - $1,500.00 

$1,500.00 - $3,000.00 
$3,000.00 - $5,000.00 

$5,000.00 and Up 

INCREASE 
$50.00 

$100.00 
$250.00 

at auctioneer's discretion 

The above increments are simply provided as a guide for bidding uniformity. The auctioneer retains the 
right to change the increments at his discretion when bidding activity is particularly strong to expedite the 
sale , or he may break the increments to accommodate an agent's bid . 
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CompuBid™ gives you more "on-the-scene" 
bidding clout than you ever had before. 

CompuBid ™ is a people,to,people innovation that is, by 
far, the most advanced and helpful method of mail 
bidding available in the rare stamp marketplace. No other 
auction company has anything that even compares with 
its simple sophistication and direct benefits to you. 

It increases your chances of success. 
CompuBid TM increases your chances of success over our 

standard mail bidding system and other conventional mail 
bidding systems two ways: it increases your chances of bid
ding on more stamps; it increases your chances of buying 
more of the stamps you want. 

It puts you where the action is. 
The action is at the auction. And CompuBid TM puts you 

there. It gives you almost all the advantages of the people 
attending the auction. In fact, CompuBid TM gives you so 
much flexibility, it's as if you were attending the auction in 
person. 

It maximizes your bidding dollars. 
CompuBidTM enables you to bid on as many stamps as you 

like, yet limit your total purchases to a specific amount. For 
example, you could bid on $10,000 worth of stamps, yet 
limit your total purchases to $2,500. In this example, 
although you get the opportunity to bid on several stamps 
that interest you, it is still possible to stay within your buy
ing limits. This way, knowing that you have limited your 
bidding dollars to a specific amount, you can bid with more 
confidence and flexibility than ever before. 

It evens the odds for you. 
CompuBid TM equalizes your chances of bidding success

fully against the bidders at the auction on the stamps you 
want to buy. You can bid aggressively all the stamps you 
want, without going over your budget, rather than bidding 
aggressively on the first two or three lots and substantially 
reducing your bids on the remaining lots for fear of going 
over your budget. 

CompuBid TM is simple to use. For example, assume you 
would like to bid on a mint U.S. 15¢ Columbian at $300.00, 
a mint 50¢ Trans-Mississippi for $800.00 and a mint $5.00 
America for $300.00. However, you want to limit yourself to 
$1,000.00. If you bought the 15¢ Columbian for $2 75.00 
and the 50¢ Trans-Mississippi for $725.00 your bid for the 
$5.00 America would be deleted automatically. 

It's a tested and proven success. 
In more than thirteen years of use, CompuBid™ has 

proven to be the most effective and useful auction mail bid
ding technique available. No other auction company has 
the advancements in mail bidding technology and docu
mentation necessary to off er a service as important and his
torically significant as CompuBid ™. In fact, CompuBid TM is 
so precise that Ivy, Shreve & Mader Philatelic Auctions, 
Inc. unconditionally guarantees that you, the bidder, will 
not be liable for any purchase over your specified limit. 
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1. Name, Address, 
City, State , Zip 

Your address is needed to mail your 
purchases. We need your telephone 
number to communicate any 
problems or changes that may affect 
your bids. 

2. References 

If you have not established credit 
with us from previous auctions, you 
must send a 25% deposit, or list 
stamp dealers with whom you have 
credit established. 

3. Lot Numbers and Bids 

List all lots you desire to purchase. 
On the reverse are additional 
columns, you may also use another 
sheet. Under "Amount" enter the 
maximum you would pay for that 
low (whole dollar amounts only). 
We will purchase the stamps for 
you as much below your bids as 
possible. 

After you have totaled your bid 
sheet, detennine how much you 
can budget to spend. Check the 
box for CompuBid™, and list your 
spending limit. 

By signing the bid sheet, you have 
agreed to abide by the T enns of 
Sale listed in the auction catalog. 

(HOME) 

7. Fax Your Bid Sheet 

When time is shon submit a 
Mail Bid Sheet on our exclusive 
CompuBid™ Fax Hotline. 
There's no faster method to get 
your bids to us instantly. Simply use 
the Ivy, Shreve & Mader Fax 
Hotline numbers 214-520-6968 or 
212-486-0676. 

Ivy, Shreve & Mader Philatelic Auctions, Inc. 
Toll Free WATS: 1-800-STAMPS-l (782-6771) 
In Te.as Call: 214-528-3500 
FAX HOTLINE: 214-520-6968 
Heritage Plaza 
Highland Park Village 
Dallas, Te,as 75205-2788 
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United States Possessions 
and the Plass Collection 

PREFACE 

The following introduction on Dr. Plass and his collection 
has been contributed by George A. McNamara, 

a member of our staff of philatelic experts who lotted and described the entire Plass Collection. 

Dr. Plass began his collecting career at 
the age of twelve. At first he concentrated 
on the issues of the United States, keeping 
these current and trading for earlier issues, 
gradually filling in the collection. But 
United States alone was unable to hold his 
interest; he admired the beauty of the 
engraved sets appearing from other coun
tries and the British Commonwealth in par
ticular, especially the centenary issues of 
Falkland Islands, Sierra Leone, and St. 
Helena, and added these to his ever 
expanding collection. 

But he required more from his hobby 
than accumulating; not until the late 
1940's did he find the field that would satis
fy his investigatory traits and engage his 
mind; he became intrigued by the stamps of 
the Canal Zone. The vast complexity of 
the various overprints and surcharges and 
the need for a method of logically ordering 
them provided the opportunity that he had 
sought. Not only would this study involve 
the basic Columbian stamps, but also the 
conversion through overprint of these to 
stamps of Panama, and finally the further 
conversion to stamps of Canal Zone. It did 
not matter that at this time the United 
States' Possessions were unpopular with col
lectors of the United States; here was an 

area of fascinating stamps that had only a 
small amount of literature and of which 
much knowledge could be gained through 
painstaking research. The unpopularity also 
aided him in the acquisition of many a rare 
error or variety, as the prices that these 
commanded were only a fraction of those 
realized for similar items from more popular 
collecting areas. 

The collection of Canal Zone grew slowly 
at first, but with increasing speed as many of 
the famous "Name" sales appeared on the 
auction market. Material from collectors as 
Tows, Lichtenstein, Conger, Hennan, Justi, 
Slawson, White, Brooks and Todd began to 
grace the expanding albums. In 1974, Dr. 
Plass acquired the collection of Colonel 
James T. DeVoss, which was perhaps the 
greatest collection of Canal Zone ever 
assembled to that time; and in 1976, he 
won a large gold with his exhibit at the 
Interphil Exhibition in Philadelphia. 

The Canal Zone Study Group was reacti
vated in 1968, after a dormant period of 
thirteen years, with Dr. Plass as the editor of 
the society journal, "The Canal Zone 
Philatelist". He held this position for the 
following twenty years, and was a major 
contributor to the journal, with memorable 
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articles on such topics as the Registry 
Envelopes, revealing for the first time that 
there were two different settings of the 
overprint/surcharge, and the discovery of 
the second SCADTA cover from the Canal 
Zone, which is offered in this sale. He also 
authored a long series of articles on the 
stamps of the Canal Zone, which became 
the basis for the extraordinary handbook 
"Canal Zone Stamps" co-authored by Dr. 
Plass, Geoffrey Brewster, and Richard H. 
Salz, and published by the Canal Zone 
Study Group in 1986. 

Dr. Plass did not neglect the other United 
States' Possessions; in fact, he approached 
each with a fervor found seldom in 
Philately, assembling outstanding collec
tions of each one, with especial attention to 
the rarities and errors. The Hawaii collec
tion is, excluding the "Missionaries", one of 
the best collections of this country to be 
offered in public auction in quite some 
time, particularly in the locally printed 
Numerals and also in the extent of the 1893 
Provisional Government overprints. Puerto 
Rico includes the one certified example of 
the 2c Inverted Overprint. Danish West 
Indies has much to offer to the collector of 
postal history, as well as to the specialist in 
the postal emissions. Guam has the special 
printings nearly complete. Cuba includes 
rare specimens and proofs. Offices in China 
includes mint and used examples of the 
$2.00 Double Surcharge. In the Ryukyu 
Islands is the incredibly rare block of the 
l0Y surcharge with both the missing aster
isk and the missing Kanji character, which 
will appear at public auction for perhaps the 
first time ever. Philippines has nearly all of 
the "VICTORY" handstamped overprints 
including the few major errors and several 
covers, one of these with the extremely rare 
1 Peso. 

Jul, 10, 1993 

Still Canal Zone is the area of choice for 
Dr. Plass. The extraordinary number of 
unique pieces throughout is amazing. The 
attention paid to every detail of this special
ized collection is extraordinary. Singles and 
multiples of the overprints on Panama are 
plated insofar as the positions and settings 
can be determined. Each and every piece 
has been selected for its ability to fill out and 
convey the results of the researches that 
have been undertaken through the years. In 
every respect this collection is a monument 
to a knowledgeable and tireless student who 
has enabled us to profit from his efforts and 
to advance further in the quest for philatelic 
knowledge. 

George A. McNamara 
Dallas, Texas 

July, 1993 
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Introduction 

The Canal Zone Postal Service 

The Republic of Panama declared its independence 
from Colombia on November 3, 1903. On November 
18, Panama signed a treaty with the United States 
creating the Canal Zone, and giving the United States 
perpetual lease; shortly thereafter Theodore Roosevelt 
appointed Major General George W. Davis the first 
Governor of the Canal Zone 

By June 20, 1904, Governor Davis had decided to 
institute a postal service for the Zone, and had even 
appointed postmasters for the nine initial post offices. 
He requested through the Isthmian Canal 
Commission in Washington supplies of United States 

postage stamps overprinted for the Canal Zone, 
Panama, and immediately began negotiations with 
Panama regarding purchase of postage stamps for 
provisional use in the Zone, until the desired stamps 
from the United States should arrive. Eventually it was 
agreed that Panama would supply stamps at 20% of 
their face value in gold (at this time Panama's 
currency was the Colombian silver peso, which was 
valued at half of the United States gold dollar). 

The Canal Zone Postal Service was established and 
began operation on June 24, 1904, with official 
inauguration on June 25. 

Condition of Canal Zone Stamps 

Many Canal Zone stamps were many years under 
tropical conditions of high temperature and high 
humidity and simply do not exist in pristine condition. 
This is particularly true of Scott Nos. 1-3, 9-59, and 
J 1-11. The gum is disturbed by adhering to the 
interleaving in the stacks of stamps and by discoloration. 
This is normal for stamps stored in the tropics. 
Virtually all stamps in the series 1-3 and 9-20 have 
gum modified by these factors and, in fact, a copy with 
perfect gum is often a sign of one that has been regummed. 
These gum imperfections are not usually mentioned in 
the descriptions of stamps issued before 1924. 

Very fine centering is not available for many of the 
errors and varieties. For example, if an error was found 
only on a strip of ten stamps in a sheet, the centering 
of all are likely to be similar. Thus all copies of this 
error or variety might have the perforations cutting 
into the design. If the error occurs in a given position 
of a sheet of flat plate United States stamps and this 
position corresponds to a straight-edge position, then 
all copies of the error will have a straight edge (for 
example, Scott Nos. 716, 76a, 866, and 86g). 

Special Note on "Panama" Overprints 

The 13mm "PANAMA" overprints have two 
length varieties, one of about 16mm, which occurs ten 
times in the sheet (five times per setting offifty) and 
which is listed by Scott but as "15mm"; the second is 

about 15mm in length, which occurs only six times per 
sheet ( three times per setting) and which is not listed 
by Scott. We have catalogued the 16mm spacing as 
the Scott listed 15mm. 

Please Note: 

The listed catalog identification numbers and 
values are from the Scott 1988 Specialized Catalogue 
of United States Stamps. In the Canal Zone section 
of the sale we have also identified each lot by the 
specialized listings given in the book Canal Zone 
Stamps published by the Canal Zone Study Group. 

These numbers are shown at the end of the 
descriptions in parentheses (CZSG). We have also 
utilized the Facit Special 1993 catalog for more 
detailed listings and current evaluations on the Danish 
West Indies section of the sale. 
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CANAL ZONE 

THE FIRST 1904 ISSUE 
Stamps were placed on sale on June 24 in at least three of the post offices, 
Ancon, Cristobal, and Culebra, with sales throughout the Zone on June 
25 . Three values were issued, 2c Rose, 5c Blue, and IOc Yellow, each 
bearing a lliolet "CANAL ZONE" straightline handstamp. These were 
sold in Colombian silver currency, and were equivalent respectively to 

United States le, 2c, and 5c values . The basic Panamanian stamps were of 
the I 89 2-96 Map design 011erprinted for the Republic. These stamps were 
demonetized as of the close of business on July I 7, I 904. They had been in 
use for only twenty-four days . 

The Two Cent Rose 

Stamps were 011erprinted "PANAMA" in a setting of fifty types ( l0x5) 
applied to one half of a sheet, the sheet reversed, and the 011erprint applied 
to the second half. Both "Panama" read up on the top half, and down on 

the bottom half, thus any of the varieties in this 011erprint appear twice on 
the sheet of one hundred. A total of twenty-six sheets were handstamped 
"CANAL ZONE", one of these sheets with the handstamp in11eTted. 

301 * #1, 2c Rose, strong and clear "Canal Zone" handstamp, 
fresh and beautifully centered example, from position 42, which 
has large first "A" and dropped third "A" in the left "Panama", and 
inverted "V" for first and second "A" in right "Panama", the second 
one dropped, part original gum, extremely fine; signed J.C. Perry 
(CZSG 1.A). (photo) 425.00 

302 * #1 , 2c Rose, choice mint example, position 87, dropped 
third "A" in right "Panama", full original gum, extremely fine; 
signedJCP (Perry) and H. Bloch (CZSG 1.B). (photo) 425.00 

PQ&I! l 
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* #1 var., 2c Rose, "Panama" 16mm long, top right corner 
single, position 10, marvelous mint example of this scarce stamp, 
vivid color, well centered, strong impression of the "Canal Zone" 
handstamp, full fresh original gum, lightly hinged in selvage, the 
stamp never hinged, small thin in right selvage, a very fine exam
ple of this variety, which occurred in only ten positions of each 
sheet (No. 6-10 and 91-95), for a total printed of 260, of which 
half had both "Panama" reading up (CZSG 1.1). (photo) 475.00 
* #1 var., 2c Rose, "Panama" 16mm long, position 7, bright 
and fresh with brilliant color, strong and clean impression of the 
"Canal Zone" handstamp, full original gum, lightly hinged, fine; 
signed H. Bloch (CZSG 1.1). (photo) 475.00 
* D #1, 2c Rose, block of four, positions 64-65/74-75, bright 
and fresh, vivid color, full original gum, fine-very fine; in addition, 
this block illustrates the shift variety, with both "Panama" at right 
(CZSG 1.4). (photo) 2,000.00 
* D #1, var., 2c Rose, top sheet margin block of four, positions 
3-4/13-14, handsome example of the split "Panama", which was 
caused by a horizontal shift of the overprint, exceptionally fresh 
and remarkably well centered, full fresh original gum, very fine; 
positions 3 and 4 have the variety "Panama" about 15mm long, 
which occurs in only six positions of the setting (3-5 and 96-98), 
and which is quite distinct from the listed variety; there were only 
156 printed, of which half have both "Panama" reading up (CZSG 
l.lb). (photo) 2,000.00+ 
* D #1, var., 2c Rose, an important block of six from the bot
tom of the sheet, positions 83-85/93-95, the bottom three with 
"Panama" 16mm long, position 83 also with inverted "V" for first 
"A" in left "Panama", original gum, fresh and fine-very fine; this is 
one of the three recorded blocks of six; only three larger blocks are 
known (CZSG l.la). (photo) 2,900.00+ 
0 • #l, var., 2c Rose, a rare used block of four from the bottom 
of the sheet, positions 83-84/93-94, with overprint shifted to the 
left, so that there are two close together at the right of each stamp, 
in addition, the two bottom stamps have "Panama" 16mm loni, 
central Cristobal June 28, 1904 postmark, fine (CZSG l.la, 1.4). 
(photo) 2,000.00+ 

308 
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309 * D #la, le, If, 2c Rose, block of four with "Canal Zone" 
inverted, and double on the bottom right stamp, an incredible 
showpiece, this block not only containing the only recorded exam
ple of the double overprint, both inverted, but also with 
"Panama" reading up on the top pair and down on the bottom pair, 
positions 46-4 7 /56-57, part o.g., exceptionally well centered, and 
one of the premier items of the first Canal Zone issue; 1967 PF cer
tificate (CZSG la, le, lf). (see color photo in center section) 

6,250.00+ 
310 * #1, lb, 2c Rose, horizontal pair, the left stamp with dis

tinct double overprint, positions 26-27, position. 27 with three 
inverted "V"s for "A"s in the right "Panama", original gum, fresh 
and fine; there are only four examples of the double overprint on 
record; 1967 PF certificate (CZSG lb). (photo) 2,425.00 

311 * #1, ld, 2c Rose, horizontal pair, positions 99-100, position 
100 with "Panama" reading up and down, fresh, original gum, 
choice very fine; the pair has full side selvage with partial arrow; 
only 52 of this variety issued (CZSG ld). (photo) 950.00+ 

312 * D #1, ld, 2c Rose, top left comer block of four, positions 1-
2/11-12, position 1 with "Panama" reading up and down, fresh 
and remarkably well centered, original gum, very fine; only 52 of 
this variety were printed, two of which had "Canal Zone" invert
ed; in addition, position 11 has inverted "V" for first "A" in the 
right "Panama", and position 12 has "N" inverted in right 
"Panama"; signed Colman, and with 1951 PF certificate (CZSG 
ld). (photo) 2,000.00+ 

313 * D #1, ld, 2c Rose, a marvelous top left corner block of 
twelve, positions 1-4/21-24, the "Panama" overprints shifted 
strongly to the right, so that the rightmost block of nine has two 
overprints close together at left of each stamp, and the left column 
has only one "Panama" on each of the three, this shift creating 
one of the more spectacular pieces of first-issue Canal Zone, as 
position 1 has its sole "Panama" reading down, and position 11 has 
its reading up, forming a unique vertical tete-beche pair, there are 
also a number of varieties in the remaining positions, including an 
inverted "N", and several inverted "V" for "A", plus the "long" 
overprints (about 15mm) in positions 3 and 4, large part original 
gum, some minor thin spots and hinge reinforcing, but a fine and 
impressive block, one of the gems of this collection; only one other 
block of this size is recorded; 1968 PF and 1969 APS certificates 
(CZSG 1.3a). (photo) 5,800.00+ 

314 * #le, 2c Rose, "Canal Zone" inverted, this is position 100 
of the one sheet so overprinted, and one of the two positions with 
"Panama" reading up and down, the other, position 1, is used, 
fresh, nicely centered, full original gum, almost very fine; signed 
Colman, and with 1967 PF certificate; the unique mint example 
(CZSG le). (see color photo in center section) 3,500.00 

315 * #lf, 2c Rose, vertical pair, positions 46-56, "Panama" read
ing up on top stamp and down on the bottom, original gum, very 
fine; the basic 2c stamp is from the third Panama issue, whereby 
the upper half of the pane of 100 was overprinted, then the sheet 
turned around, and the lower half overprinted "tete-beche" to the 
first, the importance of this variety was not recognized until much 
later, and of the 260 such pairs further overprinted with "Canal 
Zone", only 18 are recorded, ten of these still in blocks of four or 
larger; signed JC Perry (CZSG 10. (photo) 1,250.00 
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* #1, lf, 2c Rose, a magnificent mint vertical strip of four, 
positions 40/50/60/70, the top pair with "Panama" reading up, 
the bottom "Panama" reading down, in addition, the top stamp of 
the strip is missing the first "A" in "Panama" at left, original gum, 
bottom stamp hinge remnant, choice very fine; 1967 PF certificate 
(CZSG lf, 1.2). (photo) 2,150.00+ 
* D #lf, 2c Rose, block of four, positions 44-45/54-55, 
"Panama" reading up on top pair and down on the bottom pair, 
bright and fresh, beautifully centered, original gum, sensibly hinge
reinforced, choice very fine; in addition, position 44 has inverted 
"V" for second "A" in left "Panama" (CZSG lf). (photo) 2,500.00 
* D #1, lf, 2c Rose, extraordinary unused block of 22, 
"Panama" reading up on the top block of eight, and down on the 
bottom block of fourteen, positions 33-36/83-84, this is the largest 
recorded block of the 2c by far, its nearest competitors two blocks 
of twelve, there are numerous varieties in the "Panama" overprints, 
including a number of inverted "V" for "A", in particular the left 
"Panama" of position 74 has three, two other positions have 
accents on the final "A" of"Panama", two more have large "PA" in 
"Panama", and there are four vertical pairs with "Panama" read
ing up at top and down at bottom, some small faults are present 
including three stamps with tears, but the extreme importance of 
this multiple easily outweighs any negative considerations, very 
fine centering; one of the greatest pieces in all of Canal Zone phi
lately; 1968 PF and 1969 APS certificates; ex-Covaleski (CZSG 1, 
lf). (photo) 10,950.00+ 
0 #lf, 2c Rose, vertical strip of three, positions 34/44/54, 
positions 34 and 44 with "Panama" reading up, position 54 with 
"Panama" reading down, exceptionally fresh, bright vivid color, 
beautifully centered, extremely fine, and of the greatest rarity used 
(CZSG lf). (photo) 1,650.00 

The Five Cent Blue 

The setting for the "PAN AMA" ooerprints was again one of fifry, but t1er
tically arranged (5x10) , applied in two operations to sheets of one hundred. 
In this setting, the "PANAMA"s read up at left and down at right. As 
with the 2c, 11arieties of this ooerprint will appear twice on each sheet . A 
total of eighry-fit1e sheets were further handstamped "CANAL ZONE", 
one of these with the handstamp int1erted, another with the handstamp diag
onal, reading down. On September 14, 1904, the remainder of set1en hun
dred stamps was destroyed. 

320 * #2 var., 5c Blue, left "Panama" 2.25mm below bar, posi
tion 36 in the setting of 100 (it also occurs on position 31), unusu
ally fresh mint example of this scarce spacing, bright vivid color, 
well centered, original gum, choice very fine; of the 156 originally 
issued, there are only eight recorded examples of this variety 
(CZSG 2.1). (photo) 400.00 

321 * #2 var., 5c Blue, "colon" between right "Panama" and 
bar, position 44 or 49, handsome example of this very scarce vari
ety, fresh color, well centered, part o.g., very fine; of the 156 copies 
originally issued, only ten are recorded (CZSG 2.2). (photo) 

350.00 
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322 * D #2, var., 5c Blue, block of four, the bottom left stamp with 
"colon" between "Panama" and bar, position 44 or 49, fresh and 
well centered, o.g., disturbed on the bottom pair causing some gum 
soaks, very fine; one of the ten examples of this variety recorded 
(CZSG 2.2). (photo) 1,300.00+ 

323 * #2, var., 5c Blue, unused horizontal pair, the left stamp 
with one "Panama" only, the right stamp normal, this pair is from 
the fifth and sixth vertical rows of the sheet, and resulted from a 
leftwards shift of the "Panama" overprint forme (5x10) when 
applied to the left half of the pane of 100, the printing on the right 
half was centered correctly, few perforations separated, fine exam
ple of this unusual variety; 1969 APS certificate (CZSG 2.3). 
(photo) 500.00+ 

324 0 D #2, var., 5c Blue, used block of four, positions 26-27/36-37, 
the bottom left stamp with 2.25mm spacing between "Panama" 
and bar, and with a strong horizontal shift so that there is only one 
"Panama" on each of the left pair, and two "Panama" close togeth
er reading down and up on the right pair, well centered, and bear
ing the postmark of San Pablo, which was the tenth office opened 
(July 7), fine-very fine; only eight examples recorded, (CZSG 2.1, 
2.3, 2.4). (photo) 1,300.00+ 

325 0 #2a, 5c Blue, "Canal Zone" inverted, attractive used 
example of this scarce error, fresh color, well centered, strong 
impression of the overprint, almost very fine; one sheet of 100 oril[:
inall y had the overprint inverted, few still survive (CZSG 2a). 
(photo) 500.00 

326 * #2b, 5c Blue, "Canal Zone" double, choice mint example 
of this rare error, exceptionally fresh, well centered, both over
prints very strong and clear, full o.g., very fine; 1969 APS certifi
cate; only eleven copies of this error are on record (CZSG 2b). 
(photo) 900.00 
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327 * #2b, 5c Blue, "Canal Zone" double, rather widely separat
ed and complete impressions, original gum, hinge remnant, fine 
example of this rare error, of which only eleven copies have been 
recorded; complete impressions of both overprints are necessary for 
the stamp to be considered the error (CZSG 2b). (photo) 900.00 

328 * • #2, 5c Blue, mint block of four, the bottom pair with 
"Canal Zone" lightly doubled, caused by the twisting of the hand
stamp at application, though not the listed error, original gum, top 
pair hinge remnant, few nibbed perforations, and bottom left stamp 
light crease, very fine appearance, and a nice attractive variety; 
1967 PF certificate (CZSG 2). (photo) 1,300.00 

329 

330 

331 

* 0 #2, 2c, 5c Blue, left margin partial imprint block of six, 
positions 51-53/61-63, position 52 without the "Canal Zone" 
overprint, a spectacular mint example of this rarity, fresh, full orig
inal gum, four stamps never hinged, very fine; there are only four 
recorded examples of this major error, two of which are in a dif
ferent block of six, the last in a strip of three on cover, this is likely 
to be the only mint "single" copy offered for a very long time; 1967 
PF certificate (CZSG 2c). (see color photo in center section) 

3,250.00+ 
* #2d, 5c Blue, "Canal Zone" diagonal, reading down to 
right, bright and fresh, rich color, original gum, lightly hinged, very 
fine; only one sheet of 100 of this variety was produced, with the 
overprint at nearly a 45 degree angle; 1969 APS certificate (CZSG 
2d). (photo) 450.00 
0 #2d, 5c Blue, "Canal Zone" diagonal, reading down to 
right, a scarce used example of this prominent variety, light violet 
town cancellation, almost very fine (CZSG 2d). (photo) 450.00 

POf!9 
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The Ten Cent Yellow 

The nearly identical setting to the Sc, with only slight changes, was used far 
the "PANAMA" overprints on the 10c value. A total of twenty-six sheets 
was further handstamped "CANAL ZONE", two of these sheets with the 
handscamp inverted. On September 14, 1904, the remainder of 304 stamps 
was destroyed. 

* 0 #3, var., 10c Yellow, mint block of four, the top left stamp 
2.25mm spacing between "Panama" and the bar, bright and fresh, 
o.g., a little backing paper adhered, fine; of the al?proximately 100 
copies printed (positions 31 and 36 in the pane), only eight are 
recorded; 1969 APS certificate (CZSG 3.2). (photo) 1,475.00 
0 0 #3, 10c Yellow, impressive used horizontal block of six, 
fresh color, well centered, bearing two complete and a part of a 
third Bohio July 14, 1904 postmarks, top right stamp has a pulled 
perforation, others are very fine, only one larger block ( in poor 
condition) is recorded (CZSG 3). (photo) 2,200.00+ 
0 0 #3, 10c Yellow, used vertical block of six, with several 
strikes of the San Pablo July 14, 1904 cancellation, the top four 
stamps have portions of an offset from another sheet laid face down 
atop this one, and this offset is particularly strong on the top two, 
very fine (CZSG 3). (photo) 2,200.00+ 
* #3a, 10c Yellow, "Canal Zone" inverted, bright vivid 
color, nicely centered, strong clear handstamp, original gum, hinge 
remnants, almost very fine; only 200 were issued; signed H. Bloch 
(CZSG 3a). (photo) 500.00 
0 #3b, 10c Yellow, "Canal Zone" double, attractive single, 
fresh and well centered, this is one of the two recorded examples 
of this error, both used, the upper overprint is strong but smudged, 
the lower one, which appears to be a very carefully done impres
sion, is also strong, and was likely struck for the sake of clarity, the 
stamp has some minor flaws, but is of very fine appearance, and is 
one of the major rarities of the country; 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 
3b). (see color photo in center section) 3,000.00 
* 0 #3c, 10c Yellow, mint block of four, the bottom left stamp 
"Canal Zone" omitted, fresh, exceptionally well centered, large 
part original gum, choice very fine; one of three recorded exam
ples; 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 3c). (see color photo in center 
section) 3,400.00 
• #3c, 10c Yellow, horizontal strip of four, the third stamp 
"Canal Zone" omitted, tied to small piece, the overprint is light 
on the two left stamps, and heavy on the right stamp, suggesting 
that the person applying the handstamp re-inked the stamp and 
started anew, not realizing that one had been missed, the second 
and fourth stamps have small tears in the bottom margin, these are 
of little import for this rarity, which is one of three recorded 
examples, and the only one of these used, very fine appearance; 
1968 PF and 1969 APS certificates; ex-Justi (CZSG 3c). (photo) 

3,350.00 
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The Surcharge Essay 

339 E #3 var., 10c Yellow, a most intriguing horizontal strip of 
three, bearing the genuine "Canal Zone" overprint, the center 
stamp in addition has "02" handstamped over the "10", the right 
hand stamp has "2" handstamped over the "1" of "10", both in 
greenish blue, this strip was discovered in an old collection in 
Panama, and without any documentation available, its exact pur
pose has never been determined, it would appear that the assump
tion that it is a surcharge essay, as noted in the "Canal Zone 
Postage Stamps" publication from the Canal Zone Postal Service, 
1958, is correct, there were fewer 2c overprints issued than either 
the 5c or 10c, and these sold out rather quickly, and the 1904 over
prints on the current United States issue did include an equivalent 
to a 20c value, the 10c Webster, original gum, center stamp hinge 
remnant, fine, and an impressive "one-of-a-kind" multiple. (photo) 

Est. 500-750 

The First 1904 Issue 
Postal History 

340 .A. #1-3, 2c,10c 1904 "Canal Zone" overprints cplt., tied to 
one piece by La Boca June 29, 1904 postmark, attractive set, fresh 
colors, the 2c and 10c with straight edge at bottom, the 2c being 
position 95, "Canal Zone" 16mm long, very fine; 1966 PF certifi
cate (CZSG I.la, 2-3). (photo) 975.00+ 

341 ~ #1-3, 2c-10c 1904 "Canal Zone" overprints cplt., tied by 
La Boca postmark to one cover to England, June 29, 1904, 
Cristobal June 30 transit, New York July 13 and Croyden July 22 
backstamps, fine-very fine; the 2c (position 99) and 10c with 
straight edges at bottom; this is one of six first issue covers to 
England on record, addressed to Master George Mallet, son of the 
British Consul to Panama (cover illustrated in the Canal Zone 
Philatelist, Volume 4, No. 2) (CZSG 1-3). (photo) Est. 750-1,000 

342 ~ #1,3, 2c,10c 1904 "Canal Zone" overprints cplt., on one 
cover from La Boca to Connecticut, posted July 5, 1904, with 
Cristobal transit of the same date, and New York Paid All July 13 
backstamp, unusually fresh and attractive, fine-very fine; in addi
tion, the enclosed letter is rather interesting from the philatelic 
point of view, the sender (son of the addressee) chose to use the 
American post office in order to send the stamps for "some ones 
collection as they will very soon be valuable probably worth 25 
dollars apiece inside of ten years as they are the first stamps used on 
the isthmus in the Canal Zone ... "; the writer later mentions that 
these will be used only until the shipment from the United States 
(#4-8) is available. (photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 

343 ~ #1, 2c Rose, split overprint, tied by Bohio June 30, 1904 
postmark, picture postcard to Colon, depicting "Washing Day" in 
Colon, Cristobal June 30 arrival, card small comer crease, very fine 
appearance, stamp very fine; single rate use of the 2c is rather 
scarce, most of these were used in combination with the 5c or 10c 
to make up rates, or in multiples overpaying the 5c rate. (photo) 

Est. 500-750 
344 ~ #1, 2c Rose, strip of three, positions 45-47, on cover 

addressed to Dr. Perry, Ancon July 9, 1904 postmark, to Colon, 
Cristobal July 9 transit, Colon Flag duplex backstamp of July 11, 
both stamps and cover very fine; a most attractive example of the 
2c strip overpaying the 5c rate. (photo) Est. 750-1,000 
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345 181 #1, 2c Rose, strip of three, positions 55-57, on a similar 
cover addressed to the Vice Consul of the United States at Colon, 
Ancon July 9, 1904 postmark, Cristobal transit of the same day, 
and Colon duplex backstamp of July 11, stamps and cover very 
fine. (photo) Est. 7 50-1,000 

346 181 #1, 2c Rose, vertical strip of three, positions 55/65/75, tied 

347 

348 

by La Boca July 8, 1904 postmark, cover to the U.S. Consul at 
Colon, Cristobal July 5 transit, "Consular Service, U.S.A." comer 
card, stamps and cover very fine. (photo) Est. 750-1,000 

181 #1, lf, 2c Rose, vertical strip of three, positions 45/55/65, 
the top stamp with "Panama" reading up, the bottom pair with 
"Panama" reading down, fresh and well centered, tied by La Boca 
July 2, 1904 postmark, cover sent to the U.S. Consul in Colon, 
Cristobal July 2 transit also ties the strip, choice very fine; 1969 
APS certificate; ex-Conger. (photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 
181 #1-2, 2c Rose and 5c Blue, vertical pair and strip of three 
of the 2c, tied by Ancon July 8, 1904 postmarks, long cover to 
Colon, Cristobal transit of July 8, an extremely scarce triple rate 
cover, the pair of the 2c is positions 86/96, position 96 the scarcer 
"Panama" about 15mm long, and the strip of three is positions 
71/81/91, position 91 the listed "Panama" 16mm long, the cover 
has a couple of small insect holes, but is otherwise in a remarkably 
nice quality, the stamps are fine-very fine, overall a choice example 
of this rate; 1966 PF certificate. (photo) Est. 1,500-2,000 
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181 #2, 5c Blue, horizontal pair tied by two strikes of the 
Gorgona July 7, 1904 postmark, cover addressed to Hamburg, 
Cristobal July 7 postmark at lower left, "Transito Colon" Flag 
duplex on reverse, along with New York foreign branch and 
Hamburg backstamps, light file fold at left, choice very fine; one of 
only eleven covers recorded from Gorgona (CZSG 2). (photo) 

Est. 400-500 
181 #2 var., 5c Blue, left "Panama" 2.25mm below bar, posi
tion 36, fresh and fine single tied by Ancon June 2 7, 1904 post• 
mark, cover to Cristobal, the stamp also tied by the Cristobal post
mark, addressed to Dr. Mohr at the U.S. Public Health and Marine 
Hospital Service, very fine; only eight examples of this variety 
have been recorded; signed JC Perry (CZSG 2.1). (photo) 

Est. 400-500 
181 #2a, 5c Blue, "Canal Zone" inverted, very fine single tied 
by AnconJuly 9, 1904 postmark, cover to the American Consul in 
Colon, Cristobal transit, Colon Flag duplex backstamp, extremely 
fine; signed JC Perry (CZSG 2a). (photo) Est. 500-750 
181 #2a, 5c Blue, "Canal Zone" inverted, horizontal pair tied 
by Ancon July 8, 1904 postmark, cover to Dr. Mohr in Colon, 
Cristobal July 9 transit, the cover with Panama Railroad Company 
comer card, the errors are bright and fresh, with fine centering, the 
cover choice very fine; only one sheet of the error was printed, and 
this sold at Ancon, where usages of July 8 and July 9 are recorded, 
multiples are very scarce, and on cover rare; ex~Tharne (CZSG 2a). 
(photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 
181 #2d, 5c Blue, "Canal Zone" diagonal, reading down to 
right, fresh and well centered single tied by Cristobal June 28, 1904 
postmark, local cover to Dr. Mohr, the overprint is partially dou
bled as well, extremely fine; 1969 APS certificate; ex-Conger, 
Robinette. (photo) Est. 400-500 
181 #2-3, 5c Blue, horizontal strip of five, and 10c Yellow, hor• 
izontal pair, tied on one long cover to Panama City by La Boca July 
6, 1904 postmarks, comer card of the Panama Railroad Company, 
backstamped July 7, the strip of five includes in its fourth position 
the "colon" between "Panama" and bar, of which only ten exam
ples have been recorded, cover and stamps are exceptionally 
attractive, especially for an envelope of this size, the second posi
tion of the Sc has a small nick, others fine-very fine, cover very 
fine; large rate covers as this are very scarce (CZSG 2, 2.2, 3). 
(photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 
181 #3, 10c Yellow, well centered single tied to cover to 
England, Cristobal July 6, 1904 postmark, New York foreign 
branch transit and Bath backstamp on the reverse, very fine; non
philatelic usages of this value are rather scarce (CZSG 3). (photo) 

Est. 300-400 
181 #3, 10c Yellow, choice single tied to Treasury Department 
penalty envelope by Cristobal July 6, 1904 postmark, sent by Dr. 
Perry to J.M. Bartels Co. in Boston, New York Paid All and Boston 
backstamps, very fine; surprisingly, this is one of only ten first 
issue covers to the United States on record (CZSG 3). (photo) 

Est. 300-400 
181 #3, 10c Yellow, very fine single tied to cover to the U.S. 
Consulate at Colon, La Boca July 11, 1904 postmark, black 
Cristobal July 12 postmark at lower left, and Colon Agency Target 
duplex marking on reverse, fresh and very pretty cover; signed J.C. 
Perry (CZSG #3). (photo) Est. 300-400 

Page 15 
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358 i:.;J #3, 10c Yellow, nicely centered single tied to cover to 
Cristobal by San Pablo postmark of July 12, 1904, Cristobal post
mark of the same day beneath, a fresh and clean usage, very fine; 
only three first issue covers are recorded from San Pablo, which 
office was only opened on July 7 (CZSG 3 ). (photo) Est. 400-500 

359 i:.;J #3, 10c Yellow, well centered single tied to cover from La 
Boca to Colon, July 16, 1904, with Cristobal postmark of the same 
date at left, clean and very fine; this first series was demonetized at 
the close of business on July 17, which was a Sunday, as the long
awaited stamps had arrived from the United States, and were to be 
introduced on the following Monday, and covers posted Saturday 
became in effect "last day of use" for the 1904 "Canal Zone" over
prints on stamps of Panama. (photo) Est. 400-500 

360 i:.;J #3a, 10c Yellow, "Canal Zone" inverted, fresh and well 
centered single tied to cover to Ancon, Cristobal July 10, 1904 
postmark, Ancon backstamp of the same date on reverse, cover slit 
open a bit irregularly at left, very fine and scarce on entire (CZSG 
3a). (photo) Est. 400-500 

361 i:.;J #3 var., 10c Yellow, 2.25mm spacing between "Panama" 
and the bar, extremely fine single tied by neat La Boca July 12, 
1904 postmark, cover addressed to Panama City, Ancon July 13 
("13" inverted), 1904 postmark on reverse with Panama Agency 
postmark of the 13th, very fine; a most impressive piece for the spe
cialist, with only eight examples of this variety recorded; 1969 APS 
certificate (CZSG 3.2). (photo) Est. 400-500 

362 i:.;J #3 var., 10c Yellow, "colon" between right "Panama" and 
bar, fresh and fine example of this elusive variety, tied to cover 
addressed to Dr. Mohr, Ancon July 9, 1904 to Cristobal (post
marked on the same day), this variety occupied positions 5 and 10 
of some of the sheets, the exact number printed is not known, but 
only nine examples are on record, very fine (CZSG 3.3). (photo) 

Est. 400-500 

Balance of the First 1904 Issue 

363 * 0 i:.;J #1-3, 1904 "Canal Zone" overprints, the balance of 
the study, beginning with a display of the basic stamps used for the 
overprinting, then with a complete used set, and individual values 
including 2c Rose unused single and strip of four, Sc Blue four 
items including an unused diagonal overprint and a used vertical 
pair illustrated in "Canal Zone Postage Stamps", 1961, plus four 
covers with single franking, and a fifth with one each Sc and 10c, 
the 10c has five items including an unused block of four, inverted 
"Canal Zone", and a "colon" variety, plus five single frankings, one 
cover to France, the unused stamps have original gum in the major
ity of instances, and are generally of fine or better appearance, the 
covers are generally fine-very fine or better, with some very attrac
tive ones. Est. 2,000-3,000 



364 

365 
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367 

THE SECOND 1904 ISSUE 
The awaited United States stamps overprinted "CANAL ZONE/ 
PANAMA" reading up were shipped from Washington on July 2 and 
arrived in the Zone on July 13 . A total of ten million stamps with a face 
value of $390,000.00 was shipped; at the rate of use then cuTTent, these 
would have lasted for several decades. 

A controversy between the United States and the Republic of Panama was 
raging concerning customs and ports, and also postal rates. Letters from 
the Canal Zone to the United States were treated at the 2c domestic rate, 
whereas those from Panama to the United States were at the 5c U.P.U. 
rate. Thus 3c per letter cound be saved !,y crossing a street and mailing 
from a Zone post office . This situation was severely detrimental to the 
Panama revenue. In an attempt to settle the differences between the two 
countries, President Roosevelt sent William Howard Taft to the Isthmus to 
work out an agreement covering all of the sore points including the postal 
rates. On December 3, 1904, Roosevelt issued an Executive Order which 
dealt in pan with the postal rates, and among other details provided that 
Republic of Panama stamps overprinted for the Canal Zone were to be used 
in the Zone, and these would be purchased from the Republic at 40% of 
face value; also mail from Panama to the United States would be handled 
at the United States domestic rate. 

The Taft Agreement effectively ended the sale and use of the Second 1904 
Issue . As of the close of business on December 11 , 1904, this series was 
invalidated. Of the enormous quantity shipped , fewer than 150,000 
stamps, with a face value of less than $4,300.00, were sold. The remain
ing quantities were burned on January 2-3, 1906. 

* D #4-8, lc-lOc Overprints on United States cplt., attractive 
set of blocks of four, fresh, original gum, a little hinge reinforcing, 
Be is about fine, the others very fine, the 10c is extraordinarily nice 
(CZSG 4-8). (photo) 2,085.00 
181 #4-8, lc-lOc Overprints on United States cplt., tied to one 
cover to Culebra by Empire December 10, 1904 postmarks, and 
backstamped the same day, Sc has straight edge at top, fresh and 
very fine; this series was removed from sale in the Canal Zone on 
the following day (CZSG 4-8). (photo) Est. 200-300 
181 #4-8, lc-lOc Overprints on United States cplt., tied to 
local cover, Ancon December 11, 1904 postmark, 2c has straight 
edge at top, 10c perforations at top roughed, still a handsome and 
very fine set franking; this was the last day of use for these 
stamps, the Taft Agreement was placed into effect beginning the 
following day, and remained in effect until abrogated in 1924 
(CZSG 4-8). (photo) Est. 300-400 
181 #4-5, 8, lc-2c, 10c Overprints on United States, horizon
tal pairs of the le and 2c, plus singles of the 2c and 10c, tied to 
commercial cover to Jamaica, Cristobal December 8, 1904 post
mark, Colon Transit Flag duplex backstamp, and Kingston arrival 
on December 11, some minor cover aging, le and 2c stamps with 
straight edges, fine-very fine; the Taft Agreement had been 
announced in Panama City on December 5, business firms proceed
ed to use up whatever stamps they had in stock pending the new 
issue of the 12th (CZSG 4-5, 8). (photo) Est. 150-200 
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368 C!!l #5, 2c Carmine, well centered single tied to cover to 
Panama City by Ancon July 19, 1904 postmark, and backstamped 
the same day, very fine; this is the earliest usage of this set 
recorded, although the second 1904 series was placed into use on 
July 18, no covers are recorded on this date (CZSG 5). (photo) 

Est. 300-400 
369 * D #6, Sc Blue, choice mint block of four with bottom sheet 

margin, unusually deep intense color, remarkably well centered, 
original gum, very lightly hinged, fresh and very fine; top left stamp 
with broken second "A" in "Canal", characteristic of position 88 
on the bottom left pane of plate #1888 (CZSG 6). (photo) 425.00 

370 * D #6, Sc Blue, bottom margin imprint and plate no, 1888 
block of six, dark color, full original gum, one stamp hinge rem
nant, others very lightly hinged, fresh and fine, and a rather attrac
tive example of this exceptionally scarce plate block (CZSG 6). 
(photo) 1,650.00 

371 * D #8, 10c Pale red brown, bottom margin imprint and plate 
no. 1590 block of six, warm rich color, remarkably well centered, 
original gum, some separations at bottom left hinge reinforced, and 
top center stamp with internal crease, but a very fine appearing 
example of this extremely rare plate block (CZSG 8). {photo) 

2,750.00 

Balance of the Second 1904 Issue 

372 * 0 C!!l #4-8, lc,lOc Overprints on United States, the collection 
of this issue, beginning with a set of the basic United States stamps 
mint, and containing the overprints in mint and used sets, a plate 
block of six of the le Green, five examples of stamps with strong 
breaks in various letters, a Sc Blue single franking cover to 
England, and the set on two matched covers with the stamps tied 
by Colon, Panama Flag duplex cancels (favor), mostly fine-very 
fine (CZSG 4-8). Est. 400-500 

THE THIRD 1904 ISSUE 
On December 12, the Taft Agreement came into force, and stamps of the 
Republic of Panama were again supplied for use in the Canal Zone. The le 
and 2c Map designs of 1904 were simply overprinted "Canal Zone", while 
the 5c Blue and IOc Yellow were supplied from the 1904 issue with the var
ious settings found in these stamps. In 1905, the 2c Rose from the 1904 
issue of Panama was utilized, as the new Map design had been sold out. 
The "Canal Zone" overprint itself appeared in six different settings over the 
course of this issue . 

373 * D #9, a, b, le Green, block of four, positions 48-49/58-59, 
position 48 with antique "ZONE", from stages Ill or IV, this posi
tion is the primary feature distinguishing stage II from stage Ill, 
fresh, original gum, fme-very fine; also a second block of four, posi
tions 26-27/36-37, position 26 with antique "CANAL", this posi
tion being the distinguishing feature separating stage III from stage 
IV, original gum, some paper adherence, and one normal with 
toned spot, very fine; only 150 and 50 examples respectively were 
printed of these varieties (CZSG 9, 9a, 96). (photo) 213.50 
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0 #9c, le Green, "Canal Zone" inverted, fresh color, well 
centered, some light wrinkles from use, but a choice very fine 
example of this rarity; only six examples have been recorded, five 
of these used, the last possibly unused, this error apparently went 
unnoticed and the balance of the sheet lost in use; 1967 PF certifi
cate (CZSG 9c). (see color photo in center section) 2,000.00 
* #9d, le Green, "Canal Zone" double, scarce unused single, 
fresh color, well centered, some backing paper adhered, light cor
ner creases and slight scuffing, but a very fine example nonetheless; 
this is one of the ten examples discovered in 1969, all are of the 
same general quality, though this is one of the better ones; 1969 
APS and PF certificates (CZSG 9d). (photo) 1,200.00 
A #9d, le Green, "Canal Zone" double, the unique used 
pair, tied to portion of a cover by Ancon Station A postmark of 
January 20, 1906, together with the 8c on 50c Bister brown (#14), 
New York registry oval of January 28 on reverse, fine; only twenty 
copies of this error, mint or used, are recorded, the others appar
ently lost in use; 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 9d). (photo) 1,600.00+ 
* 0 #9, var., le green, bottom margin block of six with partial 
imprint, positions 86-88/96-98, position 87 the dropped "ON" of 
"ZONE", fresh and well centered, original gum, very fine; only 
nine examples of this position have been recorded (CZSG 9.2). 
(photo) 250.00+ 
* 0 #9/12, le Green, 2c Rose, and 5c Blue, six full sheets of 
100, three of the le, one of the 2c (#11), and two of the Sc, each 
sheet representing a different one of the six stages of the overprint 
plate, original gum, fine-very fine, very scarce, and a fabulous set 
for the specialist, enabling plating work to be accomplished, and 
studies on the changes in the plate from one stage to the next to be 
documented (CZSG 9, 11, 12). Est. 1,500-2,000 
* 0 # 1 Oa, 2c Rose, "Canal Zone" inverted, pristine mint block 
of four, overprint positions 1-2/11-12, bright and fresh original 
gum, extremely fine (CZSG 10a). (photo) 1,000.00 
* 0 #lOa, 2c Rose, "Canal Zone" inverted, fresh mint block of 
four, overprint positions 3-4/13-14, original gum, lightly hinged, 
fine (CZSG 10a). (photo) 1,000.00 
* 0 #10, 10b, 2c Rose, a stunning mint block of eight (4x2), 
with right margin and partial imprint, containing positions 57-
60/67-70, position 68 the "L" of "Canal Zone" sideways, bright 
and fresh, original gum, choice very fine; only 17 unused examples 
are on record, this is certainly one of the most impressive show
pieces of the entire Third 1904 Issue; 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 
10b). (photo) 1,000.00+ 
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382 0 #lOb, 2c Rose, "L" of "Canal Zone" sideways, a rare used 
example of this rather striking error, the only such in the issues of 
the Canal Zone, it occupied position 68 in the first setting, was 
noticed before many had been sold, swiftly corrected on the plate, 
the post office stock then examined and the remaining errors 
removed and destroyed, only 21 examples are recorded, and only 
four of these are used, thinned, but fine appearance; 1967 PF cer
tificate (CZSG 10b). (photo) 1,000.00 

383 

383 

384 
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1:.:1 #lOb, 2c Rose, "L" of "Canal Zone" sideways, fine copy 
of this scarce error tied to cover to California, red Gorgona April 1, 
1905 postmark, Cristobal postmark of the same date on reverse 
along with San Francisco April 16 postmark, little bit of cover 
missing at bottom left, still extremely fine, and the only recorded 
used example on original cover, as well as one of only four record
ed used examples; 1969 APS certificate (CZSG 10b). (photo) 

Est. 1,000-1,500 
* D #10, var., 2c Rose, spaced "AL", a very interesting pair of 
left margin blocks of four, both with American Bank Note 
Company imprint, positions 41-42/51-52, position 41 the spacing 
variety, however position 51 differs considerably in spacing of the 
"Canal Zone" overprint, on one block fully 2mm below its proper 
position, this discrepancy was corrected during the printing, as 
attested by the other block included, and examples are scarce, ori$• 
inal gum, hinge remnants, fine-very fine (CZSG 10.1, 10.4). 
(photo) 197.00+ 
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385 * D #10 var., 2c Rose, impressive mint block of ten with bot
tom sheet margin and American Bank Note Company imprint, 
positions 84-88/94-98, position 87 with dropped "ON", original 
gum, hinge reinforced between right two vertical pairs, fine-very 
fine; with only fourteen of this variety recorded, this multiple is a 
particularly striking showpiece (CZSG 10.2). (photo) 270.00+ 

386 0 #10 var., 2c Rose, dropped "ON", fresh used example of 
this scarce variety, occurring in position 87 of the first setting only, 
this was quickly noticed by the printer, who corrected the type 
early in the printing, lightly cancelled, fine; only fourteen exam
ples are recorded (CZSG 10.2). (photo) 225.00 

387 0 #10 vars., 2c Rose, the extraordinary horizontal pair from 
stage I, left stamp "L" omitted, right stamp "C" nearly omitted, 
positions 94-95 of the sheet, apparently a fortuitous error pair, 
caused by the presence of foreign matter on the sheet or on the 
plate, which prevented these letters from printing, lightly can
celled, choice very fine; the "CANA" error is unique, its partner is 
unique in this stage, though another ten examl?les were among the 
stamps of stage II (CZSG 10.Ja, 10.Jb). (photo) Est. 300-400 

388 * D #10, var., 2c Rose, fresh mint block of four, positions 9-
10/19-20, with overprint drastically shifted leftwards, so that the 
two right hand stamps are missing the "C" of "Canal Zone", o.g., 
choice very fine; only ten of this variety recorded, all from the one 
sheet of settin~ II, and quite different from the previous lot (CZSG 
10.Ja). (photo) Est. 150-200 

389 * D #11b, 2c Rose, fresh mint block of four, dull vermilion 
"Panama" overprints and bar inverted, positions 15-16/25-26 
("Canal Zone" positions 75-76/85-86), the top right stamp has 
"Panama" 16mm long at right, and 2.5mm spacing between 
"Panama" and bar on both bottom stamps, original gum, lightly 
hinged, almost very fine; this is a very important block for the stu
dent of this issue, by its positions it can be determined that the 
"Panama" overprints were inverted on both vertical halves of the 
sheet; 1970 APS certificate (CZSG 1 lb, vars.). (photo) 1,300.00+ 

390 * D #11b, 2c Rose, left margin block of four, dull vermilion 
"Panama" overprints and bar inverted, positions 29-30/39-40 
("Canal Zone" positions 61-62/71-72), bottom right stamp with 
inverted "M" in left "Panama", bottom left stamp has right 
"Panama" 16mm long, fresh and well centered, original gum, fold 
in selvage, very fine; 1969 APS certificate; only 35 exam1:les of the 
inverted overprint have been recorded (CZSG llb, vars.). (photo) 

1,300.00+ 
391 * 0 #llb var., 2c Rose, mint block of four, dull vermilion 

"Panama" overprints and bar inverted, positions 43-44/53-54 
("Canal Zone" positions 4 7-48/57 /58), with the characteristic 
breaks in the bar on the two right stamps, but of exceptional 
importance is the antique "ZONE" on the top right stamp, there 
were only two sheets of this error issued, most of these having dis
appeared over the course of time, each sheet contained only one of 
the antique "ZONE"; original gum, fine-very fine; a rare and attrac
tive piece (CZSG l lb var.). (photo) Est. 1,500-2,000 

392 ~ #11, vars., 2c Rose, block of four tied with 2c on IP Lake, 
Ty. d (#17) to registered cover to Dr. Perry in Ancon, Cristobal 
April 24, 1906 postmark, positions 29-30, 39-40, position 29 
inverted "M" in right "Panama", position 30 left "Panama" 16mm 
long, fresh and very fine (CZSG 11.1, 11.2). (photo) Est. 150-200 
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Five Cent Blue 
Setting I, Narrow Spacing 

393 * #l2c, 5c Blue, "Canal Zone" double, fresh mint single, 
position 70 in the one sheet of this printing, original gum, hinge 
remnant, very fine (CZSG 12c). (photo) 500.00 

394 * D #12c, 5c blue, "Canal Zone" double, choice right imprint 
block of four, positions 49-50/59-60, fresh and well centered, origi
nal gum, lightly hinged, bottom pair with a little printer's ink on 
gum, very fine; only one sheet from this first setting received a dou
ble overprint, most of these were used on mail to the West Indies 
and subsequently discarded (CZSG 12c). (photo) 2,000.00 

395 0 #12e, 5c Blue, "Panama" and bar inverted, position 74, 
exceptionally fresh, remarkably well centered, extremely fine; one 
of the finest of the fourteen copies recorded (CZSG 12e). 
(photo) 900.00 

396 0 #12 var., 5c Blue, "PANAAM" at right, handsome used 
example of this scarce error, position 41, also showing the spaced 
"A L", the error was swiftly corrected, and existed on only a few 
sheets, very fine; only one of twelve recorded examples; 1970 
APS certificate (CZSG 12.13). (photo) 600.00 

397 * D #12, vars., 5c Blue, block of four, from the bottom of the 
sheet, positions 89-90/99-100, both bottom stamps "ANAMA" 
errors at left, the bottom left stamp also with "P ANAM" at right, 
original gum, some interleaving adhering, very fine; exists only on 
the bottom row (less position 97) of some panes, and in combina
tion with the "PANAM" is very scarce (CZSG 12.15). (photo) 

176.00+ 
398 0 #12 var., 5c Blue, raised third "A" in right "Panama", 

position 15, thisfosition also has the right "Panama" 5mm below 
the bar, fresh an well centered, lightly cancelled, a few short per
forations at top, which matter little for this prominent variety, 
which is one of only three recorded, very fine appearance ( CZSG 
12.21). (photo) Est. 150-200 

Setting II, Narrow Spacing 

399 0 #12e, 5c Blue, "Panama" and bar inverted, position 55, 
postmarked Culebra "4" December 4, 1905, fresh, small translu
cent spot, fine; only 14 examples of this error have been recorded 
(CZSG 12e). (photo) 900.00 

400 * D #12, var., 5c Blue, a stunning left margin imprint block of 
nine, positions 31-33/41-43/51-53, position 41 with "PANAAM" 
at right, bright and fresh, well centered, original gum, sensibly 
hinge reinforced, position 43 with small sealed tear, still a very fine 
and impressive showpiece for the collector; only one of twelve 
recorded examples (CZSG 12.13). (photo) 600.00 

401 * • #12, var., 5c Blue, choice mint block of four, positions 35-
36/45-46, position 46 the "PANAAM" error, fresh and beautiful
ly centered, original gum, top pair hinge remnants, bottom pair 
lightly hinged, extremely fine; only a few sheets received this error 
(positions 41 and 46) before corrections were made, this is one of 
only twelve recorded examples; 1970 APS certificate (CZSG 
12.13). (photo) 600.00 
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Setting ll, Wide Spacing 

402 0 #12e, 5c Blue, "Panama" and bar inverted, a scarce used 
example, fine; one of only fourteen recorded copies of this error 
(CZSG 12e). (photo) 900.00 

Setting IV, Wide Spacing 

403 * 0 #12, 12d, 5c blue, stunning mint horizontal block of six, 
positions 75-77 /85-87, the center vertical pair with "Panama" 
double, exceptionally fresh, deep rich color, beautifully centered, 
original gum, choice very fine, and an extraordinary showpiece; 
1969 APS certificate (CZSG 12d). (photo) 1,200.00+ 

404 .&. #12d, 5c Blue, "Panama" double, position 66, tied to small 

405 

406 

piece by duplex postmark, fresh and fine; only 120 of this error 
were printed (CZSG 12d). (photo) 600.00 

Setting V, Wide Spacing 

* 0 #12, a, b, vars., 5c Blue, a marvelous mint horizontal block 
of twenty ( 5x4) with right margin and imprint, positions 26-30/36-
40/46-50/56-60, containing "CANAL" in antique type position 
26, "ZONE" in antique type position 48, and "PAMANA" read
ing up position 59, plus numerous broken letters and other plating 
characteristics including the "N" of "Panama" with double diagonal 
stroke (position 58), fresh and well centered, original ~um, fine
very fine; a great showpiece (CZSG 12, a, b, 12.8, 12.20). (photo) 

Est. 300-400 
* 0 #l2c, 5c blue, "Canal Zone" double, left margin fartial 
imprint block of four, positions 51-52/61-62, fresh, origina gum, 
top pair hinge remnants, bottom pair lightly hinged, fine; only one 
sheet in this fifth setting was printed (CZSG 12c). (photo) 

2,000.00 

Setting VI, Wide Spacing 

407 * 0 #12, b, 5c Blue, right margin imprint block of six (3x2), 
positions 48-50/58-60, containing antique "ZONE" position 48 
and "PAMANA" reading up position 59, as well as the "N" of 
"Panama" with double diagonal stroke (position 58), additionally, 
the "Panama" overprint is lightly doubled throughout the block, 
original gum, very fine; attractive and scarce piece (CZSG 12, b, 
12.20). (photo) Est. 200-300 

408 * 0 -#12, a, b, 5c Blue, a remarkable mint block of 49 (7x7), 
positions 2-8/62-68, containing antique "CANAL" position 26, 
antique "ZONE" position 48, and "PAMANA" reading up (posi
tion 54 ), this block also displays a number of the characteristic 
replacements that distinguish the sixth setting from the fifth, of 
note the antique letters "Z" (positions 32 and 45), antique "Z" and 
"L" (position 42), and antique "N" (position 65), original gum, 
choice very fine; a magnificent and stunning piece (CZSG 12, a, b, 
12.2-5). (photo) Est. 400-500 

409 * 0 -#12 var., 5c Blue, bottom margin imprint block of four, 
positions 85-86/95-96, strong horizontal shift of the "Panama" 
overprint when it was applied to the right vertical half, the two 
right stamps with both "Panama" at right, reading down and up, 
the left hand stamps have been accorded an extra "Panama" on the 
right side, reading up, in addition to their normal overprint, origi
nal gum, lightly hinged, choice very fine; very scarce, and a striking 
variety (CZSG 12.25, 12.26). (photo) Est. 150-200 
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Ten Cent Yellow 
Setting Ill, Vermilion Overprint 

410 * #13b, 10c Yellow, antique "ZONE", the left stamp in a 
horizontal pair with ordinary overprint (positions 48-49), fresh and 
well centered, original gum, very fine (CZSG 13, 13b). (photo) 

193.50 
411 * 0 #13, vars., 10c Yellow, choice mint block of four, positions 

24-25/34-35, containing the major varieties inverted "M" in 
"Panama" and "Panama" 16mm long in positions 24-25 respec
tively, fresh, exceptionally well centered, o.g., lightly hinged, 
extremely fine; handsome piece for the specialist (CZSG 13, 13.6, 
13.8). (photo) 217.00 

412 * 0 #13, b, vars., 10c Yellow, a magnificent block of fifty from 
the right half of the sheet, positions 6-10/96-100, which contains a 
setting of fifty of the "Panama" overprints, including the major 
varieties inverted "M" in "Panama" position 29, "Panama" 
16mm long position 30, and "Panama" almost touching bar posi
tion 96, additionally the "Canal Zone" overprint includes the 
antique "ZONE" position 48, there are numerous other varieties 
which are characteristic of the positions for the third setting, both 
on the "Panama" overprints and the "Canal Zone" overprints, fresh 
and well centered throughout, original gum, very fine; incredibly 
handsome showpiece (CZSG 13). (photo) Est. 750-1,000 

413 c;;,:i #13 vars., 10c Yellow, inverted "M" in "Panama" and 
"Panama" 16mm long, horizontal se-tenant pair, positions 24-25, 
tied to registered cover to Dr. Perry in Ancon, Cristobal April 24, 
1906 postmark, backstamped April 25, fresh and very fine, and a 
rare pair on entire (CZSG 13.6, 13.8). (photo) Est. 200-300 

Setting III, Orange Red Overprint 

414 * #13, b, 10c Yellow, horizontal pair, positions 24-25, posi
tion 24 antique "ZONE", fresh and well centered, original gum, 
very fine (CZSG 13b). (photo) 200.00+ 

415 * #13c, 10c Yellow, "Panama" overprint double, position 
74, this error was produced on one sheet only, when either of verti• 
cal rows one or six failed to receive the "Panama" overprint, and 
the setting of 50 was restruck to cover that row, thus doubling the 
overprint on a total of forty stamps, positions 2-5/92-95, original 
gum, a fine example of this scarce error, only 35 of the examples 
have been recorded (CZSG 13c). (photo) 550.00 

416 * #13, c, 10c Yellow, "Panama" overprint double, the right 
stamp of a horizontal pair (positions 11-12), fresh and nicely cen
tered, original gum, fine-very fine, particularly nice in se-tenant 
pair with normal (CZSG 13c). (photo) 550.00+ 

41 7 * # 13, c, 1 Oc Yellow, "Panama" overprint double, the left 
stamp in a horizontal fair (positions 15-16), fresh, original gum, 
fine; nice example o this scarce error (CZSG 13c). (photo) 

550.00+ 
418 c;;,:i #13, var., 10c Yellow, horizontal pair, positions 94-95, 

position 95 "P AMANA'' reading down at riidit, tied to registered 
cover to Dr. Perry at Ancon, Cristobal April 24, 1906 postmark, 
backstamped April 25, very fine, scarce variety, and rare on entire 
(CZSG 13C.7). (photo) Est. 150-200 
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Settings IV-V 

* D #13, a, b, 10c Yellow, outstanding mint block of nine, posi
tions 26-28/36-38/46-48, containing both of the major varieties 
antique "CANAL" and antique "ZONE" (positions 26 and 48 
respectively), fresh and beautifully centered, original gum, 
extremely fine; a lovely showpiece (CZSG 13, a, b). (photo) 

479.50+ 
* D #13, a, b, 10c Yellow, a most impressive mint block of 49 
(7x7), positions 22-28/82-88, containing antique "CANAL" posi
tion 26 and antique "ZONE" position 48, as well as a large num
ber of broken letters and other setting flaws, in addition the 
"Panama" overprints were shifted, leaving only one "Panama" on 
the fourth vertical row, and two "Panama" close together at right 
on the other six rows, fresh, o.g., mostly fine-very fine, and a par
ticularly nice multiple from the fourth setting (CZSG 13, a, b). 
(photo) Est. 750-1,000 
l2!!l #13, a, 10c Yellow, horizontal pair, positions 26-27, posi
tion 26 antique "CANAL", on registered buff cover to Boston 
from Dr. Perry at Ancon, oval August 3, 1906 registry postmark, 
Cristobal August 3 backstamp, plus handstamped registry etiquette 
on front, New York and Boston backstamps, cover has a few small 
holes in center front only, fine-very fine appearance; the antique 
"CANAL" is extremely scarce on cover (CZSG 13a). (photo) 

Est. 150-200 
l2!!l #13, b, 10c Yellow, horizontal pair, positions 48-49, posi
tion 48 antique "ZONE", on registered cover from Dr. Perry at 
Ancon to Boston, oval Ancon July 30, 1906 registry postmark, 
Cristobal backstamp of the same day, with stamped registry eti
quette on front, New York and Boston backstamps, very fine; the 
stamps have a little magenta ink from one of the several registered 
number handstamps, but are still choice very fine; rare on entire 
(CZSG 13b). (photo) Est. 150-200 



New York City, New York 

Balance of the Third 1904 Issue 
423 * 0 D 1:.:1 #9-13, lc- lOc 1904-06 "Canal Zone" overprints, 

the extensive and extraordinarily well documented collection, con
tained in one volume, over 100 items, the vast majority of these are 
blocks of four or larger, all plated, by setting of the "Canal Zone" 
overprint where possible (many of the settings differ in only a cou
ple of positions), these include nearly all of the major varieties list
ed or noted by Scott, as well as a large share of those delineated in 
"Canal Zone Stamps", there are a number of the antique 
"CANAL" and "ZONE" positions throughout each value, most of 
these in blocks with normal, and often from different settings or 
different printings of the basic stamps, and occasionally se-tenant 
with the "Panama" 16mm long variety or the "PAMANA" reading 
up, we note a number of the inverted "M" errors, several of the 
5mm spacing varieties, etc., individual values of note include the 
2c Rose (#11) with "Panama" inverted (two mint, different posi
tions), the Sc Blue with "Panama" double, both used, one of these 
with antique "CANAL", plus a mint left imprint block of twenty 
(5x4) with antique letters in three positions, and a "PAMANA" in 
another, the 10c has the various colors of the basic overprint, and 
includes a nice pair of left margin part imprint blocks of six, posi
tions 31-33/41-43, which show differences that distinguish setting 
IV from setting V, there are also two covers included, generally 
original gum, there are some faults present as would be expected for 
a collection of this scope, however the vast majority is fine-very 
fine or better, this collection should definitely be examined for a 
real appreciation of its value. Est. 3,000-4,000 

THE 1904 "8 cts" SURCHARGE 
Lare in the year the Canal Zone requesred supplies of Be stamps from 
Panama to meet the registry fee for mail to the Unired Stares. As Panama 
had no Be denominared stamps, it was decided to surcharge the 1904 50c 
Bister brown for that purpose . The Panama Post Office proceeded to pre
pare the issue , and the new Be stamps were placed on sale on December 12. 

There are two different printings of the 50c overprinred "PANAMA", the 
primary difference in color, the first carmine, the second rose brown, and 
four different setting3 of the "CANAL ZONE" overprint. Settings 1 and 
III are in combination with the first printing , setting3 II and V with the sec
ond ( rose brown) . The "8 cts" surcharge was prinred from a setting of 
twenty-five applied four times to each sheet , the numeral "8" appearing in 
three types. Type A appeared ninereen times in the setting, Type B five 
times, and Type C once, thus in each sheet there were only four examples 
ofTypeC. 

Setting I, Carmine Overprint 

424 * D #14, 8c on 50c Bister brown, right margin partial imprint 
block of four, positions 39-40/49-50, with all three types of "8", Ty. 
A in position 39, "B" in positions 40 and 49, and "C" in position 
50, original gum, hinge remnants, fine-very fine; Ty. "C" occupied 
only position 25 of the setting of 25, and occurs only four times in 
each sheet (CZSG 14.12, 14.13). (photo) 120.00+ 
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425 181 #14, Sc on 50c Bister brown, vertical pair, positions 35/45, 
position 35 has a Ty. B "8", position 45 a Ty. C, tied to cover from 
Dr. Perry to Boston, Ancon August 19, 1905 postmark, New York 
and Boston backstamps, very fine; scarce combination, and rare on 
cover (CZSG 14.12, 14.13). (photo) Est. 150-200 

426 * #14b, Be on 50c Bister brown, "Canal Zone" inverted, 
overprint position 64, exceptional mint example of this scarce 
error, fresh and well centered, original gum, choice very fine; only 
200 were issued (CZSG 14b). (photo) 300.00 

427 * 0 #14b, Be on 50c Bister brown, "Canal Zone" inverted, an 
exceptionally scarce block of four, positions 44-45/54-55 in the 
pane, includes all three types of "8", fresh and well centered, full 
original gum, very lightly hinged, very fine; only eight examples of 
this error with the Ty. C figure "8" were printed, and only forty 
with the Ty. B; 1970 APS certificate (CZSG 14b). (photo) 

428 

429 

430 

431 

432 

433 

434 

1,200.00+ 

Setting II, Rose Brown Overprint 

* 0 #14c, Be on 50c Bister brown, magnificent mint block of 
four, positions 45-46/55-56, position 45 the Ty. C "8", position 46 
the Ty. B, others Ty. A, rich color, original gum, lightly hinged, 
extremely fine; an exceptionally scarce combination block, of the 
6,000 examJ?les printed in rose brown, only 240 were of Ty. C 
(CZSG 14.B). (photo) 150.00+ 
* 0 #14c, Be on 50c Bister brown, left margin block of six 
(3x2), positions 11-13/21-23, with extra "cts" twice in the sel
vage, this variety is from the sheet that had the surcharge plate for 
the upper left quadrant one too many rows to the right, so that the 
left vertical row received no surcharge, while the sixth row 
received a total of two; to correct this, the printer used the plate to 
surcharge the left vertical row, which placed the "cts" in the sel
vage, and which was not in alignment with the other surcharges, 
fresh and very interesting piece, original gum, fine-very fine; ex
Conger (CZSG 14.Ba.21). (photo) Est. 300-400 
* #14f, Be on 50c Bister brown, "8 cts" double, choice 
unused example of this scarce error, position 68, both "8" Ty. A, 
fresh and extremely fine; only 30 examples were printed (CZSG 
140. (photo) 600.00 
* #14f, Be on 50c Bister brown, "8 cts" double, unused sin
gle from the bottom of the pane, position 96, both "8" Ty. B, 
choice very fine (CZSG 14f, 14.12). (photo) 600.00 
* #14c, 14f, Be on 50c Bister brown, block of four, positions 
6-7/16-17, "8" Ty. A, the left pair with "8 cts" double, fresh and 
well centered, original ~m, lightly hinged, very fine; 1969 APS 
certificate (CZSG 140. (photo) 1,282.50+ 
* 0 #14c, 14f, Be on 50c Bister brown, block of four, positions 
36-37/46-47, the left pair with "8 cts" double, the block contain
ing the three types of"8", the first surcharge with Ty. A on top pair 
and Ty. B on bottom pair, the additional surcharge Ty. B at top 
and Ty.Cat bottom, original gum, fine-very fine; unique in these 
combinations; 1970 APS certificate (CZSG 14f). (photo) 

1,282.50+ 
* 0 #14f, Be on 50c Bister brown, "8 cts" double, unused 
block of four, positions 87-88/97-98, the top pair Ty. A surcharge, 
bottom pair Ty. B, fine-very fine; exceptionally scarce multiple; 
1967 PF certificate (CZSG 140. (photo) 2,400.00+ 



New YorkCiry, New York 

435 * 0 #14g, 8c on 50c Bister brown, left margin block of four, 
positions 1-2/11-12, position 1 missing the "8", this is the one and 
only recorded example of this error, the listing copy, original gum, 
fine-very fine; it is believed that some foreign matter between the 
plate and the stamp was responsible for this error, but it is just as 
possible that the "8" from this position fell out and was almost 
immediately replaced, there is no trace whatever of a blind impres• 
sion; 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 14g). (see color photo in center 
section) 3,500.00 

436 * 0 #14g var., Be on 50c Bister brown, choice unused block of 
six (3x2), positions 63-65/73-75, the "8 cts" surcharge strongly 
shifted to the left, so the the left block of four has a widely split sur
charge, the right pair "8" omitted and "ts" only, extremely fine; 
this occurred on the lower left quadrant of one sheet, so that only 
five such errors exist; there is one other example with an entirely 
different origin (CZSG 14.B). (photo) Est. 500-750 

Setting III, Carmine Overprint 

437 * 0 #14, a, Sc on 50c Bister brown, magnificent mint block of 
six (3x2) with right margin and full imprint, positions 48-50/58-60, 
position 48 antique "ZONE", this block also has all three types of 
"8", Ty. Bon positions 48-49, Ty. Con position 50, Ty. A on the 
others, and the block also contains two positions of the basic stamp 
with misplaced transfers, positions 59-60, original gum, some hinge 
remnants, fresh and extremely fine; a very scarce piece from this 
setting, only 25 of the antique "ZONE" were printed (CZSG 14a, 
14.12, 14.13, 14.21). (photo) 850.00+ 

438 * 0 #14, var., Sc on 50c Bister brown, fresh mint block of 
nine, positions 5-7/25-27, position 15 5mm spacing between right 
"Panama" and bar, well centered, original gum, hinge reinforcing, 
fine-very fine; only 25 sheets with the third setting of the "Canal 
Zone" overprint were further surcharged (CZSG 14.6). (photo) 

350.00+ 
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Setting V, Rose Brown Overprint 

439 * 0 #14e, 8c on 50e Bister brown, mint block of 50 with full 
left margin and imprint, containing the complete setting for the 
"Panama" overprint, and two complete settings for the "8 cts" sur
charge, there are three different positions with antique single let
ters in "Canal Zone", plus numerous other positional flaws charac
teristic of the scarce fifth settini, original ~m, very fine, and an 
extremely impressive showpiece (CZSG 14c). (photo) 1,875.00+ 

440 

440 * #14e, d, Be on 50e Bister brown, vertical pair, positions 
16/26, the bottom stamp antique "CANAL", fresh, original gum, 
extremely fine; only ten examples were printed (CZSG 14d). 
(photo) 1,387 .50+ 

441 * 0 #14e, 14 var., Be on 50c Bister brown, mint block of four, 
positions 64-65/74-75, position 65 antique "N" of "CANAL", 
fresh, original gum, fine; only ten sheets were overprinted with the 
fifth setting of "Canal Zone" and further surcharged "8 cts", blocks 
from this printing are exceptionally scarce, especially with this 
major variety, of which only ten examples were printed (CZSG 
14c, 14.2). (photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 

442 * 0 #14e, d, 8c on 50e Bister brown, block of twelve, positions 
5-7/35-37, position 26 antique "CANAL", a rare large multiple 
from this printing, which also has only one "Panama" on each of 
the center vertical row stamps (including position 26, which is 
likely unique thus), and two "Panama" close together at left side of 
each of the stamps in the right vertical row, fresh and extraordinar
ily well centered, original gum, extremely fine; 1969 APS certifi
cate (CZSG 14c, d, 14.14, 14.15). (photo) 1,762.50+ 

443 * #14e, e, Be on 50c Bister brown, vertical pair, positions 
48-58, the top stamp antique "ZONE", fresh, original gum, very 
fine; only ten examples were printed (CZSG 14e). (photo) 

1,387.50+ 
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By accident, or more likely by design, some sheets of the 50c bearing the 
1903 "PANAMA" ooerprint, with both reading up and of length 13mm, 
were included in the initial consignment of the "B cts" surcharge, with char
acteristics as the previous number. Only the first setting of "CANAL 
ZONE" appeared on this stamp. It is Dr. Plass' strong belief that only a 
total of 400 examples of Scott # 15 were printed, as opposed to the quantity 
of 500 as stated in Scott. 

444 * #15, Sc on 50c Bister brown, position 4, "8" Ty. A, 
"Panama" about 15mm long, and both close together at right, 
fresh, original gum, fine, and scarcer than the listed spacing variety, 
with only 24 printed; 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 15.2b). (photo) 

2,350.00+ 
445 * #15 var., Sc on 50c Bister brown, position 7, "8" Ty. A, 

"Panama" 16mm long, fresh mint single, exceptionally well cen
tered, large part original gum, choice very fine; 1967 PF certificate 
(CZSG 15.2a). (see color photo in center section) 2,650.00 

445 

446 

446 * #15, Sc on 50c Bister brown, position 20, "8" Ty. A, fresh, 
original gum, small hinge thinning, fine appearance; 1967 PF cer
tificate (CZSG 15). (photo) 2,350.00 

447 * #15, 8c on 50c Bister brown, position 35, "8" Ty. B, fresh 
mint example of this type, original gum, fine; 1967 PF certificate 
stating "some gum" (CZSG 15.4). (photo) 2,350.00 

448 * #15, Sc on 50c Bister brown, position 92, "8" Ty. B, fresh 
and well centered example, original gum, reperforated at bottom, 
very fine; among the varieties in the "Panama" overprint are 
inverted "V" for first and second "A" of right "Panama" (CZSG 
15.4). (photo) 2,350.00 



w York Cit:y, New York 

9 * #15 vars., 8c on 50c Bister brown, vertical pair with right 
sheet margin, positions 90/100, position 90 with "8" Ty. B, position 
100 with "8" Ty. C, both stamps have only one "Panama", and the 
bottom stamp is missing the bar, the top stamp has one bar at bot
tom, original gum, a fine example of a double shift; only 100 exam
ples with the Ty. B were issued, and only sixteen with the Ty. C; 
1967 PF certificate (CZSG 15.6, 15.9, 15.11). (photo) 4,700.00+ 

448 

450 

#15, 8c on 50c Bister brown, extremely scarce block of 
positions 36-37/46-47, "8" Ty. A on top pair and Ty. Bon 
n, both "Panama" are close together at right as well, original 
very fine; 1967 PF certifkate (CZSG 15.4, 15.7). (see color 
in center section) 10,000.00+ 
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451 * 0 #15, var., 8c on 50c Bister brown, left margin block of 
with partial imprint, positions 31-32/41-42, "8" Ty. A on top I 
Ty. Bon bottom pair, position 41 the spaced "AL" in "C 
Zone", original gum, about fine; only four examples of this m 
variety were printed, these exist as one single, one in a pair 
two in blocks of four; 1971 APS certificate (CZSG 15.1, 1~ 
(photo) 10,050. 

451 

452 * 0 #15, vars., 8c on 50c Bister brown, rare block of fou· 
tions 83-84/93-94, "8" Ty. A on top pair, Ty. B on bott< 
NAMA" on both upper stamps and on lower left stamp, 
the left side, exceptionally well centered, large part origin 
very fine; 1969 APS certificate (CZSG 15.3, 15.4). ( 

10,1 

453 * #15a, 8c on 50c Bister brown, "Panama" readir 
and up, magnificent mint single from position 51, full l 
margin with part imprint, bright and fresh, original gun 
hinged, choice very fine; only eight examples were print 
PF certificate (CZSG 15a). (see color photo in center 

454 0 #15, 8c on 50c Bister brown, position 44, "8" Ty 
tionally well centered, small thin and one pulled pe 
extremely fine appearance; only seven used examples 
recorded, the rarest of used Canal Zone regular issues, a 
bly undercatalogued; 1969 APS certificate (CZSG 15.4' 
photo in center section) 



New York Cir,, New York 

453 

ISTHMIAN CANAL COMMISSION, 
CANAL ZONE. 

, Dr. ,Fleetwood Gruver, 

454 

Ass istant ~ aratine ~fficer, 

455 

455 l:!!l #15, 8c on 50c Bister brown, position 25, "8" Ty. A, very 
fine single tied with pair of the 2c Rose (#l l, positions 29-30, left 
stamp inverted "M", right stamp left-hand "Panama" 16mm long) 
to cover addressed to Dr. Gruver at Ancon by two strikes of the 
Tabemilla April 24, 1906 duplex, Ancon receiving April 25, ICC 
comer card, very fine; this is one of the only two recorded exam
ples of this stamp on cover, and it is unlikely that a third will 
appear (CZSG 15). (photo) Est. 7,500-10,000 

Anoon, ~anal Zone. 
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New Yam City, New Yam 

THE 1906 "let." and "2ct." SURCHARGES 
In early 1906, the Canal Zone Postal Service required additional supplies of 
the 1c and 2c denominations. The supply of then-current Republic of 
Panama stamps in these denominations consisted of surcharges on the 20c 
and 50c Map types, and the Postal Service refused to accept these with a 
further ooerprint. In order to fill the requisition, resort was made to sur
charging the 20c and JP Map type of 1892-96 without the "PANAMA" 
ot1erprint. The Republic supplied the stamps, and the Isthmian Canal 
Commisson surcharged and ooerprinted them in one operation. Three dif
ferent printings were made, each in a different setting. 

456 * • #l 7b, 2c on IP Lake, third printing, bottom left comer 
block of thirty, positions 41-45/91-95, positions 51 and 52 with the 
narrow spacing between "2" and "cts.", fresh, original gum, fine
very fine (CZSG 17b, 17b.3-.4 ). 630.00+ 

457 * D #l 7b, 2c on IP Lake, third printing, the matching block of 
thirty from the bottom right comer, positions 46-50/96-100, con
taining the wide "Canal" (13.4mm) in positions 50 and 100, plus 
the widely spaced "Z 0" in position 86, fresh, original gum, fine
very fine (CZSG 17b. 17b.1-.2). 630.00+ 

458 * 0 D i:.;J #16-17b, le on 20c-2c on IP 1906 Surcharges, 
the detailed study of these stamps in all three of the printings, 
numerous singles, 46 blocks of four or larger, and five covers, well 
annotated including accent and work-up varieties, among the 
highlights are the le Second Printing, a complete sheet in four 
blocks, 2c Second printing, the top six rows of the sheet in two 
blocks of thirty, Third Printing le top left comer block of thirty 
(5x6), bottom right comer blocks of 35 (5x7) from the two settings 
of this surcharge, and a block of eighteen ( 6x3) from the bottom of 
the sheet, two of the bottom row stamps missing the bottom bar, 
these the only recorded examples where the surcharge itself is not 
shifted, and Third Printing 2c including four blocks of four with 
spacing and letter varieties, the covers include two single frankings 
of the 2c from the first printing, one dated March 26, which is the 
earliest recorded date of use, a cover to New York with a 2c Third 
Printing position 50, wide "Canal", and a cover to France with a 
pair of the 2c Third Printing plus a le Second Printing, stamps are 
original gum and generally fine-very fine, covers generally very 
fine, a marvelous study of this issue ( CZSG 16-1 7b). Est. 300-400 

459 * D # 16-17, 1906 le and 2c Surcharges, the selection of large 
multiples, including blocks of thirty and forty of the le First 
Printing and a full sheet in two panes of fifty of the Third Printing, 
plus two sheets of one hundred of the 2c First Printing, and blocks 
of forty (1 Ox4) of both the Second and Third Printings, plus a part 
sheet of seventy-three of the second printing, original gum, fine
very fine, an important group for the specialist (CZSG 16-17). 

2,041.00 
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THE 1905 "8 cts." SURCHARGE 
Further supplies of the Be value were needed, and to accommodate the 
demand Panama returned to its vaults and selected additional sheets of the 
50c with the 1903 overprint. These were overprinted with the third setting 
of "CANAL ZONE" and surcharged with a new plate for "B cts.", with 
thin numeral and period after "cts", in a vertical setting of fifty (5xl0) . 
Together with additional sheets with the I 904 overprint and surcharge, 
these were delivered in November, I 905, and placed on sale. 

460 * D #18, Sc on 50c Bister brown, left margin imprint block of 
four, positions 41-42/51-52, the overprint shifted drastically left
wards on the bottom pair, so that these stamps have two "Panama" 
close together at right side, and the characteristic "P NAMA" vari
ety of position 51 is printed on the margin, original gum, vety fine; 
interesting block (CZSG 18.4). (photo) 275.00+ 

461 * D #18, a, 8c on 50c Bister brown, block of four, positions 38-
39/48-49, position 48 antique "ZONE", fresh and nicely centered, 
original gum, fine-vety fine; this is the major setting variety of this 
issue, occurring once on each sheet; only 175 were printed (CZSG 
18a). (photo) 370.00+ 

462 c;;;:i #18, a, Sc on 50c Bister brown, block of four, positions 48-
49/58-59, position 48 antique "ZONE" and bottom pair 
"Panama" 16mm long, exceptionally well centered, tied to regis
tered buff cover to Boston by cork canceller, oval Ancon July 30, 
1906 registty postmark at bottom left, Cristobal transit on reverse 
and handstamped registty etiquette on front, New York and Boston 
backstamps, ICC comer card with JC Perry signature beneath, vety 
fine; scarce combination block, and rare on entire (CZSG 18a, 
18.la). (photo) Est. 300-400 

463 c;;;:i #18, b, Sc on 50c Bister brown, horizontal pair, positions 
1-2, fosition 1 "Panama" reading down and up, tied by Tabemilla 
Apri 24, 1906 duplex to cover to Dr. Perry at Ancon, backstamped 
April 25, ICC Director of Posts comer card, vety fine (CZSG 18b). 
(photo) Est. 150-200 

464 * D #18, var., Sc on 50c Bister brown, well centered mint 
block of four, positions 58-59/68-69, the top pair with "Panama" 
16mm long, fresh, original gum, vety fine (CZSG 18.la). (photo) 

290.00+ 

THE FIRST 1906 "8 cts" SURCHARGE 
Early in 1906, further supplies of the & on 50c Bister broom were deliv
ered to the Canal Zone Postal Service. This delivery included the 1904 
issue with "PANAMA" overprint in rose broom, and the 1904 "8 cts" 
surcharge as well as a new setting of the "B cts" surcharge on the l 903 
"PANAMA" overprints. The numeral is again thin, but there is no period 
after "cts". This was applied in a vertical setting of fifty (5xl0) twice on 
the sheet. The "CANAL ZONE" overprint is from the fifth setting. 

465 * D #19, a, Sc on 50c Bister brown, block of four, positions 26-
27/36-37, position 26 antique "CANAL", fresh, original gum, 
fine; only 190 of this major setting variety were issued (CZSG 
19a). (photo) 345.00+ 
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466 * D #19, b, 8c on 50c Bister brown, block of four, positions 4 7-
48/57-58, position 48 antique "ZONE", the bottom pair with 
"Panama" 16mm long, fresh, original gum, fine-very fine and a 
rather nice piece from this value (CZSG 19b, 19.4a). (photo) 

345.00+ 
467 * D #19, b, 8c on 50c Bister brown, block of four, positions 38-

39/48-49, position 48 antique "ZONE", position 38 has accent on 
third "A" of right "Panama", original gum, fine and scarce (CZSG 
19b). (photo) 345.00+ 

468 tsJ #l 9a, b, Be on 50c Bister brown, a matched pair of covers, 
each franked with a pair of the surcharge, one stamp either antique 
"CANAL" or antique "ZONE", both from Dr. Perry to Boston, 
registered at Ancon July 30, 1906, with Cristobal, New York, and 
Boston backstamps, very fine, exceptionally scarce and handsome 
pair of third issue covers (CZSG 19a, b). (photo) Est. 400-500 

469 

469 tsJ #l 9c, Sc on 50c Bister brown, surcharge double, position 
97, with 2c on IP Lake Ty. d (#17), on registered cover from 
Culebra, June 10, 1906, to Virginia, target cancels, Cristobal, New 
York, and Norfolk backstamps, Cristobal stamped etiquette, the 2c 
also tied by magenta New York deficiency marking, bit reduced at 
left, still a fine-very fine cover, and the only recorded example of 
the double surcharge on cover; 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 19c). 
(photo) Est. 2,000-3,000 
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470 * D #19, a, b, 8c on 50c Bister brown, a pane offifty (5x10) 
from the bottom right comer, containing the full fifth setting of 
the "Canal Zone" overprint, and a full setting of the "8 cts" sur
charge, of particular note are positions 26 and 48 of the "Canal 
Zone" setting, the antique "CANAL and antique "ZONE" 
respectively, original gum, very fine, a marvelous piece for the spe
cialist (CZSG 19, 19a, 19b). 3,420.00+ 

471 * D #19 var., 8c on 50c Bister brown, block of 50 (5x10) with 
left sheet margin and imprint, the surcharge apparently doubled 
over the whole block, one being very light and generally indis
tinct, though on a number of positions, panicularly 21/31/41/51, 
the second "8" is in the margin and quite distinct, the two sur
charges are separated by about 11 mm; among the varieties on the 
"Panama" overprint are both of the "Panama" reading down and 
up, positions 1 and 51, the latter with a clear second "8", and the 
"Panama" about 15mm long (positions 3-5, 53-55); those on the 
"Canal Zone" overprint include antique "L" and "Z" (positions 42, 
32 respectively), original gum, fine centering, an extraordinary 
showpiece from the Third Issue (CZSG 19c). (photo) 

Est. 4,000-5,000 

THE SECOND 1906 "8 cts." SURCHARGE 
In May, 1906, the last "8 cts" suTChaTges were delivered to the Canal Zone 
Postal Service. The shipment contained stamps with the 1904 "PANA
MA" overprint in daTk cannine and the fifth setting of the "CANAL 
ZONE" ooerprint, with the "8 cts." suTchaTge that is the same as used on 
the April, 1906 issue, but with the addition of periods . The suTchaTged 
stamps were Teplaced with the appemance of the Be Hamilton Bank Note 
Company definitive of 1906. 

472 E #20E, "8 cts." in Carmine on Colombia 10c Map, without 
"Panama" or "Canal Zone" overprints, a rare essay for the 
September 1906 issue of this value, original gum, very fine; only 
five examples have been recorded. (photo) Est. 400-500 

473 * D #20, 8c on 50c Bister brown, two mint blocks of four, the 
first, positions 32-33/42-43, with antique "L" and "Z" (positions 42, 
32 respectively), the second, positions 55-56/65-66, with antique 
"N" on position 65, fresh, original gum, fine-very fine; these blocks 
contain the three single letter replacements from the antique font 
that were made in forming the fifth setting of the "Canal Zone" 
overprint (CZSG 20.1-.3). (photo) 400.00+ 

474 * D #20, a, b, 8c on 50c Bister brown, attractive pair of blocks 
of four, one containing the antique "CANAL" fosition 26, the 
other the antique "ZONE" position 48, origina gum, fine-very 
fine (CZSG 20a, b). (photo) 600.00+ 

4 7 5 s #20, a, b, 8c on 50c Bister brown, a matched pair of regis
tered covers from Dr. Perry in Ancon to Boston, each with a block 
of four of the surcharge tied, violet Ancon registry postmarks of 
October 28, 1906, Cristobal and Boston backstamps, plus the 
Cristobal etiquette label in red on white, one block, positions 26-
27/36-37, contains the antique "CANAL" (position 26), the 
other, positions 48-49/58-59, the antique "ZONE" (position 48), 
fresh and very fine, a most impressive pair of covers; only 196 of 
each variety were printed (CZSG 20a, b). (photo) Est. 400-500 
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4 76 * #20c, 50c Bister brown, "8 cts." omitted, fresh and excep
tionally well centered mint example of this scarce error, original 
gum, hinge remnant, extremely fine; only 50 copies were released, 
these were all from the right half of one sheet of 100 (CZSG 20c). 
(photo) 700.00 

4 77 * D #20, 20c, Sc on 50c Bister brown, fresh and well centered 
mint block of four, positions 55-56/65-66, "8 cts." omitted on 
positions 56 and 66, position 65 with antique "N" in "Canal", 
original gum, very fine; only ten se-tenant pairs were issued; 1970 
APS certificate (CZSG 20c). (photo) 1,400.00+ 

The Balance of the 1904-1906 
Eight Cent Surcharges 

478 * 0 D #14, 18,20, 1904-06 Sc on 50c Bister brown sur-
charges, the specialized collection of 69 items including 26 blocks 
of four and one larger, all plated, covering the range of settings of 
the "Canal Zone" overprints and the associated "Panama" over
print plates, the December, 1904 issue with various combinations 
of the three types of "8", with both carmine and rose brown 
"Panama" overprints, and two different settings of the "Canal 
Zone" overprints for each, of particular note the spaced "A L" from 
the first setting in a block with normals, and a block of twenty 
third setting (5x4) with left imprint, the November, 1905 issue 
includes "Panama" reading down and up in two different blocks 
(positions 1 and 51 ), plus a number of varieties, some startling, 
caused by horizontal or vertical shifts, of note position 99 without 
bar, the April, 1906 issue has blocks containing the three single 
antique letter replacements, several 16mm "Panama", "Panama" 
reading down and up (both positions 1 and 51), plus a position 1 
on cover, an antique "CANAL" used single and mint antique 
"ZONE" in block, and the September, 1906 issue contains a num
ber of the "Pamana" varieties in various blocks plus an antique 
"ZONE" in a block, generally original gum and fine-very fine, an 
excellent collection with a wealth of information in the extremely 
detailed annotations accompanying each item. Est. 2,000-3,000 

479 
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THE 1906-1907 HAMILTON 
BANK NOTE COMPANY OVERPRINTS 

In 1906, the Republic of Panama changed its currency to a gold standard 
(1 Balboa= $1.00 U.S.). This issue thus became the first one in gold cur
rency placed on sale in the Republic. In October, the first printing of a new 
"CANAL ZONE" overprint occurred, on 20,000 copies (200 sheets) of 
the 2c value, the overprint reading up. In November, a second printing 
was begun, but this time the overprint read down. This was brought to the 
attention of the postal authorities, who decreed that the overprint was to 
read down, but that an additional quantity of 30,000 copies of the 2c 
would be printed with the ooerprint reading up. 

There are two distinct settings of the overprint, the words spaced 7.25mm 
and 6.75mm, and two different paper grades, a soft and a hard, with vari
ous combinations of these occurring, but not all. In addition, one position 
of the 7 .25mm plate has the spacing at 6.75mm. This issue was in general 
use until replaced by the American Bank Note Company issue of 1909. 

4 79 * #2 la, 2c Red and black, horizontal strip of three, the right 
stamp "CANAL" only, apparently caused by foreign matter 
between the overprint plate and the sheet, there is an albino 
impression of "ZONE", but completely uninked, this is the only 
major error on this printing of the 2c value, original gum, very fine, 
and this is the only recorded example; 1969 APS certificate 
(CZSG 21a). (see color photo in center section) 4,250.00 

Soft Paper, 7 .25mm Spacing 

480 * D #22, le Green and black, top margin block of four, imper
forate between top stamps and selvage, well centered example of 
this very scarce error, only ten of which are recorded, original 
gum, very fine (CZSG 22.3a). (photo) Est. 150-200 

481 * D #22a, le Green and black, block of four containing two 
horizontal pairs imperforate between, bright and fresh, full origi
nal gum, lightly hinged, choice very fine; a very im{lressive multi
ple; only 50 pairs were printed (CZSG 22a). (photo) 1,800.00 

482 0 #22a, le Green and black, horizontal pair imperforate 
between, a very scarce used example of this error, Paraiso post
mark, tiny wrinkles, fine appearance; very few used pairs are known 
(CZSG 22a). (photo) 900.00 

483 * #22d, le Green and black, "Canal Zone" inverted, fresh 
mint example, original gum, small thin spots, very fine; only 100 of 
this error were printed (CZSG 22d). (photo) 250.00 

484 * #22f, le Green and black, "Canal Zone" double, one 
inverted, handsome mint example of this rare error, fresh and well 
centered, original gum, tiny thin spots, choice very fine appear
ance; only 20 examples have been recorded (CZSG 220. (photo) 

1,000.00 
485 * #23b, 2c Red and black, vertical pair, top stamp without 

"Canal Zone", fresh, original gum, very fine; only ten pairs were 
issued (CZSG 23b). (photo) 1,400.00 
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486 

486 * #24d, 5c Blue and black, "CANAL" only, one of the ten 
examples created by a strong shift of the overprint, which simulta
neously created the "ZONE CANAL" errors on the balance of the 
sheet, unused, well centered, fresh and very fine; only three of the 
ten are on record; in addition this is the only example of all of 
the Hamilton Bank Note issue that has any right hand selvage; 
1967 PF certificate (CZSG 24d).(see color photo in center section) 

1,750.00+ 
487 * #24d, e, 5c Blue and black, rejoined horizontal pair, the 

left stamp the "ZONE CANAL" error, the right stamp 
"CANAL" only, fresh and well centered examples, left stamp 
original gum, right part original gum, very fine; only three of the 
"CANAL" only error are on record, but despite the presumed 
existence of a total of 90 of the "ZONE CANAL", only two exam
ples have been recorded; 1969 APS certificate (CZSG 24d, e). 
(photo) 4,500.00+ 

488 * #26a, b, 10c Violet and black, left margin horizontal pair, 
left stamp with "Canal Zone" inverted (reading uf ), right stamp 
"Canal Zone" double, one inverted, fresh, origina gum, left tiny 
thin, right thin, very fine appearance (CZSG 26a, b). (photo) 

4,250.00 
489 * #26a, b, 10c Violet and black, rejoined left margin hori

zontal pair, left stamp "Canal Zone" inverted (reading up), right 
stamp "Canal Zone" double, one inverted, fresh, left stamp 
unused, right with original gum and slight thin, very fine appear
ance (CZSG 26a, b). (photo) 4,250.00 

490 * #26b, 10c Violet and black, "Canal Zone" inverted (read, 
ing up), left margin single, fresh and well centered, original gum, 
tiny thin spots, very fine appearance (CZSG 26b). (photo) 

2,250.00 
491 * #26, a, b, 10c Violet and black, the unique horizontal strip 

of three, left stamp "Canal Zone" inverted (reading up), center 
stamp "Canal Zone" double, one inverted, right stamp normal 
overprint, fresh, right pair original gum, left stamp small part origi
nal gum, slight thin spots, very fine appearance (CZSG 26, a, b). 
(photo) 4,275.00 
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Lot 492 - The unique error multiple offered as one lot (lots 488-491). 

492 * • #26, a, b, 10c Violet and black, the previous four lots 
offered as the original incredible block of eight ( to be offered as 
one lot if the price as a unit exceeds that of the above four lots), 
containing the four "Canal Zone" inverted overprints (reading up) 
in the left vertical row, three of the "Canal Zone" overprint dou
ble, one inverted, in the center vertical row, and a single with nor
mal overprint at bottom right, position 4 of the block has been 
rejoined; only four copies are recorded of #26b and five copies of 
#26a; 1969 APS certificate. (photo) 15,025.00 
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Hard Paper, 7 .25mm Spacing 

493 * #22e, le Green and black, "Canal Zone" double, fresh 
unused single, well centered, very fine (CZSG 22e). (photo) 225.00 

498 

494 * #23a, 2c Red and black, horizontal pair imperforate 
between, bright and fresh, full original gum, choice very fine; only 
20 examples were issued (CZSG 23a). (photo) 900.00 

495 * #23c, 2c Red and black, "Canal Zone" double, handsome 
mint example of this scarce error, with overprints nearly coinci
dent, full fresh original gum, choice very fine; only 100 were 
issued (CZSG 23c). (photo) 400.00 

496 * #23d, 2c Red and black, "Canal Zone" double, one diago
nal, fresh, well centered, original gum, very fine; only nineteen 
copies recorded (CZSG 23d) . (photo) 550.00 

497 * #23d, 2c Red and black, "Canal Zone" double, one diago
nal, unused vertical pair, fresh and well centered, top stamp one 
pulled perforation, extremely fine centering (CZSG 23d). (photo) 

1,100.00 
498 * #23e, 2c Red and black, horizontal pair, left stamp "Canal 

Zone" double, one diagonal, right stamp normal, fresh, vivid 
color, part original gum, very fine; only seven such pairs on record 
(CZSG 23e). (photo) 1,200.00 

499 * 0 #23e, 2c Red and black, bottom margin block of four with 
partial imprint, top pair "Canal Zone" overprint double, one 
diagonal, bottom pair normal (tiny trace of one letter at right), 
fresh and unusually well centered for this rare error, disturbed origi
nal gum, as is the best that this variety exists, choice very fine; 
1967 PF certificate (CZSG 23e). (photo) 2,400.00 

500 * 0 #23e, 2c Red and black, block of four, left pair "Canal 
Zone" double, one diagonal, right pair normal, unused, trace of 
original gum, fresh color, well centered, top right single thin, small 
rust stains almost entirely on the right pair, otherwise fine-very 
fine; only seven se-tenant error pairs are recorded; 1970 APS cer
tificate (CZSG 23e). (photo) 2,400.00 
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501 

501 0 #23g, 2c Carmine red and black, Center and "Canal 
Zone" Inverted, beautifully centered, fresh intense color, minor 
thin and creasing, extremely fine appearance; all of the thirteen 
recorded examples are faulty to some degree, this is one of the 
nicest; 1966 PF certificate (CZSG 23g). (see color photo in center 
section) 5,000.00 

502 * 0 #23h, 2c Red and black, "Canal Zone" double, one diago, 
nal reading "Zone Canal", this rare error the top positions of a 
block of four from the error sheet, the bottom pair with "Canal 
Zone" double, one diagonal, original gum, disturbed as always, 
choice very fine; only seven of this error have been recorded; 
1969 APS certificate (CZSG 23h). (see color photo in center sec-
tion) 5,100.00+ 

503 * #23i, 2c Red and black, "CANAL" double, in a se-tenant 
pair with normal stamp, fresh rich color, original gum, disturbed as 
always, choice very fine; only three examples of this error are on 
record; signed HFC (Colman) and with 1970 APS certificate 
(CZSG 23i). (see color photo in center section) 2,500.00 

504 * #24c, Sc Blue and black, "Canal Zone" double, unused, 
well centered, slight thinning, choice very fine appearance; only 
100 of this printing were issued (CZSG 24c). (photo) 350.00 

Hard Paper, 6. 7 5mm Spacing 

505 * 0 #22, le Green and black, a full sheet of one hundred, con
taining "ONE" for "ZONE" (position 35) and spaced "CA" (posi
tion 50), fresh, original gum, fine-very fine, a particularly choice 
piece for the student of the Hamilton Bank Note Company issue 
(CZSG 22). 282.75+ 

506 c;;;i #22b, le Green and black, vertical pair imperforate 
between, tied by Ancon duplex postmarks to local cover addressed 
to Elmer Ohlson, who discovered the inverted center variety of 
this same value (#22g) and was indirectly responsible for the sav
ing of the 22 mint examples, ICC corner card, very fine; only 20 
pairs were issued (CZSG 22b). (photo) Est. 1,500-2,000 
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* #22b, le Green and black, vertical pair imperforate 
between, fresh, deep rich color, original gum, short natural paper 
wrinkle affecting both, but not affecting the very fine appearance; 
only six error pairs are recorded, four of these unused ( CZSG 
22b). (photo) 1,400.00 
* #22c, le Green and black, vertical strip of three, imperfo, 
rate horizontally, with a solitary row of horizontal perforations at 
bottom, large part original gum, very fine; there were originally 
twenty error pairs in one sheet that was missing the top five rows of 
perforations, this portion was broken up, though in some odd fash
ion, as there are today on record only five pieces from this block, 
two being strips of three (CZSG 22c). (photo) 1,400.00+ 
* #22e, le Green and black, "Canal Zone" double, unused, 
fresh and choice very fine (CZSG 22e). (photo) 225.00 
* #22g, le Green and black, Center and "Canal Zone" 
Inverted, fresh, original gum, choice very fine; one sheet of this 
error was issued, but the stamps were largely used on local mail, and 
only 35 are recorded, of these, 22 are unused, representing the 
remainder of the one sheet (CZSG 22g). (see color photo in center 
section) 2,250.00 
* #24c, 5c Blue and black, "Canal Zone" double, fresh mint 
single, original gum, choice very fine; only 100 of this printing 
were issued (CZSG 24c.II). (photo) 350.00 

Soft paper, 6. 75mm Spacing 

512 * #25a, Sc Purple and black, top left comer horizontal pair, 
imperforate between and at left, fresh, full original gum, stamps 
very lightly hinged, some light rubbing in top selvage only, very 
fine; only 34 error pairs are believed to exist; signed George B. 
Sloane (CZSG 25a). (photo) 650.00 
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The Balance of the Hamilton 
Bank Note Company Issues 

513 * 0 D Cf;sJ #21-26, lc-lOc 1906-07 Hamilton Bank Note 

514 

515 

516 

517 

Company issue, the collection of 73 items including 26 blocks of 
four and two covers, neatly mounted on pages with detailed anno
tations, arranged by both paper (soft or hard) and spacing of the 
"Canal Zone" overprint (7.2mm or 6.7mm), begins with a showing 
of the 2c Red and black, overprint reading up, including three 
blocks, one of these with the 6. 7mm spacing of position 83 in this 
setting, the lc- l0c with overprints reading down include displays 
of the shades of the stamps in both spacings, among the errors and 
varieties present are (hard paper, 7.2mm) 2c Double overprint, one 
diagonal (black purple ink as always), Sc Double overprint, and a 
block of four of the 2c Black purple overprint, also (hard paper, 
6. 7mm) le "ONE" and "ANA" errors in blocks with normal, lc-5c 
spaced "C A" in blocks with normal, and 2c-5c "CAN L" in blocks 
with normal, the covers include a 1913 Coveleski local cover with 
15 stamps of this issue including a complete set, shades and a 2c 
Black purple overprint, plus a 1907 United States 2c Entire with a 
2c Red and black (#23) plus Panama 2½c Orange tied, to 
Michigan, very few of the stamps are used, others are mostly with 
original gum, and generally fine-very fine or better, a very interest
ing collection of this short-lived issue. Est. 400-500 

THE 1909 AMERICAN 
BANK NOTE COMPANY ISSUES 

In 1909, the Republic of Panama contracted with the American Bank Note 
Company to have future stamps printed. The designs were to be similar to 
those of the Hamilton Bank Note Company. Aside from emergency or spe
cial situations, this was the last issue to be overprinted in the Canal Zone; 
later stamps were supplied by the American Bank Note Company in New 
York already finished. 

* D #27-30, 2c-10c 1909 "Canal Zone" overprints cplt., a rare 
set in blocks of four, each block containing position 50, the spaced 
"CA" variety, which is the only major setting variety of this series, 
even without this, these are all of extraordinary quality, bright 
vivid colors, clean paper, and incredibly fresh original gum that is 
only lightly hinged, thus far above the norm for this set, fine-very 
fine (CZSG 27.2/30.1). (photo) 850.00+ 
* #27a, 2c Vermilion and black, horizontal fair, right stamp 
without "Canal Zone", unused, small part origina gum, bright and 
fresh, almost very fine; only four error pairs are on record; 
(CZSG 27a). (see color photo in center section) 2,000.00 
* #27b, 2c Vermilion and black, vertical pair, bottom stamp 
without "Canal Zone", unused, small part original gum, fresh 
color, fine; one of only three error pairs recorded; signed HFC 
(Colman) (CZSG 276). (photo) 2,100.00 
* #27b var., 2c Vermilion and black, vertical pair, bottom 
stamp with "L" of "CANAL" only, unused, trace of original gum, 
fresh and fine; the only one recorded, and no similar varieties are 
on record (CZSG 27.1). (photo) Est. 400-500 
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518 * #30a, 10c Violet and black, horizontal pair, right stamp 
"Canal Zone" omitted, unused, trace of original gum, fresh color, 
centered top but clear, fine; this is the sole recorded example of 
this error; previously a second pair was believed to exist, but this 
has been determined to bear a forged overprint; there are traces of 
three letters on the extreme left, but these are well away from the 
design, and this is the accepted error; si~ed HFC (Colman) and 
with 1969 APS certificate (CZSG 30a). (see color photo in center 
section) 3,000.00 

519 * #30b, 10c Violet and black, vertical pair, bottom stamp 
"Canal Zone" omitted, fresh color, unused, some original gum, 
very fine; this is the only example ever recorded, and is the list
ing copy for the Scott catalogue (CZSG 306). (see color photo in 
center section) 3,500.00 

THE ISSUES OF 1909-1921 
On Nooember 8, 1909 , four values were issued in the Canal Zone. Over 
the period of thirteen years , there were a tocal off our different types of 
"CANAL ZONE" used by the American Bank Note Company (Scott 
Types I, II , N , and V) . The stamps were requisitioned by the Republic , 
after ascertaining the pascal needs of the Zone, and were disbursed by the 
Republic to the Treasurer of the Zone. 

520 * 0 #3 1, le Dark green and black, a full sheet of one hundred, 
from the right side of the pane of two hundred, fresh and impres
sive multipfe, original gum, fine-very fine, a fabulous piece for the 
student of the issues of this period (CZSG 31). 375.00+ 

521 0 #3 la, le Dark green and black, Center and "Canal Zone" 
Inverted, this error was first discovered in 1932, over 20 years after 
the stamp was issued; since this initial example, only three more 
have come to light, all four are used, one of these badly defective, 
this example was the second discovered, in the 1950's, and is 
sound, the perforations at left appear rypically as those which are 
characterist ic of stamps from the handmade booklets, and it is 
quite likely that the error sheet was processed in this way, a fine 
and handsome stamp, and one of the premier pieces of Canal Zone 
postage stamps; 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 31a). (see color photo 
on front cover) 11,000.00 
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522 B #31b, le Dark green and black, horizontal booklet pane of 
six, handmade with perforated margins, unused, well centered for 
this, faint toning on reverse, fine-very fine (CZSG 31c). (photo) 

550.00 
523 B #Jib, le Dark green and black, horizontal booklet pane of 

six, contained in a handmade booklet, stitched at left, lemon cov
ers Ty. B, the pane has tab at right and is inverted in the booklet, 
full original gum, never hinged, minor wax soaking from the inter
leaving (all four pieces are still present), fine; exceptionally scarce 
(CZSG 31c). (photo) Est. 500-750 

524 * #32a, 2c Vermilion and black, vertical pair, imperforate 
horizontally, fresh and beautifully centered, full clean original 
gum, lightly hinged, light crease along top, extremely fine appear
ance; only thirty error pairs are on record; signed George B. 
Sloane (CZSG 32a). (photo) 600.00 

525 B #32b, 2c Vermilion and black, vertical booklet pane of six, 
handmade, perforated margins, full tab at bottom showing the 
stitching, well centered for this, clipped on one side as usual, dis
turbed orif inal gum, a little interleaving adhering in spots, fine 
example o this very scarce pane (CZSG 32c). (photo) 700.00 

526 B #32b, 2c Vermilion and black, vertical booklet pane of six, 
a fabulous complete unexploded booklet of four panes, with the 
covers for the le in error, the panes are handmade, tabs at top, 
the booklet stitched, the covers are salmon and in Ty. B, original 
gum, panes fine, booklet choice very fine; extraordinarily scarce in 
such nice quality, even without considering the error, of which 
only three examples are on record (CZSG 32c.6). (photo) 

2,800.00+ 
527 * #33a, 5c Deep blue and black, "Canal Zone" double, mag

i:;i.ificent mint single, one overprint below and to the right of the 
other, bright and fresh, wonderfully well centered, full clean origi
nal gum, lightly hinged, choice very fine; only 200 issued (CZSG 
33a). (photo) 250.00 

528 * D #33a, 5c Deep blue and black, "Canal Zone" double, a 
very scarce block of four, the two overprints nearly coincident, 
intense color, original gum, fine (CZSG 33a). (photo) 1,000.00+ 

529 * #34a, 8c Violet and black, vertical pair, top stamp without 
"Canal Zone", this error occurred when the overprint plate was 
shifted down one row, leaving the top row of the sheet without 
overprint, and creating the variety of overprint on bottom selvage 
(see next lot), top sheet margin, bright and fresh, full clean original 
gum, fine; only ten examples were issued; all known errors have 
the horizontal perforations close to or into the bottom of the 
design (CZSG 34a). (photo) 1,500.00 

530 * D #34a var., 8c Violet and black, bottom right comer block 
of four, with "Canal Zone" on the bottom selvage, fresh, original 
gum, interleaving adhered, fine-very fine; this variety from the one 
sheet that was issued without overprint on the top row, so that 
only ten copies can exist (CZSG 34.2). (photo) Est. 150-200 
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The 1911-1914 Ten Cent Values 
In the 1909 two-year estimate of the amount of postal paper that the Canal 
Zone would require, a request was made for a 13c stamp, a denomination 
that would col/eT the postage and registry fee combined. As Panama had no 
such denomination available, she ordered a stamp in that denomination in 
the format of the 1904 Map series from the American Bank Note 
Company. The finished stamps were delivered to Panama in 1909, and 
sent to the Canal Zone. Unfortunately, the registry fee had been increased 
to 10c, and the stamps were now of no use. They were stored for over a 
year, before it was decided to send them to the Panama Canal Press at 
Mount Hope to be surcharged "10 cts.". 

Four months after this surcharge was issued, the two-year estimate was pre
pared, and stamps in the design of the 13c but denominated 1 0c were requi
sitioned. These were delivered in late 1911 but not placed on sale until 
1914. 

* #36a, 10c on 13c Gray, "10 cts." inverted, fresh, well cen
tered, original gum, extremely fine; only 100 issued (CZSG 36a). 
(photo) 275.00 
* #36b, 13c Gray, "10 cts." omitted, original gum, almost 
very fine; only 100 issued (CZSG 36b). (photo) 250.00 
* #38a, le Green and black, vertical pair, top stamp "Canal 
Zone" omitted, from the top right comer of the one error sheet, 
the overprint plate shifted down one row, creating the error as well 
as ten examples of the overprint on bottom selvage, original gum, 
some toning as always, centered fine-very fine; only ten examples 
issued, two of which were used on covers (CZSG 38a). (photo) 

1,100.00 
ISi #38a, le Green and black, vertical top margin strip of five, 
the top stamp "Canal Zone" omitted, tied by magenta Balboa reg
istry postmarks, November 26, 1918, to long buff registered cover 
addressed to J.P. Coveleski in Ancon, backstamped on the same 
day, registry fee paid by 10c Orange and black (#45), very fine; this 
is one of only two recorded covers with the error, the other has 
the error in a pair, both covers addressed to Mr. Coveleski, who 
was a prominent philatelist of this period in the Canal Zone 
(CZSG 38a). (photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 
* 0 #38a var., le Green and black, top margin block of four 
with panial imprint, the top right stamp with "C" only of "Canal 
Zone", an error caused by either foreign matter between the sheet 
and overprint plate, or by a large foldover during overprinting 
(there is a diagonal fold in the selvage), in either case, the result is 
not only unique but spectacular, original gum, interleaving 
adhered, very fine (CZSG 38.6). (photo) Est. 500-750 
B #38b, le Green and black, booklet pane of six, machine
made with imperforate margins, overprint spaced 7.75mm, fresh, 
quite well centered for this, original gum, very fine (CZSG 38b). 
(photo) 525.00 
B #38c, le Green and black, booklet pane of six, handmade 
with perforated margins, overprint spaced 9.25mm, the tab with 
panial imprint ("Republica de Pa" in capitals in black) and stitch 
holes, bright and fresh, full clean original gum, never hinged, perfo
rations a bit reduced on one side as always for this, fine; full pane of 
interleaving adhered to tab accompanies (CZSG 38c). (photo) 

900.00 
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538 * #39a, 2c Vermilion and black, horizontal pair, right stamp 
"Canal Zone" omitted, from the top right corner of one of two 
error sheets where the overprint plate was shifted to the left (a 
third sheet had the overprint shifted to the right), bright and fresh, 
well centered, original gum, very fine (CZSG 39a.I). (photo) 

600.00 
539 * #39a, 2c Vermilion and black, horizontal strip of three, 

the right stamp "Canal Zone" omitted, full sheet margin at right, 
fresh, deep color, original gum, very fine (CZSG 39a.I). (photo) 

600.00 
540 B #39c, 2c Vermilion and black, booklet pane of six, 

machine-made with imperforate margins, overprint sfaced 
7.75mm, bright and fresh, remarkably well centered, origina gum, 
choice very fine; includes a full pane of interleaving partially 
adhering to tab (CZSG 39c). (photo) 500.00 

541 * 0 #39d, 2c Vermilion and black, "Canal Zone" inverted, 
reading down, right margin block of four, fresh, original gum, very 
fine (CZSG 39d). (photo) 600.00+ 

542 * #39e, 2c Vermilion and black, "Canal Zone" and Center 
Inverted, bright and fresh mint single, vivid color, beautifully cen
tered, full clean original gum, extremely fine (CZSG 39e). (photo) 

700.00 
543 * #39e, 2c Vermilion and black, "Canal Zone" and Center 

Inverted, deep rich color, remarkably well centered, original gum, 
extremely fine (CZSG 39e). (photo) 700.00 

544 ~ #39e, 2c Vermilion and black, "Canal Zone" and Center 
Inverted, well centered single tied by Cristobal duplex postmark, 
January 8, 1916, to buff cover to Balboa Heights, backstamped 
January 9, "The Panama Canal" comer card, cover light folds, one 
barely affecting the stamp, still very fine (CZSG 39e). (photo) 

Est. 7 50-1,000 
545 B #39g, 2c Vermilion and black, booklet pane of six, two 

horizontal panes in a scarce unexploded 25c booklet, the panes 
with margins at right and inverted in the stitched booklet, which 
has tan covers Ty. B, overprints spaced 8.5mm, from the first print
ing, fresh, original gum, never hinged, panes with some reduced 
perforations as always, about fine, booklet very fine (CZSG 39g.I). 
(photo) 1,700.00+ 

546 B #39g, 2c Vermilion and black, booklet pane of six, two 
vertical panes in a scarce unexploded 25c booklet, the panes with 
margins at bottom and stitched in the booklet, which has blue cov
ers Ty. B, overprints spaced 9.25mm from the second printing, 
fresh, original gum, interleaving lightly adhered, some perforations 
reduced as always, panes are fine, booklet very fine (CZSG 39g.II). 
(photo) 1,700.00+ 

54 7 0 #40a, 5c Deep blue and black, with portrait of the 2c, eas
ily the most spectacular of all of the errors in Canal Zone stamps, 
the frames of this issue were printed first, centers second, in some 
way the wrong center was printed on the frame of the Sc, and then 
this error escaped detection and was released, it was not actually 
discovered until 1925, when the first example was brought back 
from Paris, only ten copies have been recorded, all of these used 
and several defective, this single is fresh and well centered, sound, 
and very lightly cancelled, and is accompanied by a 1966 PF certifi, 
cate; one of the rarest type of error in philately (CZSG 40a). (see 
color photo on front cover) 6,500.00 
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The Mount Hope Overprint 

The cype III ooerprint was applied by the Panama Canal Press in Mount 
Hope, Canal Zone. It was originall:y prepared in 1915 w meet a furecast 
shortage of the le and Sc postage stamps, as the New York primings were w 
arrive late. Sheeo of these two denominations were requisitioned from 
Panama, the setting assembled, and the ooerprinting hurriedl:, done. As 
often with rush jobs, the result was deemed of inferior qualicy, but with the 
11alues desperate!:, needed, the:, were released. 

Further printings of the Sc were made in January, 1920. The 2c was first 
overprinted several months later, and the 1 c was printed for the last time in 
earl:, 1921. While the New York printings were a11ailable, the Mount 
Hope issues were withheld; the:, were again released when an:, shortage 
threatened, but onl:, in the quanticy necessary w cover the shortfall. 

Approximate!:, 50% of the rather small printings were never issued, and 
were destro:yed by the post office, most in the 1937 burning of the over
printed Panamanian stamps . 

* D #46, le Green and black, a very scarce mint block of four 
from the 1915 printing, exceptionally fresh, pristine original gum, 
two stamps never hinged, bottom left stamp tiny tear, left pair fine, 
right pair extremely fine (CZSG 46.A). (photo) 950.00 
~ #46, le Deep green and black, very fine single tied to local 
buff cover by Balboa Heights January 5, 1916 machine cancel, 
addressed to J.P. Coveleski, the Mount Hope issue was overprinted 
on December 7, 1915, this is one of the earliest uses of the issue on 
cover recorded (CZSG 46.A). (photo) Est. 150-200 
* D #46, le Light green and black, bottom right comer block of 
four from the scarcer 1921 printing, exceptionally fresh, remarkably 
well centered, full clean original gum, never hinged, top left staml? 
trivial margin crease, others very fine (CZSG 46.B). (photo) 

950.00+ 
* D #46, le Light green and black, right margin block of four 
from the 1921 printing, "Canal Zone" strongly shifted down, fresh 
color, nicely centered, original gum, some interleavin~ adhered, 
and hinge reinforced, fine-very fine (CZSG 46.3, 46.4). (photo) 

950.00+ 
* D #46a, le Light green and black, "Canal Zone" inverted, 
reading down, mint block of four, fresh, original gum, fine; only 
200 issued, all from the second (1921) printing (CZSG 46a). 
(photo) 1,200.00+ 
* #46b, le Light green and black, "Canal Zone" double, 
from the sheet where the overprints were widely separated, fresh 
color, beautifully centered, original gum, a little interleaving 
adhered, extremely fine (CZSG 46b). (photo) 325.00 
* #46b, le Light green and black, "Canal Zone" double, this 
copy from the sheet of 100 that had both overprints nearly coinci
dent, o.g., a little interleaving adhered, fine (CZSG 46b). (photo) 

325.00 
* #46b, le Light green and black, "Canal Zone" double, 
horizontal strip of three with left sheet margin, partially separated 
and hinge rejoined, one overprint situated nearly far left enough to 
be the "Zone Canal" variety on the three stamps, some original 
gum, fine and scarce (CZSG 46b). (photo) 975.00 
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556 * 0 #46b, d, le Light green and black, top sheet margin block 
of four, "Canal Zone" double, from the sheet with the two over
prints widely spaced, the top pair with one overprint reading 
"Zone Canal", original gum, lightly h inged, very fine and an 
extremely scarce piece; only eighteen of this variety were printed; 
this block has two se-tenant with "normal" double overprints 
(CZSG 46b, d). (photo) 2,450.00+ 

557 * #46c, le Light green and black, "ZONE" double, one of 
the two examples printed, both are from the sheet with "Canal 
Zone" double and widely spaced, fresh color, original gum, very 
fine (CZSG 46c). (see color photo in center section) 3,000.00 

558 * #47, 2c Orange vermilion and black, well centered mint 
single, origina l gum, faint horizontal crease, choice very fine 
appearance (CZSG 47). (photo) 2,500.00 

559 * #47, 2c Orange vermilion and black, unused, fresh color, 
well centered, choice example of this very scarce stamp, very fine 
(CZSG 47). (photo) 2,500.00 

560 * #4 7, 2c Orange vermilion and black, unused, some original 
gum, tiny natural paper flaw causing pinhole, very fine appearance 
(CZSG 47). (photo) 2,500.00 
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* #4 7, 2c Orange vermilion and black, fresh mint single, 
bright color, full original gum, fine example of this rare printing 
(CZSG 47). (photo) 2,500.00 
* D #4 7, 2c Orange vermilion and black, an extremely rare 
mint block of four, wonderfully fresh and well centered, original 
gum, left pair very fine, right pair choice very fine; only five 
unused blocks of four are recorded (none larger), three of these 
poorly centered (CZSG 47). (see color photo in center section) 

12,000.00 
* #48, 5c Deep blue and black, handsome example of this 
scarce mint stamp, bright vivid color, remarkably well centered, 
full clean original gum, hinge remnant, choice very fine (CZSG 
48). (photo) 700.00 
* #48, 5c Deep blue and black, attractive mint single, rich 
color, fresh paper, full clean original gum, very fine (CZSG 48). 
(photo) 700.00 
* #48, 5c Deep blue and black, bright and fresh, intense 
color, well centered, full original gum, very fine (CZSG 48). 
(photo) 700.00 
* D #48, 5c Deep blue and black, extremely scarce mint block 
of six (3x2), from the 1915 printing of this value, intense color, 
well centered, original gum, very fine (CZSG 48). (photo) 

4,400.00+ 
567 * D #52a, le Green and black, "Canal Zone" inverted, reading 

down, a scarce mint block of four, fresh, original gum, fine-very 
fine (CZSG 52a). (photo) 440.00+ 

568 B #52b, le Green and black, booklet pane of six, four panes 
contained in an unexploded 25c booklet, black on pink covers Ty. 
D, panes with original gum, exceptionally well centered, very fine; 
the great majority of the stamps in the panes have broken "C" and 
"L"; front cover has small chip at bottom left and inked note at 
top, the booklet is otherwise very fine, and is quite scarce irrespec
tively (CZSG 526). (photo) 2,400.00+ 

569 * #52d var., le Green and black, horizontal pair from a 
booklet pane, right stamp with "Canal Zone" double, evenly 
toned, original gum, interleaving adhered, fine; there were two 
booklet panes of six with right hand stamps having double over
print discovered (a total of six errors), one of these has been kept 
intact, the other broken, but of the three pairs thus realized, only 
this one has been recorded (CZSG 52d var.) . (photo) 

Est. 750-1,000 
570 * • #53, 2c Vermilion and black, irregular block of fifty from 

the lower pane, original gum, fresh and fine, a very scarce multiple 
from this scarce overprint type (CZSG 53). 7,050.00+ 

571 * D #53a, 2c Vermilion and black, "Canal Zone" inverted, 
reading down, fresh mint block of four, original gum, fine (CZSG 
53a). (photo) 560.00+ 

572 * #53b, 2c Vermilion and black, horizontal pair, right stamp 
"Canal Zone" omitted, full right sheet margin, original gum, right 
stamp tiny inclusion, fine; only twenty such pairs, with overprint 
omitted on right stamp, were printed (CZSG 536.1). (photo) 

573 
900.00 

B #53c, 2c Vermilion and black, booklet pane of six, bright 
and fresh, well centered, original gum, very fine (CZSG 53c). 
(photo) 700.00 
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574 ~ #53d var., 2c Vermilion and black, horizontal pair, left 
stamp "Canal Zone" omitted, from the machine-made error book
let pane of six, tied with 10c on 13c Gray (#36) by Culebra March 
10, 1919 registry postmarks, buff registered cover to J.P. Coveleski 
in Balboa, backstamped March 11, according to Coveleski, only 
two error panes were discovered, one is still intact, the other was 
broken into a pair and a block of four, and the pair used on this 
cover, very fine; 1969 APS certificate (CZSG 53b.Il). (photo) 

Est. 1,000-1,500 
575 * 0 #55a, le Light green and black, "Canal Zone" inverted, 

reading down, choice bottom margin mint block of four, bright and 
fresh, beautifully centered, original gum, tear in selvage only, 
extremely fine (CZSG 55a). (photo) 560.00+ 

576 * 0 #55a, le Light green and black, "Canal Zone" inverted, 
reading down, a handsome top left comer block of four, with "1 
Centesimo No" in green at top, bright and fresh, original gum, 
fine-very fine (CZSG 55a). (photo) 560.00+ 
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577 * #55b, le Light green and black, horizontal pair, left stamp 
"Canal Zone" omitted, top left corner mint pair, fresh, original 
gum, fine-very fine; there were a total of 31 pairs printed, 21 of 
which have the left stamp without overprint (CZSG 55b.II). 
(photo) 650.00 

578 * 0 #55b, le Light green and black, a mostly separated (hori
zontally) block of six, the two right stamps "Canal Zone" omitted, 
right selvage has been folded under these two and now adheres, 
otherwise original gum, fine-very fine; only ten of the 31 pairs 
l?rinted have the overprint omitted from the right hand stamp 
(CZSG 55b.I). (photo) 1,300.00+ 

579 * #55c, le Light green and black, "CANAL" double, with 
right margin containing "ZONE", this error was caused by a left
ward shift of the overprint plate, which was a setting of 100, but 
which had to be printed twice on the uncut sheets of 200 (20x10 
with vertical gutter between), bright and fresh, original gum, 
extremely fine; obviously, the catalogue value is in error and should 
read $1,100.00, as only ten examples were printed (CZSG 55c). 
(photo) 110.00 

580 * #55c, le Light green and black, "CANAL" double, the 
right hand stamp of a horizontal strip of five with four normal, and 
with right margin containing "ZONE", fresh, original gum, fine; 
catalogue value should read $1,100.00 (CZSG 55c).(photo)110.00 

581 * #55d, le Light green and black, "ZONE" only, the rare 
error, in pair with normal, caused by a multiple foldover, a portion 
of the "CANAL" is contained on the left sheet margin, fresh and 
beautifully centered, original gum, creases from the foldover, 
extremely fine; only three examples, one used on cover, are 
recorded (CZSG 55d). (see color photo in center section) 2,250.00 

582 l:i'1l #55d, le Light green and black, "ZONE" only, the left 
stamp in a horizontal strip of five, split along the foldover crease 
(responsible for the error) and rejoined prior to use, tied by Balboa 
November 29, 1921 postmarks, buff cover to J.P. Coveleski in 
Ancon, the cover has been much reduced at left, but it is extremely 
probable that this was done before ever the stamps were affixed, 
fine-very fine appearance; of the three recorded examples, this is 
the only one that is used; 1969 APS certificate (CZSG 55d). 
(photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 
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583 * D #55 var., le Light green and black, bottom left corner mint 
block of four, the bottom comer stamp "Canal Zone" omitted, 
original gum, lightly hinged, choice very fine; this major error was 
formerly listed as Scott #55f; this is the one known vertical pair, 
one without overprint, and was the listing copy; the error was 
caused, as are so many others, by a large foldover, which blanketed 
the corner stamp, causing the overprint for this position to be 
printed on the back of the corner selvage, which is the identical 
situation for one of the 2c corner blocks in this section (CZSG 
550. (photo) Est. 2,000-3,000 

584 * D #56, 2c Orange vermilion and black, part sheet of eighty 
(missing top two rows), plus a mint block of twenty-eight, fresh, 
original gum, fine-very fine; an impressive multiple from this over
print type (CZSG 56). 939.00+ 

585 * #56a, 2c Orange vermilion and black, "Canal Zone" dou
ble, exceptionally choice mint single, fresh vivid color, full clean 
original gum, lightly hinged, extremely fine; only 100 issued 
(CZSG 56a). (photo) 350.00 

586 * #56b, 2c Orange vermilion and black, "Canal Zone" dou
ble, one inverted, fresh mint example of this scarce error, original 
gum, hinge remnant, fine; only 100 issued (CZSG 55b). (photo) 

350.00 
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587 * #56c, 2c Orange vermilion and black, horizontal pair, 
right stamp "Canal Zone" omitted, fresh and well centered, origi
nal gum, sensibly hinge reinforced, choice very fine; only eleven 
pairs with the right stamp missing the overprint are recorded 
(CZSG 56c.I). (photo) 700.00 

588 * #56c, 2c Orange vermilion and black, horizontal pair, left 
stamp "Canal Zone" omitted, with left sheet margin, well cen
tered, original gum, hinge remnant, fresh and choice very fine; 
only twenty pairs with the left stamp missing the overprint were 
issued (CZSG 56c.ll). (photo) 700.00 

589 * #56c, 2c Orange vermilion and black, a bottom right cor
ner horizontal strip of three, the two right stamps "Canal Zone" 
omitted, the sole example of this error not caused by a shift of the 
overprint plate, rather a huge foldover through the right hand 
stamps prior to overprinting causing two complete and portions of 
two other overprints to be printed on the gummed side and elimi
nating most of "ZONE" from the left hand stamp of this strip, origi
nal gum, very fine, and a most striking error (CZSG 56d.l). 
(photo) 700.00+ 

590 * #56d, 2c Orange vermilion and black, vertical pair, bot
tom stamp "Canal Zone" omitted, fresh, well centered, original 
gum, very fine; this error was caused by a large foldover, which 
creases the top stamp, and causes "ZONE" to be printed on the 
back of the right selvage at bottom of the lower stamp; only six 
such pairs have been recorded, all apparently due to foldovers 
(CZSG 56d). (photo) 1,500.00 

591 * D #56d, 2c Orange vermilion and black, bottom right comer 
mint block of four, the bottom comer single "Canal Zone" omit
ted, a spectacular block, a large comer foldover prior to both over
printing and perforating covered this position, resulting in the 
error, and with the full overprint on the reverse of the comer sel
vage, original gum, small hinge remnants, fine-very fine; a most 
interesting piece (CZSG 56d). (photo) 1,500.00+ 

592 * #56e, 2c Orange vermilion and black, top right comer hor
izontal pair, the right stamp "CANAL" double, with "ZONE" in 
the right margin, fresh, original gum, some foreign matter adhering 
(probably from a mount), fine and scarce, only twenty were 
issued, ten of which had selvage wide enough for the "ZONE" por
tion (CZSG 56e). (photo) 750.00 

593 * #56f, 2c Orange vermilion and black, bottom left comer 
mint horizontal pair, the left stamp "ZONE" double, with 
"CANAL" in the left selvage, bright and fresh, full clean original 
gum, lightly hinged, choice very fine (CZSG 56f). (photo) 800.00 

594 * #56f, 2c Orange vermilion and black, top left comer mint 
horizontal pair, the left stamp with "ZONE" double, and 
"CANAL" in the left selvage, fresh and well centered, original 
gum, lightly hinged, very fine; only 30 examples issued (CZSG 
56f). (photo) 800.00 

595 B #56g, 2c Orange vermilion and black, booklet pane of six, 
handsome piece, rich color, well centered, original gum, very fine 
(CZSG 56g). (photo) 850.00 
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596 * #57a, 5c Deep blue and black, horizontal pair, right stamp 
"Canal Zone" omitted, from the top right comer, fresh, original 
gum, tiny wrinkles, fine appearance; only ten examples with right 
stamp without overprint were issued (CZSG 57a.l). (photo) 

1,200.00 
597 * #57a, 5c Deep blue and black, horizontal pair, left stamp 

"Canal Zone" omitted, from the top left comer of the sheet, origi
nal gum, about fine; only twenty error pairs were issued, of which 
ten had the left stamp without overprint (CZSG 57a.ll). (photo) 

1,200.00 
598 * #57a, 5c Deep blue and black, horizontal strip of four, the 

right stamp "Canal Zone" omitted, fresh intense color, original 
gum, fine; the third stamp in the strip with dropped "E" (CZSG 
57a.I). (photo) 1,800.00 



New YDTtCu,, New YOTt 

Balance of the 1909-1921 Issues 

599 * 0 0 ll!:I #27/57, 1909-21 Overprints on Panama, the excep
tional collection of 14 7 pieces neatly mounted on pages and exten
sively annotated, the great majority unused, and covering the peri
od except for the 1915-20 Pictorials, begins with mint and used sets 
of the 1909 Issue plus a few varieties, followed by a detailed assem
blage of the five types of "Canal Zone" overprints, the 1909-10 Ty. 
I includes length and spacing varieties, three le misperforated sin
gles, and a cover with the lc-8c plus 10c on 13c (#36), the 1912-
16 Ty. II has mint and used sets, singles and blocks (one of 14-2c) 
with missing or broken letters, plus a spectacular foldover on a 
block of four of the 2c which divides the upper vignettes (illustrat
ed on page 92 of "Canal Zone Stamps"), the 1915-21 Ty. III, the 
"Mount Hope" issue, includes unused examples of both the 1915 
and 1921 printings of the le value, both an inverted and a double 
overprint, and five examples of the strong downwards vertical shift, 
there are seven used 2c, two unused Sc, plus four used including 
two of the 1920 printing, the 1918-20 Ty. IV is vety specialized, 
including mint sets, two 2c with inverted overprints, a vety inter
esting bottom right corner block of nine of the 2c with foldover, 
and a block of four of the Sc, the 1920-21 Ty. V also has a mint set, 
plus better errors and varieties, of note a pair of the 2c, one stamp 
"CANAL" double, a second pair, one missing all but a small part of 
the "E" of "ZONE" (only one recorded, PF certificate), there are 
four blocks of 8-12 of this value with several stamps missing por
tions of the frame due to foldovers, and a block of four where two 
stamps are missing nearly half of the frames, further of note are two 
misperforated blocks of the le, and a bottom right corner block of 
the Sc imperforate between stamps and selvage at bottom, lastly a 
booklet pane of the 2c, plus a second and one of the le without 
tabs, the 1911-14 10c stamps include several misperforated 10c 
Gray (#37) including a mint block and a single on cover; the 
unused stamps are for the greatest part with original gum, overall 
quality is fine-vety fine, though there are better as well as some 
lesser, in many of the latter cases, though, about as nice as one 
could find, this is definitely a collection that should be examined, 
and which provides an excellent view into the complexities and 
wonder of these issues. Est. 3,000-4,000 

600 

601 

602 

THE 1915-1920 PICTORIALS 

* 0 #42/59, lc-$1.00 1915-20 Pictorials complete, blocks of 
four, fresh and well centered, original gum, disturbed on 50c and 
$1.00, the 50c with some tiny thin spots, vety fine appearance, and 
a set that is vety scarce in blocks (CZSG 42/59). (photo) 2,631.00 
* 0 #42-45, lc-l0c 1915 Pictorials complete, left margin 
blocks of four, each containing position 61, the 10mm spacing, 
bright and fresh, original gum, varieties never hinged, fine; this is 
the complete set for the 10mm spacing, the later values did not 
include this variety, and it is one of the more difficult sets to assem
ble (CZSG 42.1/45.1). (photo) 210.00+ 
E #58E, 50c Drydock at Balboa, large die essay of the 
vignette only (60x42mm), in black on india, mounted on large 
card (212xl53mm) with die sinkage (88x74mm) and signed by the 
engraver, George Lambert, card has small holes around three sides, 
apparently this was bound into a book or folder at one time, very 
fine; one of two recorded, and the only one signed by the 
engraver. (photo) Est. 500-750 
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603 

THE 1921 CENTENNARY ISSUE 
* #60a, le Green, horizontal pair, the right stamp 
"CANAL" double, fresh and well centered example of this scarce 
error, clean original gum, lightly hinged, choice very fine; only ten 
copies were issued (CZSG 60a). (photo) 1,100.00 
B #60b, le Green, booklet pane of six, choice mint example 
of this very scarce pane, fresh color, magnificently centered, origi
nal gum, extremely fine (CZSG 60b). (photo) 750.00 
* D #6la, 2c Carmine, "Canal Zone" inverted, reading down, 
fresh mint block of four, original gum, fine-very fine (CZSG 61a). 
(photo) 540.00+ 
* #61 b, 2c Carmine, "Canal Zone" double, the overprints 
widely spaced and angled, fresh, original gum, almost very fine; 
signed H. Bloch; this example is from the right hand pane of 100 
that was so overprinted, it is believed that no more than 40 copies 
received both overprints, as there was a block of six in the Tows 
collection that had the overprint doubled on the top pair, partially 
doubled on the center pair, and the bottom pair normal {CZSG 
61b). (photo) 600.00 
* #6lb, 2c Carmine, "Canal Zone" double, the top stamp of 
a vertical pair, the bottom one normal, fresh and well centered, 
original gum, extremely fine; this pair is from the sheet that had 
only the top row overprint doubled, these two overlap and are close 
to coincident, only ten such pairs from this sheet exist; in combi
nation with the other partially doubled sheet, it is believed that no 
more than fifry errors were printed (CZSG 61b). (photo) 600.00 
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608 

608 * D #61, vars., 2c Carmine, top left comer mint block of nine 
(3x3 ), hinge-rejoined between left and center strips, affected by a 
large foldover through the corner stamp before overprinting, so 
that there are portions of four different "Canal Zone" overprints on 
the back of the block, the corner stamp is without overprint, and 
position 2 has "ZONE" only, this block thus contains the only 
recorded examples of vertical pair, one without overprint, and 
the "ZONE" only (Scott #6lc, 61e), original gum, fine-very fine, 
undoubtedly the greatest piece of this issue, and one of the most 
stunning blocks of Canal Zone (CZSG 61.c, 61.e). (photo) 

6,000.00+ 
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609 

-

609 * #61d, 2c Carmine, top right comer horizontal pair, the 
right stamp "CANAL" double, well centered example of this 
scarce error, caused by a leftward shift of the overprint plate, origi
nal gum, very fine; only ten copies were issued (CZSG 61d). 
(photo) 1,500.00 

610 B #61£, 2c Carmine, booklet pane of six, fresh and attractive 
example of this exceptionally scarce pane, well centered, original 
gum, bottom left stamp tiny thin, very fine appearance (CZSG 
610. (photo) 1,200.00 

611 B #61£, 2c Carmine, booklet pane of six, fresh and well cen-
tered, original gum, faint internal crease in top right stamp, tab 
reduced, very fine appearance (CZSG 610. (photo) 1,200.00 

612 * 0 #62a, 5c Blue, "Canal Zone" inverted, reading down, left 
margin block of four, fresh, original gum, fine (CZSG 62a). (photo) 

280.00+ 

THE 1924 MOUNT HOPE OVERPRINT 
By the miadle of January, 1924, the supply of 1c stamps was perilously 
low. Panama had ordered a new definitive series, but these had not yet 
arrived, and there was a strong possibility that the stocks in the Canal Zone 
would be exhausted before they did. The Canal Zone Postal Service 
obtained a stock of 50,000 1c Centenary from Panama, and sent it to 
Mount Hope to be ooerprinted by the Panama Canal Press there. The new 
stamp was issued January 28, and went unrecognited as a different issue . 
Shortly thereafter, the 1c Coat of Anns design was issued, and the remain
der of the 1c Centenary stored. Only about 15,000 examples were sold, 
the balance was destroyed. 

6 13 * #67, le Green, unusually fresh mint single, bright color, 
original gum, very fine (CZSG 67). (photo) 475.00 



New York Cu,, New York 

614 * D #67, le Green, a rare mint block of four, exceptionally 
fresh, quite well centered, original gum, top pair with very slight 
hinge thinning, choice very fine appearance; most of the multiples 
of this stamp available are _poorly centered, many with interleaving 
still adhering (CZSG 67). (photo) 2,000.00 

615 0 D #67, le Green, an extremely scarce used block of four, 
unusually bright and fresh, exceptionally well centered, very fine 
(CZSG 67). (photo) 1,500.00 

616 * #67a, le Green, "Zone Canal" reading down, from the one 
sheet that was placed into the press incorrectly and received the 
"Canal Zone" overprint inverted, fresh, original gum, fine; the 
plate was set up to overprint sheets with wide selvage on one and 
narrow on the other side, the inversion caused a strong shift which 
created the impottant varieties of this printing; there were only 90 
examples of this one printed (CZSG 67a). (photo) 750.00 

617 

617 * #67a, b, le Green, horizontal pair with left margin, the left 
stamp "ZONE" only, the right one "Zone Canal", both reading 
down, bright and fresh, original gum, lightly hinged, fine; only ten 
examples of the "ZONE" only error were printed (CZSG 67a, 
67b). (photo) 2,250.00 

618 

THE 1924 COAT OF ARMS 
* #68-69 vars., 5c-$1.00 1924 Coat of Arms, the complete 
set of seven values prepared for issue but never placed on sale in 
the Canal Zone due to the abrogation of the Taft agreement, origi
nal gum (dried as always), 15c small thin and tear at top, others 
fine-very fine; 600 sets were returned to Panama for distribution to 
U.P.U. members, of this quantity, a small number was sold to col
lectors; the balance was destroyed; only twelve complete sets are on 
record (CZSG 69A-G). (photo) 1,400.00 
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Balance of the 1915-1924 Overprints 

619 * 0 0 c;.:i #42/69, 1915-24 "Canal Zone" overprints on 
Panama, the collection of the three issues, each beginning with a 
mint set of the basic Panama stamps, 1915-20 Pictorials include 
mint and used sets of the nine values, and three covers, a 2c First 
Day from the Postmaster to Eugene Klein, a 24c single franking to 
Michigan, and a large (partly reduced) cover with the 12c-$1.00 
registered to Coveleski, the 1921 Issue has both mint and used sets, 
plus another set on a reduced cover to Coveleski similar to the 
aforementioned one, also a mint horizontal pair of the 2c from a 
booklet pane, Sc "Small" overprints in red and black (latter a block 
of four), and a 10c Inverted overprint, the le Mount Hope is pre
sent in a used single as well as a mint example of the "Zone Canal" 
reading down, and the 1924 lc-2c Arms includes blocks, both 
shades of the 2c, and a pair of blocks on cover mailed July 31, 
1924, originally the announced last day of use for overprinted 
Panamanian stamps (later extended to August 31), a very interest
ing study of this period, the mint stamps almost invariably with 
original gum, there are some minor faults as one would expect, but 
the great majority is fine-very fine or better, well worth examina
tion. Est. 750-1,000 

THE 1924-1925 ISSUES 

The Canal Zone Go11emment had always regarded the Taft Agreement as 
a temporary measure to help the Republic of Panama gain stability. As 
early as 1910, the Director of Posts saw no reason that the Canal Zone 
should continue buying its stamps from Panama, particularly as this added 
expense was a rather large percentage of the annual deficit. This matter 
was brought up with the Isthmian Canal Commission se11eral times 011er the 
next decade, until finally in 1922 President Harding recommended to 
Congress that the Taft Agreement be abrogated. The effectiw date was set 
as May 1, 1924, but later mo11ed back one month. United States stamps 
ooerprinted "CANAL ZONE" were supplied from July 1, 1924, and those 
of Panama were invalid from August 31 , with the exception of stationery 
that had had addresses or messages pri11ately printed; these were to be 11alid 
indefinitely. 

620 * 0 #70-81, ½c-$ 1.00 1924-25 Flat "A" issue complete, 
blocks of four, fresh and quite well centered, original gum, some 
hinge remnants, one 2c slight thin, one 10c perforation disk inclu
sion, others generally very fine (CZSG 70-81 ). (photo) 2,592.00 

621 0 0 #70-81, ½c-$1.00 1924-25 Flat "A" overprints complete, 
used blocks of four, unusually fresh and well centered set, fine-very 
fine; the 50c is from the first printing of this value (5,000 copies, 
another 20,000 in the second); a most difficult set to assemble in 
used blocks (CZSG 70-81). (photo) 1,572.25 

622 * #71a, le Green, "Canal Zone" inverted, fresh mint exam
ple, original gum, small gum crease at right, almost very fine; only 
one sheet from the first printing of this value was issued (CZSG 
71a). (photo) 450.00 
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623 * • #71b, le Green, top right comer (straight edge) block of 
twelve, from the first printing of this value, containing position 30 
LL, "ZONE" inverted, fresh and well centered, original gum, sev
eral including the error never hinged, fine-very fine; the error 
appeared in a small J?att of the printing, but was quickly corrected 
(CZSG 71b). (photo) 325.00 

624 * • #71, b, le Deep green, "ZONE" inverted, position 30 in a 
full sheet of one hundred from the bottom left comer, plate no. 
15334; also included is another sheet from this position, with posi
tion 30 normal, plate no. 15359, original gum, fine-very fine 
(CZSG 71, 71b). 750.00+ 

625 0 #7 lb, le Green, "ZONE" inverted, the bottom stamp of a 
vertical pair, fresh and well centered, clean cancellation, very fine 
and scarce used (CZSG 71b). (photo) 325.00 

626 c;,:i #71 b, le Green, "ZONE" inverted, tied with ½c Olive 
brown by Cristobal September 29, 1925 machine postmark, local 
commercial cover, the V2c slightly overlaps the le, cover with 
United Fruit Company comer card, fine-very fine, and extremely 
scarce; ex-Conger (CZSG 71b). (photo) Est. 400-500 

627 * D #7lc, d, le Green, top left comer mint block of four, the 
top pair "CANAL" only, the bottom pair "Zone Canal", fresh, 
original gum, fine; only twenty examples of the "CANAL" only 
error were printed; signed HF Colman (CZSG 71c, 71d). (photo) 

2,400.00 
628 * #7 ld, le Green, "Zone Canal" overprint, well centered 

mint example, original gum, fresh and very fine; only 180 issued, 
all from the second printing of the le (CZSG 71d). (photo) 300.00 

629 * #7 ld, le Green, "Zone Canal" overprint, attractive mint 
example, additionally with "E" broken, reading as "ZONF', original 
gum, almost very fine (CZSG 71d). (photo) 300.00 

630 B #7 le, le Green, booklet pane of six, from the first printing, 
which included a total of 20,000 panes, original gum, fine (CZSG 
?le.A). (photo) 125.00 

631 B #7 le, le Green, booklet pane of six, from the second print-
ing, of which 23,152 were sold, original gum, fresh and fine (CZSG 
71e.B). (photo) 125.00 

632 * • #73, 2c Carmine, bottom margin plate no. 15629 block of 
six, from the first printing, intense color, exceptionally well cen
tered, original gum, some perforations separated, very fine ( CZSG 
73 ). (photo) 250.00 

633 * D #76, 12c Brown violet, left margin plate no. 14407 block of 
six, from the first printing, rich color, well centered, original gum, a 
few perforations parted, very fine (CZSG 76). (photo) 600.00 

634 * D #76, 12c Brown violet, left margin plate no. 15350 block of 
six, from the second printing, deep color, original gum, some perfo
rations separated, fine (CZSG 76). (photo) 600.00 

635 * #76a, 12c Brown violet, "ZONE" inverted, fresh mint 
example of this rarity, which occurred in position 30 LL of an inde
terminate number of panes from the first printing, and which was 
not discovered until 1926, original gum, almost very fine; of the 
nine recorded examples, this is one of the two unused ones; 1953 
PF cenificate; ex-Conger, Pierrrepont, Robinette (CZSG 76a). (see 
color photo in center section) 3,000.00 

636 0 #76a, 12c Brown violet, "ZONE" inverted, well centered 
used single, fresh color, small scrape at left and horizontal crease, 
very fine centering; one of seven used examples on record; 1967 PF 
cenificate (CZSG 76a). (photo) 2,000.00 
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637 0 #76a, 12c Brown violet, "ZONE" inverted, used example 
of this rare error, faint crease and small thin spot, very lightly can
celled, about fine; only seven used examples are recorded; signed I. 
Heiman and with 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 76a). (photo) 

2,000.00 
638 * • #81, $1.00 Violet brown, top margin block of four with 

plate no. 14268, deep color, original gum, fine example of this elu
sive block (CZSG 81). (photo) 1,500.00 

639 * • #84-95, Zc-$1.00 Sharp "A" overprints complete, fresh 
mint set of blocks of four, original gum, some stamps with hinge 
remnant, some never hinged, very fine set (CZSG 84-95). (photo) 

2,577.00 
640 * • #84, 2c Carmine, right margin plate no. 17842 and large 

five-pointed star block of nine, brilliant color, fabulously centered, 
original gum, choice very fine; the star plate blocks are extremely 
scarce (CZSG 84). (photo) 1,000.00 

644 

641 * #84a, b, 2c Carmine, vertical pair with top margin, upper 
stamp "CANAL" only, lower stamp "Zone Canal", 10mm spac
ing, intense color, exquisitely centered, original gum, extremely 
fine; only twenty copies of the "CANAL" only error were issued 
(CZSG 84a, 84b). (photo) 1,200.00 

642 * #84b, Zc Carmine, "Zone Canal" overprint, magnificent 
mint single, 9mm spacing, fresh, rich color, beautifully centered, 
original gum, extremely fine; signed H. Bloch; only 180 examples 
of this error were issued (CZSG 84b). (photo) 300.00 

643 B #84d, Zc Carmine, booklet pane of six, two panes in an 
unexploded 25c booklet, red on buff covers Ty. E, fresh and well 
centered, original gum, n.h., fine-very fine and scarce (CZSG 84d). 
(photo) 400.00+ 

644 * • #85a, 3c Violet, "Zone Zone" error, single in a block of 
twelve with right sheet margin, the error was in position 18 of the 
lower right pane of 100, original gum, fine; there were only 100 
issued, as the error was detected when 400 sheets from the consign
ment of 500 lower right sheets were still in the reserve stock, and 
the postal authorities removed positions 8 and 18 from these, 
destroying them in 1926; about half of those sold were apparently 
used in the course of business, though many of these were saved 
(CZSG 85a). (photo) 500.00+ 
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645 i:;;ii #85a, 3c Violet, "Zone Zone" error, tied to local cover to 
M. Rodgers Stamp Co. by Ancon machine postmark, July 1 ?, 1925, 
shortly after the date on which the 3c stamps were issued (June 
27), there are a few small perforation stains, still this is a very fine 
cover, and the only recorded use of this error on cover (CZSG 
85a). (photo) Est. 750-1,000 

646 

646 * D #86a, 5c Dark blue, "Zone Zone" error, single in the cen
ter of a block of fifteen (5x3) with right sheet margin, from posi
tion 18 of the lower right pane of 100, fresh, intense color, original 
gum, fine; the error signed HF Colman; this stamp has an aura of 
mystery about it, as the postal authorities decided to examine their 
stock of values in this format, with the intention of removing any 
other of the errors they might find, as they did with the Jc, and 
reported the numbers of each denomination officially destroyed, 
which number for the Sc is equal to the number received; however 
fifteen examples are recorded (CZSG 86a). (photo) 850.00 

647 * #86b, 5c Dark blue, horizontal pair, positions 7-8LR, posi
tion 7 "CANAL" inverted, from some of the panes of the second 
printing, intense color, well centered, original gum, very fine; only 
32 examples are on record (CZSG 86b). (photo) 850.00 

648 * #86c, 5c Dark blue, "Canal Zone" inverted, well centered 
mint example of this error, strong color, original gum, slight toned 
spot on gum, still very fine; only 80 examples were issued (CZSG 
86c). (photo) 450.00 

649 * D #86d, 5c Dark blue, horizontal pair, the left stamp "Canal 
Zone" omitted, from the upper left comer of a lower right pane 
(thus straightedged), this error was caused by a large paper fold 
through the left vertical row, and is actually now the top pair in a 
block of eight reconstructed from four horizontal pairs by Dr. Plass, 
and is the only example on record, the three lower pairs were also 
affected to a lesser degree by the fold, and include "L" and "E" only, 
"AL" and "NE" only, and "NAL" and "ONE" only, on the left 
stamps, interestingly, there is no trace of the overprints on the 
reverse, original gum, very fine; each of the other three varieties is 
also the only on record (CZSG 86d, 86.4c, 86.4d, 86.4e). (see color 
photo in center section) 3,000.00+ 
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652 

650 * #86e, 86f, 5c Dark blue, vertical pair, bottom stamp 
"ZONE" only, top stamp "Zone Canal", original gum, choice 
very fine; these two errors were created by the strong upwards shift 
of the overprint plate, giving ninety examples of the transposed 
overprint, and only ten of the "ZONE" only, making this one of 
the scarcest errors in the set; 1966 PF certificate (CZSG 86e, 86f). 
(see color photo in center section) 2,325.00 

651 * D #86e, 5c Dark blue, mint block of eight from the bottom 
left corner of a lower right pane, the bottom left stamp "Zone 
Canal", the others with split overprint to a greater or lesser degree, 
this includes the top left stamp, which is very nearly a full 
"Zone Canal" error, original gum, fine, and a most impressive piece 
from the second printing of this value (CZSG 86e). (photo) 

Est. 300-400 
652 * #86f var., 5c Dark blue, horizontal pair from the top right 

corner of a lower left pane, the right stamp "ZO" of "ZONE" 
only, "CANAL" omitted, caused by a fold through this stamp 
prior to overprinting, original gum, fine, and the only example 
recorded (CZSG 86.4f). (see color photo in center section) 

2,000.00+ 
653 * #86g, 5c Dark blue, top left corner (straightedge) vertical 

pair, top stamp "Canal Zone" omitted, bottom stamp "Canal 
Zone" inverted, fresh, well centered, original gum, some light gum 
toning, extremely fine; 1966 PF certificate; the press for the over
printing was set for lower right panes with straightedge top and left 
and wide selvage at right and bottom, when the sheet was inserted 
inverted, the first horizontal row was printed instead on the sel
vage, and the vertical rows displaced more or less severely; only ten 
such pairs were printed (CZSG 86g). (see color photo in center 
section) 2,000.00 

654 * #86h, 5c Dark blue, "CANAL" only, unused, centered 
into perforations at left, small tear bottom right, but fine appearing 
for this rare error, of which only eight examples are recorded 
(CZSG 86h). (photo) 2,000.00 

653 
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655 

655 * 0 #86h, e, 5c Dark blue, top right corner mint block of 15 
from the second printing, the corner stamp "CANAL" only, from 
a lower right pane, positions 11 and 21 have the "Zone Canal" 
error, several of the others in the block with split overprints, origi
nal gum, fresh and fine; only eight examples of the "CANAL" 
only error are on record (CZSG 86h, 86e). (photo) 2,650.00+ 

656 * 0 #87, 10c Orange, left margin plate no. 16378 block of six, 
from the upper left pane, containing position 51 at bottom left, 
wrong font "CANAL", original gum, fresh and fine-very fine 
(CZSG 87.1). (photo) 600.00+ 

657 * 0 #87a, 10c Orange, mint block of twelve from the top right 
corner of the lower right pane, containing position 18, the 
"ZONE ZONE" error, choice example of this rarity, bright vivid 
color, original gum, fine; the nicest of the five examples issued; 
signed Spencer Anderson, and with 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 
87a). (photo) 3,250.00+ 
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Icy, Shrwe & Mader Philatelic Auctions, Inc. 

* #87b, 10c Orange, top margin horizontal pair, the left 
stamp "ZONE" only, a most impressive pair, the error caused by a 
foldover, "CANAL" is printed on the gummed side, original gum, 
choice very fine, and the only example of this error on record, 
the right stamp of the pair snows a strongly broken "C", and is also 
the only one of these recorded; 1969 APS certificate (CZSG 87b, 
87 .5 ). (see color photo in center section) 3,500.00 
* D #88a, 12c Brown violet, top right comer block of twelve 
from the lower right pane, containing position 18, the "ZONE 
ZONE" error, rich color and wi;ll centered throughout, original 
gum, choice very fine; the nicest of the five examples issued; 
signed Spencer Anderson, and with 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 
88a). (photo) · 3,250.00 
* D #90, 15c Gray, full top margin plate no. 17431 block of six, 
from the second printing of this value, fresh and remarkably well 
centered, original gum, very lightly hinged, choice very fine 
(CZSG 90). (photo) 250.00 
* D #90, 15c Gray, full bottom margin plate no. 14910 block of 
six, from the first printing of this value, fresh, original gum, very 
fine (CZSG 90). (photo) 250.00 

662 

662 * D #90a, 15c Gray, a fabulous top right comer block of twen
ty-eight (4x7) from the lower right pane, containing position 18, 
the "ZONE ZONE" error, as well as a plate block of six from 
plate no. 14911, an exceptionally impressive piece, particularly as 
only three examples of the error are on record, original gum, fine
very fine; 1967 PF certificate; the 15c carries the same aura of mys
tery as does the Sc, the official records indicate that all of the errors 
on this value were removed from the 250 sheets of the first printing 
before distribution and destroyed (CZSG 86a). (photo) 3,500.00+ 
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663 *D #91, 1 7 c Black, a full sheet of one hundred from the bot-
tom left comer, plate no. 18023, of the the first printing, this print-
ing was one of the boorest jobs done on any stamp for the Canal 
Zone, the spacing etween the words varies all over the sheet, 
between 8.3mm and 10mm, and this is one of the sheets that has 
the extraordinary horizontal shift of "CANAL" in position 4, about 
7mm to the left, that is one of the most striking of the varieties 
from the Sharp "A" set, in fact, a study of the few examples of this 
shift that are around shows that this word apparently moved left-
ward durint the printing, original gum, fine-very fine, a most 
impressive s owpiece for the specialized collector. Est. 7 50-1,000 

664 * #91a, 17c Black, "ZONE" only, choice bottom margin 
mint single, fresh and well centered, original gum, very fine; from 
one of the two sheets of the first printing that had the overprinted 
shifted upwards significantly, and one of the nicer copies extant 
(CZSG 91a). (photo) 1,000.00 

665 * #91a, c, 17c Black, handsome mint vertical pair, the lower 664 
stamp "ZONE" only, the upper "Zone Canal", fresh and well 
centered, original gum, very fine; only twenty such pairs were 
printed, several of these have been broken (CZSG 91a, 91c). 
(photo) 1,200.00 

666 * 0 #91a, c, 17c Black, a very scarce mint block of four from 
the bottom right corner of the lower left pane, the bottom stamps 
"ZONE" only, the top pair "Zone Canal", fresh, original gum, 
about fine; just twenty examples of the "ZONE" only error were 
issued (CZSG 91a, 91c). (photo) 2,400.00+ 

667 * #91b, 17c Black, "CANAL" only, mint single with top 
sheet margin, from the one sheet that had its overprint shifted sig-
nificantlh downward, original gum, lightly hinged in selvage, the 
stamp n. ., fine; only eleven examples of this error are on record 
(CZSG 91b). (photo) 1,200.00 

668 * 0 #91b, 17c Black, bottom right corner block of four from an 
upper left pane, position 100 "CANAL" only, the sole example of 
this scarce error that occurred as a result of a paper fold (in the 
stamp), fresh, original gum, fine appearance; a most interesting 
piece, the top left stamp with the scarcer 10mm spacing (CZSG 
91b, 91.20. (photo) 1,200.00+ 

669 * #91c, 17c Black, "Zone Canal" overprint, a fresh and 
attractive mint example of this error, original gum, very lightly 665 
hinged, fine; signed H. Bloch (CZSG 91c). (photo) 200.00 

670 * 0 #91c, 17c Black, left margin plate no. 18021 block of six, 
the left three stamps "Zone Canal" overprints, the right three 
split overprints, original gum, lightly hinged, fine, and an extreme-
ly rare plate block; despite the general inattention paid to the ta!-
ity of the first printing of the 17c, including misaligning o the 
cliches, very few positional blocks as this were made (CZSG 91c). 
(photo) Est. 500-750 

671 * #91 var., 17c Black, top margin horizontal pair, positions 
3-4 LL, position 4 with the most strikinf shift of a word in any of 
the "Canal Zone" overprints, the "Z" o "ZONE" situated beneath 
the "AL" of "CANAL", this extraordinary horizontal shift of 
"CANAL" occurring on only a few panes of the 17c from the first 
printing, original gum, fine; 1966 PF certificate (CZSG 91.la). 
(photo) Est. 200-300 

672 * 0 #92, 20c Carmine rose, top margin plate no. 17530 block 
of six, from the first printing, fresh and well centered, original gum, 

667 very fine (CZSG 92.A). (photo) 300.00 
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673 * 0 #92 var., 20c Carmine rose, bottom margin block of four 
with plate no. 20033, from the extremely scarce fourth printing 
of this value, rich color, original gum, lightly hinged, fine-very 
fine; it is estimated that only 282 stamps from the fourth printing 
were sold; this is the only recorded block that has this plate num
ber (CZSG 92.D). (photo) Est. 300-400 

674 * 0 #92a, 20c Carmine rose, incredible right margin plate no. 
17530 block of 25 (5x5), the center stamp is the "CANAL" 
inverted error, fresh, original gum, most including the error never 
hinged, fine; only three examples of this error are on record (this 
example being the best of the three), from position 48 of some 
upper righ t panes, and it is one of the premier pieces from this 
series; 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 92a). (photo) 3,950.00+ 

675 

676 

677 

678 

675 

* 0 #926, 20c Carmine rose, spectacular bottom margin plate 
no. 16648 block of 25 (5x5), the center stamp is the "ZONE" 
inverted error, original gum, many including the error never 
hinged, fine; only three examples of this striking error are 
recorded; it was situated in position 76 of some lower left panes; 
1967 PF certificate (CZSG 926). (photo) 3,950.00+ 
* 0 #92c, 20c Carmine rose, bottom left comer block of fifteen 
(3x5) with plate no. 16648, the bottom left comer stamp is the 
"Zone Canal" error, which was in position 91 of some lower left 
panes of the first printing, and unlike the previous "Zone Canal" 
errors, was not created by a shift of the plate, original gum, some 
separations hinge reinforced, fine; only three examples have been 
recorded; 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 92c). (photo) 3,500.00+ 
* 0 #93, 30c Olive brown, full top margin plate no. Fl 7448 
block of six, from the second printing, bright and fresh, nicely cen• 
tered, original gum, fine-very fine (CZSG 93.B). (photo) 350.00 
* 0 #94-95, 50c-$1.00 Sharp "A" overprints, blocks of four, 
fresh and exceptionally well centered, original gum, choice very 
fine (CZSG 94-95). (photo) 1,875.00 
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689 * D #115 var., 3c Deep violet, bottom margin block of four, 
"Canal Zone" omitted from all four stamps, a most unusual 
occurrence, prior to overprinting, the bottom pair was folded over 
face-to-face with the top pair, and the overprint applied to the 
backs of the bottom stamps, leaving the faces of all four without 
overprint, original gum, fine; one of the stranger and more interest
ing errors of this period; 1971 PF certificate (CZSG 115 var.). 
(photo) Est. 400-500 

691 

690 * #116a, 14c Dark blue, "Zone Canal", horizontal pair with 
right sheet margin, deep color, original gum, fresh and fine for this 
scarce variety, of which only sixteen copies are recorded; the 
sheet from which this error was taken had the overprint angled, so 
that most of the examples from this sheet show the split overprint, 
and not the error; 1967 PF certificate (CZSG 116a). (see color 
photo in center section) 2,200.00 

691 * D #116a, 14c Dark blue, "Zone Canal" overprint, a right 
sheet margin block of four, original gum, lightly toned, the normal 
fine centering; this block, from the one sheet that gave rise to the 
error, contains the positions immediately above the pair from the 
previous lot (CZSG 116a). (photo) 4,400.00+ 

692 E #11 7E, 3c Goethals, the original pencil and india ink 
sketch by Meade Bolton (132x153mm), with solid background in 
black crayon, on tracing paper, "First Sketch" in pencil at bottom 
left, "Bolton" in ink at bottom right, folded once in center, 
extremely fine. (photo) Est. 500-750 
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693 E #l 17E, 3c Goethals, two original sketches for the stamp by 
Meade Bolton, the designer, on one piece of thin card 
(120x160mm), both done in pencil and design portion inked in in 
violet with lettering of "Goethals" in white, one has solid back
ground, as does the issued stamp, the other horizontally lined back
ground, extremely fine. (photo) Est. 500-750 

694 P #117Pl, 3c Goethals, large die proof on wove die sunk on 
card (152x203mm), lettered "Approved" at bottom of card in 
black, and with serial number 377162 in blue on reverse, extremely 
fine. (photo) 350.00 

695 B #ll 7a-b, 3c Red violet, booklet pane of six, two unexplod-
ed 37c booklets, violet on yellow covers, one containing two verti
cal panes of six, machine-made, the other two horizontal panes of 
six, handmade with perforated edges, fresh, original gum, never 
hinged, choice very fine, a scarce and handsome pair (CZSG 117a, 
b). (photo) 540.00+ 

696 P #120P2-35P2, C15P2-20P2, 1939 25th Anniversary 
complete, small die proofs on wove, about 29x43mm each, fresh, 
Sc Air Mail has a few tiny rust stains, others extremely fine; only 
two of each value recorded. (photo) 13,800.00 

697 P #122Pl/35Pl, C15TC/19Pl, 1939 25th Anniversary, 
the complete set of large die proofs as recorded, ten different, the 
3c-5c Postage and 10c Air Post impressed directly on glossy-sur
faced card with die sinkage, some light erasures, the others on wove 
paper die sunk on card, the Sc Air Post in scarlet, extremely fine; 
these are the only examples on record. (photo) 7,300.00 

698 P #136Pl-37Pl, 39Pl-40Pl, ½c/25c 1946-48 Postage 
Issue complete, the set of four large die proofs, die sunk and print• 
ed directly on wove paper, the Sc in a smaller size not showing any 
die sinkage, extremely fine; the only recorded examples. (photo) 

2,800.00 
699 P # 141 P 1, 1 Oc Black, large die proof on wove paper 

(91x56mm), light creasing in left margin, extremely fine; the only 
recorded example. (photo) 700.00 

700 P #142Pl-45Pl, 3c,18c California Gold Rush Centennial 
complete, unmounted large die proofs on wove paper of various 
sizes, fresh and handsome set, extremely fine; only recorded exam
ples of the 3c, 12c and 18c, two of the 6c recorded. (photo) 

2,800.00 
701 E #148E, 3c Gorgas Hospital, three suggested drawings by 

Gerald A. Doyle for the stamp, including the adopted design, on 
thin card, in various shades of green and black, each denominated 
"4c", the adopted design with pencilled notes on the minor 
changes which involve the inscriptions, extremely fine. (photo) 

Est. 400-500 
702 E #156E, 4c Girl Scouts, the adopted drawing by Franklin 

Kwai Ben on thin white card (158x223mm), the design 71x41mm, 
very little changed from this drawing to the stamp, the colors 

. even being approximately the same, extremely fine. (photo) 
Est. 300-400 
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The Thatcher Ferry Bridge Omitted 

703 * #157a, 4c Black, the Thatcher Ferry Bridge omitted, 
choice mint example of this spectacular rarity, position 31 of the 
error sheet, with left sheet margin, original gum, never hinged, 
extremely fine; originally four full panes of 50 copies were sent to 
the Canal Zone, one pane dispatched in a shipment of 5,000 copies 
to H.E. Harris, the others remaining in the post office stock; while 
preparing first day covers, a clerk noticed that the silver was miss
ing from a plate block, and the agency discovered the balance of 
this pane as well as the two others still in stock, and in emulation 
of the United States' handling of the 4c Hammarskjold error, 
ordered another 100,000 examples without the silver printed, how
ever Mr. Harris brought suit, and after a number of delays involv
ing jurisdiction and the right to sue the government, Mr. Harris 
obtained his permanent injunction; the examples still in the post 
office stock were disposed of, the two full panes were laminated and 
presented to the Canal Zone Library-Museum and the 
Smithsonian, the broken pane destroyed, and the original pane 
later broken and sold, initially single copies for $2,000.00 each, 
with the plate block of ten remaining intact (CZSG 157a). (see 
color photo on front cover) 9,000.00 

AIR POSTS 

704 * D #CZ, 15 con le Yellow green, Ty. II, top (narrow) margin 
plate no. 115182 block of six, fresh color, remarkably well cen
tered, original gum, lightly toned, choice very fine and quite scarce 
(CZSG CZ). (photo) 1,350.00 

705 * D #C5, 5a, 20c on 2c Carmine, block of four, the right pair 
dropped "2" in "20", fresh, original gum, fine-very fine; seven 
examples in each sheet were of this variety, all in the seventh ver
tical row (CZSG CS, C5a). (photo) 194.00+ 

Essays for the 1931 Air Posts 

706 E #C6E, Preliminary Sketches for the 1931 Air Mail issue, 
by Meade Bolton, in pencil, a plane flying over the Gaillard Cut 
with a vessel beneath, originally planned for a small format stamp; 
there are three pencil sketches of an airplane above the sketched 
vignette, one at top large, two beneath much smaller, in the size of 
the one in the sketch, all on one piece of white paper, about 
180x190mm, mounted on card, light tropical staining, very fine 
and a very impressive exhibition piece. (photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 

707 E #C6E, Preliminary Sketches for the 1931 Air Mail issue 
by Meade Bolton, a series of four sketches in pencil, each about 
26x3lmm, on manila card, at left is a frame design for a 50c value, 
with three complete 25c designs to the right, each shows the same 
idea for the vignette, air plane over the Gaillard Cut with vessel 
beneath, the center two basically identical with labels at top and 
bottom transposed, the third design similar to these two but with 
plane significantly larger, tiny spots of tropical staining, but 
very fine otherwise, and a very important piece. (photo) 

Est. 1,000-1,500 
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708 E #C6E, Preliminary Sketch for the 1931 Air Mail issue by 
Meade Bolton, in pencil on white paper ( the back of a mimeo
graphed form), about 29x34mm, plane over the Gaillard Cut with 
vessel beneath, "AIR/MAIL" flanked by "25/CENTS" at top, in 
the format of the regular postage issues, the words "CENTS" heavi
ly inserted, notes as to these on either side, and at right an enlarged 
sketch of the bottom left comer relative to the bottom label and 
comer ftame lines, at top right the proposed values in a vertical 
row, extremely fine. (photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 

25 AIR 25 
CENTS MAI L CENTS 

CANAL ZONE POSTAGE. 

------- --~-------~ 

F / '.'"' 3 T S "'· ;:'.. 1'· ': r. · BO TC' ', 

709 

709 E #C6E, Finished Sketch for the 1931 Air Mail issue, by 
Meade Bolton, inked line drawing of plane over the Gaillard Cut 
with vessel beneath, "AIR/MAIL" at top center with "25/CENTS" 
at either side, "First Sketch" at bottom left and "Bolton" at bottom 
right, extremely fine; prepared for a small format design (the issued 
stamp is in a commemorative stamp size), but still remarkably simi
lar to the issued design, and a most impressive and important essay. 
(photo) Est. 1,500-2,000 
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710 E #C6E, Large Master Die Essay for the 1931 Air Mail issue, 

711 

712 

713 

714 

715 

716 

717 

718 

in black on light brownish paper, die sunk on card, containing the 
entire design except for the numerals of value, appears to be fin
ished, though there are some layout lines still visible within the 
design, numbered 70048 on the reverse, extremely. fine; the only 
recorded example, and a particularly handsome item, (photo) 

Est. 7 50-1,000 

Proofs of the 1931 Air Posts 

P #C6Pl, 4c Red violet, large die proof on wove paper, 
80x48mm, fresh, slight creases at extreme right margin, extremely 
fine; the only example recorded. (photo) 800.00 
P #C7Pl, 5c Yellow green, large die proof on wove paper 
(86x66mm) die sunk on large card (203x155mm), numbered 
10049 on reverse, extremely fine; the only recorded large die 
proof. (photo) 800.00 
P #C8Pl, 6c Yellow brown, large die proof on wove paper 
(89x78mm) die sunk on card (203x15lmm), bright and fresh, 
numbered 880147 A, extremely fine; one of two recorded large die 
proofs, the other is not die sunk on card (see next lot). (photo) 

800.00 
P #C8Pl, 6c Yellow brown, large die proof on wove paper, 
60x47mm, fresh and extremely fine; one of the two recorded 
examples. (photo) 800.00 
P #C13Pl, 40c Yellow, large die proof on toned wove paper 
(89x74mm), die sunk on card (203x155mm), numbered 70050 on 
reverse, extremely fine; the only recorded large die proof. (photo) 

800.00 
B #C22 var., 6c Brown, handmade booklet pane of six, con
tained in an unexploded booklet of one pane between two inter
leaves, the covers are yellow stock, the front cover obtained from 
37c booklets by simply flipping it, both are stamped on the blank 
outsides "Via Air Mail" in violet, original gum, never hinged, nat
ural gum creases, fine; the Postmaster at Cristobal authorized the 
manufacture of these booklets on May 1, 1955; however the proce
dure proved too time-consuming, and the fractice discontinued 
after a few days; the front cover bears pend notation " ... made by 
Clerk Sherry Cristobal Postoffice May 5 1955"; extremely scarce 
booklet. (photo) Est. 500-750 
* #C25a, 3 lc Cerise, horizontal pair, imperforate vertically, 
bright and fresh, original gum, lightly hinged, left single with gum 
crease, still very fine for this elusive error; a total of 98 possible 
pairs is on record, though some of these are probably still con
tained in larger multiples, this example is rather nicer than many, 
as it is fairly well centered, and is from the top right comer of the 
lower left pane (ex-Tatelman), with guide lines at top and right 
(CZSG C25a). (photo) 650.00 
E #C32E, 15c U.S. Army Caribbean School, the adopted 
drawing by Franklin Kwai Ben, in red, yellow and shades of blue, 
laminated with plastic (to protect the inks) and affixed to large 
white card, perforations drawn in pencil, only a few minor changes 
were made from this essay to the finished design, extremely fine. 
(photo) Est. 300-400 
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719 E #C33E, 1962 7c Anti-Malaria, the preliminary drawing by 

720 

721 

722 

723 

Franklin Kwai Ben, pencil and black ink with a yellow wash, pre
sents a divided stamp, the larger left portion containing the 
emblem and slogan, the right denominated 8c and "Air Mail 
Postage", extremely fine. (photo) Est. 300-400 

AIR POST OFFICIALS 
P #COlP, 1941-42 Official Air Post, proof of the overprint 
in a block of four on ungummed white paper, perforated, fresh and 
attractive, bottom right stamp tiny thin, others very fine. (photo) 

Est. 150-200 
0 #CO8,12, 5c-40c 17mm "Panama Canal" overprints com
plete, fresh and well centered set, 10c without gum, others original 
gum, all fine-very fine (CZSG COS-12). (photo) 910.00 
0 0 #CO8,12, 5c-40c 17mm "Panama Canal" overprints com
plete, a very scarce set of blocks of four, fresh and well centered, 
original gum, lightly hinged, fine-very fine (CZSG CO8-12) . 
(photo) 4,050.00 
0 #CO14a, 6c Yellow brown, Overprint Inverted, fresh, 
original gum, very fine; only one sheet of fifty issued, which was 
postmarked with the roller cancellation for sale to collectors from 
the Agency; signed Kessler, and with 1964 PF certificate (CZSG 
CO14a). (photo) 1,200.00 

FLIGHT COVERS 

1918 Liberty Loan Flight 

724 C!i:I October 18, 1918, Liberty Loan Flight, the first non-stop 
flight from the Atlantic to the Pacific and the first air mail flight 
within the Canal Zone, piloted by Major Walter W. Wynne, mail 
was postmarked at Cristobal at 9:00 A.M., and after the 36 minute 
flight, was postmarked at Balboa Heights at 10:00 A.M., special 
commemorative cancellations being used for both, the purpose of 
the flight was to encourage subscriptions to the Fourth Liberty 
Loan, each subscriber receiving a specially prepared penalty enve
lope (total of919), additionally about 150 covers and 15 post cards 
were carried, this collection contains one of each type, the cover 
and card franked with 10c Canal Zone stamps, the cover addressed 
to Coveleski, the card with message from sender asking recipient to 
place the ten cards he has sent into an envelope and return them, 
very fine group, and not often seen; the collection includes a pho
tograph of Major Wynne receiving the mail, and a 1919 Victory 
Loan Committee Submarine Mail Service penalty envelope, car
ried on the Ocean-to-Ocean transit from Cristobal to Balboa 
Heights, May 7, 1919, cover has small faults but is affine-very fine 
appearance. (photo) Est. 400-500 
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The SCADT A (Sociedad Colombo-Alemana De Transportes Aereos) 
agent in Panama was the firm of Boyd and Son, steamship brokers. They 
had an office in the Canal Zone as weU, in Balboa, where the 30c stamps 
overprinted "P" by machine and further handstamped "C.Z." (most likely 
for accounting purposes) were sold to residents of the Zone. In addition to 
these stamps, the sender also had to provide stamps from the country of ori
gin to cot1er the postage to Colombia; the SCADT A stamps were necessary 
to cot1er the cost of airmail destined for the interior of Colombia. The cover 
offered here was actually mailed from Panama, bearing a Sc Coat of Arms 
plus the 30c SCADTA stamp. It is likely that the sender originally intend
ed to mail the cover in the Canal Zone, but for some reason was unable to 
do so, and had to purchase the Sc stamp from the Panama post. The Canal 
Zone stamp was int1alidated with crayon; the clerk in the post office of mail
ing declining to accept it as postage or to postmark it with his canceller. 

I 

.ottl llhrolt 
AncOII, l!anal Zoar 

s. Don Arturo 

Ape.rtado 352 

Bogota 

Colombia 

Lot 725 - Extremely Rare Canal Zone SCADT A Overprint 

725 c.si Sanabria #CZl, 30c Blue, overprinted "P" for "Panama" 
and handstamped "C.Z." in violet, tied by red company cancella
tion, April 16, 1924, to hotel cover (pictorial advertisement on 
back) addressed to Bogota, there is a Canal Zone 5c Blue and black 
single at upper right (#57) with red crayon through it, and a 5c 
Blue Panama single at bottom right (#237), postmarked in violet 
"Agenda Postal" April 15, the cover bears a red "Por Hidroavion" 
cachet at top, an indistinct April 24 SCADT A postmark (probably 
Barranquilla) on the face, and a SCADT A Bogota backstamp of 
April 26 on reverse, a portion of the backflap is missing, but this is 
still a choice very fine example of this extremely rare stamp, and 
one of only two examples on original cover reported; there are 
also two loose singles on record, for a total of four; 1966 PF certifi
cate. (photo) Est. 5 ,000-7,500 
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1926-192 7 Pan-American 
Good Will Flight 

726 C!!ll 1926-27 Pan-American Good Will Flight, a cover carried 

727 

728 

729 

throughout Central and South America by a squadron of U.S. 
Army planes, beginning in San Antonio, Texas, and stopping first 
in the Canal Zone (France Field), continuing from country to 
country including the British and French Possessions, a total of 28 
stamps from different countries were affixed and postmarked, the 
cover finally arriving in Washington, D.C. on May 2, 1927, after 
the long trip; each cover is opened on three sides, the interior with 
Washington Bolling Field rectangular cachet in violet, and a hand
written certification that the cover was carried on the flight, signed 
by Major Dargue, the flight leader, and the other surviving aviators 
(two were killed during the flight), and with blue "First Pan 
American Flight" boxed cachet beneath, very fine. Est. 150-200 

1929-1930 Graf Zeppelin Covers 

C!!ll Sieger #32 var., 1929 Round-the-World Flight of the 
Graf Zepfelin, 2c Entire from the Canal Zone franked with an 
additiona $ 1.43 postage, cancelled in Cristobal on August 2 7, 
flown to Miami, arriving August 29, carried to New York and 
placed on the Zeppelin at Lakehurst for the return flight to 
Friedrichshafen, machine backstamped September 4; there was no 
cachet for the return flight; this cover was carried without any 
United States franking, as the Canal Zone was viewed as a treaty 
state for the United States, very fine and very scarce. (photo) 

Est. 1,000-1,500 
c..i Sieger #64III, 1930 Pan-American Flight, postcard sent 
from Cristobal to New York, franked with 85c air mail postage, the 
65c Zeppelin was added and postmarked with the Varick Street 
Station duplex, and carried on the return flight to Friedrichshafen, 
receiving both flight cachets, the violet one also tying the 65c, 
very fine and exceptionally scarce; only 25 cards from the Canal 
Zone were carried. (photo) Est. 750-1,000 
C!!ll Sieger #64111, 1930 Pan-American Flight, a matching 
cover from Cristobal franked with $1.50 postage, sent to New York 
where the $1.30 Zeppelin was added and tied by the Varick Street 
postmark, the cover then carried on the return flight of the Graf 
Zeppelin to Friedrichshafen, backstamped June 6, both flight 
cachets on front, the violet one also tying the $1.30, very fine and 
extremely scarce; only 20 Canal Zone covers were carried. 
(photo) Est. 7 50-1,000 
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731 

732 

733 

734 

735 

736 

Iv,, Shre.ie & Mada Philatelic Auctions, Inc. 

POSTAGE DUES 

* Postage Due Forerunners, the collection of six different 
handstamped "Postage Due", a 10c Hamilton Bank Note, and the 
le-lOc 1909-10 Ty. I "Canal Zone" overprint, the latter set with 
full original gum, the former single unused, both 10c with Ty. A 
handstamp, all capitals, the others Ty. B, initial capitals and lower 
case, fine-very fine and very scarce; the handstamps were used as 
precancel devices by Gerald D. Bliss, the Postmaster at Pedro 
Miguel, in order to accelerate handling of the semi-monthly West 
Indian mail, which had become very large as more workers were 
employed on the Canal Project (mail to these workers was usually 
unpaid), this office was the only one to use the handstamp in this 
way, other offices also precancelled stamps for this purpose, but 
used their ordinary datestamps, so that individual stamps are not 
distinguishable as postage due use (CZSG 26PD-A, 31-34PD-B, 
35PD-A). (photo) Est. 400-500 
* D #Jl, le Rose carmine, right margin imprint,J'late no. 5522, 
and star block of six, fresh color, quite well centere for this, dried 
original gum, a few separated perforations, fine example of this 
exceptionally scarce plate block (CZSG Jl). (photo) 600.00 
* D #J2, 2c Rose carmine, right plate no. 6706 block of six, 
fresh rich color, nicely centered for this, dried original gum, some 
perforations separated in selva~e, a fine example of this extremely 
scarce plate block (CZSG J2). (photo) 1,650.00 
* D #J3, 10c Rose carmine, block of four, 2mm spacing, fresh, 
rich color, quite well centered, especially for this rare block, origi
nal gum, some interleaving adhered, almost very fine (CZSG J3). 
(photo) 2,750.00 
* D #J3, 10c Rose carmine, the right margin imprint, plate no. 
6555, and star block of six, vivid rich color, exceptionally well cen
tered, dried original gum, a little interleaving adhered and a few 
selvage perforations parted, very fine for this, and the only record
ed plate block of this value (CZSG J3). (photo) 5,000.00 
r.e. #Jl-3, le-lOc 1914 Postage Dues complete on a large por
tion of a wrapper, mailed from Los Angeles with 2c postage on 
February 8, 1915, addressed to Ancon, and carried via New 
Orleans, where it received the violet handstamp "Arrived in bad 
condition at/New Orleans, La.", and continued to Ancon, where it 
was rated 44c postage due, and a total of eighteen stamps applied, 
two blocks of four of the le, one with star and plate no. 5534, four 
horizontal pairs of the 2c, and two single 10c, all tied by cork can
cels, a marvelous exhibition piece, and one of the largest postage 
due £rankings of the 1914 set extant (CZSG Jl-3). (photo) 

Est. 750-1,000 
s #Jl-2, le and 2c 1914 Postage Dues, on unpaid cover 
originating at Siquirres, Costa Rica, June 3, 1914 duplex and "T" in 
circle in violet, backstamped Limon June 4, arriving in Cristobal 
on June 8, the 10c Postage Due paid by a vertical pair of the le 
( with full imprint) tied by the Cristobal duplex postmark, and a 
horizontal strip of four of the 2c (straightedge right) tied by the 
machine postmark, clean and very fine, a very attractive cover 
(CZSG Jl-2). (photo) Est. 300-400 
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737 

738 

739 

740 

734 

c;;;,i #Jl, le Rose carmine, vertical pair from the top of a sheet 
(straightedge) tied by cork cancel, legal size cover from Balboa 
Heights to Cristobal franked with 2c Vermilion and black (#39), 
tied by Balboa Heights October 24, 1914 duplex, the cover is 
addressed to G.D. Bliss, who was at this time the Postmaster at 
Cristobal, the letter however should have been prepaid 3c, upon 
arrival it was stamped "Due 2 Cents." and the pair of the le 
Postage Due affixed and tied, cover has been folded over at left, 
and bears a stamped comer card from "Collector, Panama Canal" 
in Balboa Heights, very fine (CZSG Jl). Est. 200-300 
c;;;,i #J2, 2c Rose carmine, bottom sheet margin horizontal pair 
with plate no. 6706 beneath left stamp, tied by Cristobal duplex, 
October 7, 1914 postmarks, to a cover sent unpaid from Balboa on 
the same date, to the Postmaster, "Due 4c" in blue crayon at top 
right, Cristobal receiving postmark on the reverse, very fine 
(CZSG J2). (photo) Est. 200-300 
c;;;,i #J3, 10c Rose carmine, well centered single, tied by 
Cristobal September 1 7, 1914 postmark, to a cover originating in 
India (Bandipur) which was sent unfranked, bearing the boxed 
Postage Due marking and the "T" in circle, Cristobal receiving 
postmark on the reverse, folded horizontally, not affecting the 
markings, fine-very fine, scarce ( CZSG J 3). (photo) Est. 400-500 
c;;;,i #J3, 10c Rose carmine, well centered single with bottom 
sheet margin, tied by cork cancel to cover originating in Castries, 
St. Lucia, January 28, 1915, and sent unfranked to Cristobal, back
stamped February 13, 1915, "T' handstamp in black on front, very 
fine (CZSG JJ). (photo) Est. 400-500 
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749 

741 

742 

743 

744 

745 

746 

743 
747 

748 

749 

750 

Iv:,, Shrew & Moder Philatelic AIIC!ions, Inc. 

181 #J3, 10c Rose carmine, tied by Cristobal receiving post, 
mark, April 20, 1914, to cover originating in Jamaica, with post, 
marks of Kingston (April 16) and Balaclava April 16(?) on reverse 
and Braes River (April 19) on front, "5" in blue pencil at bottom 
left, fine example of this scarce use ( CZSG J 3). (photo) 

Est. 400-500 
* #J l la, 4c on 4c Olive brown, "ZONE" omitted, fresh, 
original gum, fine; this error was probably created by some foreign 
matter between the stamp and the overprint plate, there is an albi
no impression of the word which is most easily seen from the back, 
but no trace of any inking, it is the only example on record; 1967 
PF certificate (CZSG J lla). (see color photo in center section) 

3,000.00 
* #Jllb, 4c on 4c Olive brown, "4" omitted, also missing 
most of the letter "C", original gum, fine; probably caused by the 
same phenomenon that created the "ZONE" omitted, and with the 
centering of these two as similar as it is, these may very well have 
been neighbors in the same sheet; only two examples are on 
record; 1971 APS certificate (CZSG Jllb). (see color photo in 
center section) 2,500.00 
* 0 #}12,14, lc-l0c 1924 Postage Due complete, blocks of 
four, 10c narrow spacing, exceptionally fresh and beautifully cen
tered set, original gum, choice very fine (CZSG Jl-3). (photo) 

2,175.00 
* 0 #}14, 10c Deep claret, full left margin imprint, plate no. 
5540, and star block of six, wide spacing, fresh, nicely centered, full 
clean original gum, lightly hinged, fine-very fine and very scarce 
(CZSG J14). (photo) 2,750.00 
181 #}12-14, lc-lOc 1924 Postage Due complete, blocks of 
five of each tied to a Canal Zone Postage Due card (salmon stock, 
1923 printing), Balboa Heights September 16 (1924), receiving 
postmarks, 10c wide spacing, fresh and very fine, a pretty and rarely 
encountered usage (CZSG J12-14). (photo) Est. 300-400 
* 0 #}15-17, lc-lOc 1925 Provisional Postage Dues complete, 
blocks of four, fresh, bright colors, original gum, fine-very fine and 
a handsome set (CZSG J15-17). (photo) 710.00 
* #J 17a, 10c Orange, "Postage Due" double, fresh and 
exceptionally well centered mint single, from position 36 of the 
error sheet, original gum, lightly hinged, choice very fine; only 100 
were printed, of which two are the missing "E" varieties (CZSG 
Jl 7a). (photo) 400.00 
* #J 17a, c, 10c Orange, "Postage Due" double, horizontal 
pair, positions 83-84, position 83 one of the two positions with 
the "POST AG" error as well, fresh, original gum, lightly hinged, 
fine; only two examJ>les of the double "POST AG" were printed; 
1967 PF certificate (CZSG Jl 7a, Jl 7c). (see color photo in center 
section) 2,900.00 
* 0 #Jl 7b, 10c Orange, block of four, positions 83-84/93-94, 
the left stamps "POST AG" errors, fresh, o.g., fine; position 83 
interestingly has a trace of the vertical bar of the letter "E"; this 
error is known from only these two positions on a limited number 
of sheets, it was apparently corrected during printing (CZSG Jl 7b). 
(photo) 800.00+ 
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751 * #J17 var., 10c Orange, "POST DUE" overprint, a very 
interesting error about which little is known, the stamp is from the 
right side of a left pane, and as such is not related to the missing 
"E" varieties, it is the only recorded example, and is most likely 
not a constant variety either, apparently some foreign matter came 
between the sheet and this position, a foldover is not a likely sus
pect; this stamp is unused and faulty, including missing perforations 
at top, however, finding a second example is not a preferred alter
native to the acquisition of this example; 1967 PF certificate 
(CZSGJ17.1). (photo) Est.1,000-1,500 

752 * D #J18-20, lc-lOc 1925 Postage Dues complete, blocks of 
four from the second I'rinting, 10c wide spacing, exceptionally 
fresh mint set, beautifully centered, full clean original gum, lightly 
hinged, choice very fine (CZSG J18.B-20.B). (photo) 675.00 

753 * D #Jl8-20, lc-lOc 1925 Postage Dues complete, each a left 
margin plate block of six, the 10c wide spacing with imprint and 
star in margin, 10c part original gum, slight faults including small 
scuff on top left stamp, others original gum and fine-very fine; each 
of these blocks includes position 51 UL, the "wrong font 
'CANAL'" (CZSG J18-20, ]18.1-20.1). (photo) 1,490.00+ 

754 

754 * D #J18a, le Carmine rose, mint block of twelve from the top 
right corner of the lower right pane containing position 18, the 
"ZONE ZONE" error, fresh and well centered, rich color, full 
clean original gum, most including the error never hinged, fine
very fine; only fifteen examples are recorded from the official total 
of 75 issued (CZSG J18a). (photo) 1,499.00 

7 5 5 * D # J 19a, 2c Carmine rose, mint block of twenty from the top 
right corner of the lower right pane, containing position 18, the 
"ZONE ZONE" error, fresh and attractive example of this rare 
stamp, original gum, fine; only thirteen examples are on record 
from the official tally of forty issued; all recorded copies have verti
cal perforations cutting or nearly cutting the frame; 1967 PF certifi
cate (CZSG J19a). (photo) 1,780.00 
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756 

757 

758 

* #J20a, 10c Carmine rose, vertical pair, the top stamp 
"Canal Zone" omitted, with full top sheet margin, this stunning 
error was created by a large displacement of the overprint plate, 
fresh, original gum, lightly hinged, fine-very fine; only ten exam
ples were issued, three of which are contained in the unique plate 
block; 1966 PF certificate (CZSG J20a). (see color photo in center 
section) 1,750.00 
* #J20c, 10c Rose red, "Canal Zone" double, bright and 
fresh, vivid color, well centered, original gum, lightly hinged, 
minute thin speck, very fine appearance; only one sheet was issued 
(CZSG J20b, J20c). (photo) 325.00 
* #J2la, le on 5c Blue, "Postage Due" omitted, the bottom 
stamp in a vertical pair, with plate no. 118117, this error caused by 
a huge upward shift of the overprint plate, so that about half of the 
"1" only is on the stamp, original gum, lightly hinged, small tear in 
selvage only, very fine; 1967 PF certificate; only five stamps, the 
bottom row of one sheet, were so overprinted with this one the 
only example having plate number (CZSG J21a). (see color photo 
in center section) 2,250.00 

Balance of the Postage Due Collection 

759 * 0 D C;;;J #Jl-29, 1914-41 Postage Dues, the extensive collec
tion in one volume, well annotated, covering all of the issued 
stamps, beginning with sets of the basic mint stamps that were 
overprinted for the purpose, followed by a chronological treatment 
of each issue, including mint and used sets of each, the 1914 group 
includes singles with misaligned letters (several startlingly), two 
mint blocks of the le and a used block of the 10c, and a block of 
five of the 2c on cover, the 1915 issues have both spacings of the 
10c Surcharge mint, a strip of three of the 2c Surcharge on cover, 
and two singles (reading up) plus a cancelled block of four (reading 
down) of the "Canal Zone" Ty. 5 overprint in blue on the le Olive 
brown, a controversial printing for many years, but apparently a 
trial unissued setting, as specimen proofs were in the American 
Bank Note Company proof material, the 1919 set includes five 
examples of the strong horizontal shift on the 2c Surcharge and a 
4c on cover, 1924 Flat "A" has a used set of blocks, 1925 
Provisionals a 1 c Plate block of six cancelled, and a 1 Oc 
"OSTAGE" error (one often issued), the 1925 Sharp "A" includes 
both printings of the 2c and 10c mint, there are a further number 
of covers, one with the 2c Provisional singly, another with this and 
the le Sharp "A" combination, there are also three le or 2c Sharp 
"A" covers, the 1929-41 issues are complete, of note a pair and 
block of four of the le Surcharge (#J21) strongly shifted, from the 
sheet that had the listed error, and a 1932 2c First Day cover, qual
ity is unusually nice throughout, stamps generally with original 
gum, fresh and fine-very fine, covers mostly very fine, a fascinating 
collection of these elusive stamps. Est. 1,500-2,000 
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OFFICIALS 

Canal Zone Official Mail 

As early as 1904, penalty envelopes were used iri the Zone, but these were 
not valid for foreign use. Not until 1915 were special stamps available for 
official purposes. In this year the Canal Zone decided to use designated 
stamps, but exactly how these would be handled was undecided. At this 
time, the Panama Railroad Commission Department had purchased a 
Cummins hand perforator for use on their stamps . Shortly later, the 
Railroad was given the franking privilege, and no longer had need for the 
perforator. The Director of Posts had the machine altered ( the two letters 
"R" of the monogram "RPR" removed) and used for the perforation of 
stamps which were to be used for official purposes. It was found easier to 
fold up strips of stamps and perforate these at one time, rather than to do 
them one by one, which gave rise to the eight different positions in which this 
perforation can be found. This method was successful enough that it was 
used until 1941 , when overprinted official stamps were introduced. 

Perforated "P" 

760 * 0 D c;;;i Official Perforated "P" stamps, the extensive collec-

761 

tion of 63 singles, a strip of three, two blocks of four, plus three 
official covers, neatly mounted on annotated pages, from the peri
od prior to the issuance of overprinted official stamps (1904-41), 
begins with a 1908 post card endorsed by hand "Official 
Business/Navy Dept." and a penalty envelope used in 1917, bearing 
the handstamp "Mailed by/Interned Alien Enemy" and censored, 
the stamps cover the range of issues that were used for this purpose, 
including unused single and strip of three of the Sc Mount Hope 
overprint, a mint block of four of the 2c Sharp "A" with large star 
in the selvage, a mint 2c Sesquicentennial (only recorded unused 
example), a mint 3c Violet (#115, one of the two mint copies on 
record), nine different 25th Anniversary commemoratives to the 
50c, plus the air post complete, the only recorded examples of the 
6c and 30c 1931-49 Gaillard Cut air post, and the cover franked 
with the 3c Goethals (#117) addressed to Judge Tatelman contain
ing an invitation from the governor to a reception for the U.S. 
Minister to Panama (invitation accompanies), any cover franked 
with the perforated "P" issues is an extremely scarce item, lastly 
are an additional three stamps (#C7, 9, 12) perforated "PSN" for 
the Pacific Steam Navigation Company, overall quality is rather 
nice for these, most being fine-very fine or better; extensive collec
tions of these stamps are rarely offered. Est. 1,500-2,000 

Official Overprints 

P #01 P, 1941 Official overprint, plate proof block of four on 
white ungummed paper, imperforate, with large sheet margin at 
top, fresh and extremely fine. (photo) Est. 100-150 
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763 

764 

765 

766 

1.,,, Shmie & Mader Philatelic Auctions, Inc. 

* • #03, 5c Blue "Steam Shovel", an extremely rare mint 
block of four, beautifully centered, original gum, top right stamp 
slight gum stain, still extremely fine; bottom pair with the "O" over 
"N" spacing (from the third horizontal row); 1969 APS certificate; 
this stamp was never released to the public without precancella
tion, and even postally used examples are quite scarce, fewer than 
ten mint examples are known, and this may well be the only sur
viving block; a major rarity and a fabulous exhibition piece (CZSG 
03 ). (see color photo in center section) Est. 4,000-5,000 
0 • #03, 5c Blue "Steam Shovel", vertical block of ten, fresh 
and well centered, the second row stamps with "O" over "N" spac
ing, which occurred only in the third row (five times) of the setting 
of fifty, original gum, extremely fine (CZSG 03). (photo) 400.00+ 
0 D #08, 50c Rose lilac, block of four, strong color, paper light
ly toned as usual, original gum, bottom left stamp small hole, others 
very fine, a very scarce block (CZSG 08). (photo) 2,600.00+ 

OFFICIAL SEALS 

* • #OX2a, 1910 Post Office Seal, narrow spacing horizontally 
and vertically, watermarked "Rolleston Mills", full sheet of eight, 
issued without gum, lower three stamps at right with watermark, 
bottom right comer single light comer crease, well centered, espe
cially for this, very fine appearance (CZSG OXZ.B). (photo) 

650.00+ 
* • #OX2b, 1910 Post Office Seal, narrow spacing horizontally 
and wide vertically, complete sheet of eight, issued without gum, 
bottom pair with part of the U.S. Seal watermark, fresh and nicely 
centered, fine-very fine; the only full pane of this issue recorded 
(CZSG OX2.A). {photo) 1,600.00+ 
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767 * D ~ #OXl-6, 1907-74 Post Office Seals, the collectio 
twenty singles, three panes of eight, seven blocks of four or larger, 
and six sheets of thirty-two, including shades of the 1907-10 issues, 
and panes of eight of the 1907 Wide plus two of the 1910 Narrow 
spacings in various shades, singles and blocks of the 191 7 and 1946 
issues, 1954-7 4 specialized by printing, including a block of eight of 
the 1961 stamp with close double impression (second weak) and a 
block of six of the same with light second impression very widely 
spaced and at an angle, there is a single from the 1965 printing 
with double impression, both strong (APS certificate), and three 
covers (1954/74 issues), all issued without gum, generally fine-very 
fine or better, seldom offered. Est. 750-1,000 

REVENUES 
768 0 Liquor Tax Revenue Stamps, the collection of 24 printed 

(engraved or lithographed) stamps, plus another 45 meters (Pitney
Bowes), issued by the government of Panama for the collection of 
taxes due on the sale of alcoholic beverages in the Canal Zone, 
covers the approximate period of 1925 to 1972, various denomina
tions or sizes, includes a 20c Red "Law of 1925" and a one-six
teenth liter Black (Law of 1956), both with only three examples 
recorded, the former is also the earliest recorded of these revenue 
stamps, quality is mixed, as would be expected from their use on 
bottles, generally fine-very fine appearance, and very scarce; proba
bly the largest and most diverse collection of these elusive revenue 
stamps to be offered at one time. Est. 500-750 

POSTAL STATIONERY 

Stamped Envelopes 

769 * ~ #Ula, 1916 le Entire, Head and Overprint only, rather 
attractive example of this rare item, unusually clean, small thinned 
area on reverse from mounting, choice very fine appearance; only 
five unused examples are on record. (photo) 1,500.00 

770 * ~ #Ula var., le Green and black, a fascinating example of 
this scarce envelope, the green frame only partially printed, the 
extreme bottom left comer with numeral is present, for the rest 
there is just a green "wash" in diagonal lines, cover with natural 
inclusion and tiny stain, very fine otherwise, and a striking variety. 
(photo) Est. 300-400 

771 * ~ #Ulb, 1916 le Entire, Frame only, head and overprint 
omitted, fresh and clean, extremely fine; only four examples are 
recorded, three of these unused. (photo) 2,000.00 

772 * ~ #U2b var., 2c Carmine and black, mint entire, Head and 
Overprint only, but with a full impression, both head and frame, 
on the inside, in top left comer from the front, this is actually a 
double impression of the black, one on reverse, and as such is not 
to our knowledge mentioned in the literature, there is a light "rub
ber band" stain on the reverse, otherwise extremely fine, and quite 
rare, there are only six of the unused frame omitted errors on 
record, this one is included in those six. (photo) 1,400.00+ 

773 ~ #U2b, 1916 2c Entire, Head and Overprint only, an 
attractive used example of this stunning error, postmarked Balboa 
April 16, 1919, addressed to Coveleski in Ancon, with two differ
ent Ancon backstamps of April 16, one atop a scuffed area on the 
back, very fine appearance, and extremely scarce used. (photo) 

1,200.00 
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774 * Ci!'J #U2c, 1916 2c Entire, Frame only, the center and over
print omitted, uncommonly fresh example of this very scarce error, 
choice very fine; only eight unused examples are recorded. 
(photo) 1,400.00 

775 Ci!'J #U2c, 1916 2c Entire, Frame only, head and overprint 
omitted, rare used example, postmarked at Balboa Heights March 
20, 1924, sent to K.D. Gardiner in Ancon, small stain above frame, 
and mounting stain on reverse, very fine otherwise, only two used 
examples are recorded. (photo) 1,200.00 

776 * Ci!'J #U2d, 2c Carmine and black, Frame double, fresh and 
clean example of this exceptionally scarce error, the second impres
sion is light and positioned about 3mm down and 7mm to the left 
of the other, extremely fine; only three examples are recorded; 
1969 APS certificate; ex-Conger. (photo) 2,000.00 

777 * Ci!'J #U2 var., 2c Red and black, a visually striking double 
impression, there is a full impression on the bottom flap of the 
envelope, and about 70% of another on the curved portion of the 
right side flap, as viewed from the reverse, a very fine and extraor
dinary "freak". (photo) Est. 300-400 

778 * 0 Ci!'J #U2 var., 2c Carmine and black, six entires, five mint 
and one used, each with strong misregistration of the central 
head vignette to the frame, all quite striking, with two being par
ticularly dramatic as the vignette and frame are completely separat
ed from one another, these are not only eye-arresting but they are 
nearly as scarce as the missing head or frame errors, the used entire 
has minor mounting stain on reverse, one mint entire with trivial 
tone spot on front, overall very fine. (photo) Est. 750-1,000 

779 * r-i #U3, le Green, pristine mint entire, a marvelous example 
of this very scarce envelope, fresh and extremely fine. (photo) 

1,000.00 
780 * Ci!'J #Ul4, 3c on 2c Carmine, numerals with serifs, exception

ally fresh, extremely fine; a particularly choice mint example of this 
very scarce envelope. (photo) 600.00 

781 * Ci!'J #Ul5, 3c on 2c Carmine, numerals with serifs, fresh and 
clean, extremely fine. (photo) 300.00 

782 E Ci!'J #UClE, 1958 Air Post Postal Card, the adopted drawing 
by Gerald A. Doyle, Jr., on thick white paper, pencil sketch inked 
in in blue, red, and black, denominated Sc, extremely fine. (photo) 

Est. 300-400 
783 * Ci!'J #UC7 var., 4c+4c Blue, large entire, the surcharge printed 

on the reverse, fresh and clean, extremely fine; only two examples 
are recorded; (UPSS A20a). (photo) Est. 400-500 

784 * Ci!'J Red and blue Air Letter sheet, without imprinted stamp, 
printed for the Canal Zone Post Office, though with no franking 
power in and of itself, the collection of six unfolded, two with 
"1011" on flap in red, the others without, in a rather wide variety 
of shades, in addition to these six are the three recorded errors, 
also not folded, the blue printing double, red printing omitted 
(slight traces as always, but the only one reported), and the spec
tacular blue printing inverted, only four examples reported, of 
these, the last has "1011" on the flap, very fine, fascinating group. 

Est. 300-400 
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1918 Registry Envelopes 

These envelopes were printed by the American Bank Note Company for 
use in Panama. The postal authorities in the Canal Zone, desirous of 
reducing loss and pilferage in the registered mail handling, requisitioned 
35,000 of these envelopes, and further surcharged them at the Panama 
Canal Press, Mount Hope. The 5c stamp was surcharged "CANAL/IO 
cts./Zone", the envelope also received an overprint, "REGISTERED/No. 
____ ", on the face. 

There were two distinct printings of the surcharge. The first, on 9,000 size 
6 envelopes and I ,000 size 8, had the words "CANAL/ZONE" spaced 
8mm apart. So much damage was done to the type in the first word that 
upon the arrival of the balance of the requisitioned envelopes ( I 6,000 size 6 
and 9,000 size 8) a new setting with the words spaced further apart 
(9.2mm) was constructed. Other differences between the two are also 
noticeable, particularly in the initial "R" of "REGISTERED", which was 
selected from a much different font. 

The experiment proved of little use, and the registry envelopes were aban
doned in 1920, but not before a second requisition had been made and 
envelopes especially prepared for the Canal Zone had been produced in a 
IOc denomination with "CANAL ZONE" included in the setting. These 
were returned to Panama and were there surcharged for use only in 
Panama. 

The outstanding section of these rare envelopes which follows is, without 
question, the largest offering ever in a single sale. Dr. Plass was particular
ly intrigued by these envelopes and it was he who discovered that they exist
ed in two distinct printings of the surcharge. 

785 * ~: #UFl, 10c on 5c Black and red on cream, mint entire size 
6, fresh and very clean, flap partially separated, still extremely fine; 
9,000 issued (UPSS Rl). (photo) 1,750.00 

786 C"'1 #UFl, 10c on 5c Black and red on cream, a very scarce 
used entire size 6, a Sc Blue and black single (#40) tied by oval 
postmark, cover addressed to San Francisco, choice very fine 
(UPSS Rl). (photo) 1,500.00 

787 * C"'1 #UFl, 10c on 5c Black and red on cream, a very rare mint 
entire size 8, exceptionally fresh and clean, choice very fine; only 
1,000 of this size were surcharged with the first setting (8mm spac
ing) (UPSS R2, which in 1985 priced this rarity at $5,000.00). 
(photo) Est. 2,000-3,000 

788 C"'1 #UFl, 10c on 5c Black and red on cream, a very rare 
entire size 8, used to Belgium, 12c Pictorial (#49) as additional 
postage tied by target cancels, the cover postmarked Corozal 
August 14, 1919, Cristobal and New York registry backstamps, 
cover toned on both ends, and a little ragged on flap edge, still very 
fine and seldom offered, especially used (UPSS R2). (photo) 

Est. 2,000-3,000 
789 * Fl #UFl var., 10c on 5c Black and red on cream, mint entire 

size 6, the black portion of the face of the envelope double, not 
affecting the flap printing and the Canal Zone surcharge, as the 
black printing on the back and the flap was done on a separate 
press run before the flap was folded over and the front printed, 
fresh and extremely fine; the only example on record; ex-Slawson 
(UPSS Rlb). (photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 
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790 * 181 #UFI var., 10c on 5c Black and red on cream, unused 
entire size 6, "O cts." for "10 cts.'', a very interesting error caused 
by a paper fold in the flap, the "1" and most of the "C" are beneath 
the flap , very fine ; the only recorded example (UPSS Ria) . 
(photo) Est. 1,000-1 ,500 

791 * 181 #UFla, IOc on 5c Black and red on cream, mint entire size 
6, very fine example of this scarce envelope (UPSS R3) . (photo) 

1,500.00 
792 * 181 #UFla, 10c on 5c Black and red on cream, mint entire size 

8, unusually fresh and attractive envelope, choice very fine (UPSS 
R4). (photo) 1,500.00 

793 181 #UFI, 10c on 5c Black and red on cream, used entire size 
8 to Washington, D.C., Balboa January 8, 1919 postmark in 
magenta, pair of 2c (#39) with black cork cancels, Cristobal and 
Washington backstamps, fine-very fine; the earliest recorded date 
for a Type II Surcharge (UPSS R4) . (photo) 1,250.00 
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New Yorlc Cu,, New Yorlc 

The Unissued 10c Registry Envelope 

794 * c;.:i 10c Black and red on cream, mint entire size 8, choice very 
fine; the new registration envelope printed by the American Bank 
Note Company particularly for the Canal Zone, following the 
November 1919 requisition, by the time these were delivered, in 
December 1920, the postal authorities had concluded that the reg
istry envelopes did not really reduce loss or pilferage to a great 
degree, and they offered the entire shipment to Panama, where 
they were overprinted and surcharged for use; one of only two 
unused examples recorded. (photo) Est. 1,500-2,000 

795 c;.:i 10c Black and red on cream, the unique used registry enve-
lope, size 8, postmarked at Balboa February 12, 1923, addressed to 
Coveleski at Ancon, and backstamped on February 12 there, a pair 
of le stamps (#46) for postage also tied, very fine; enclosed note 
from Coveleski states that this cover was purchased in Panama and 
used in the Canal Zone, and that about five envelopes had the 
Panamanian surcharge omitted. (photo) Est. 1,500-2,000 

796 * c;.:i 5c on 10c Black and red on cream, the 10c envelopes pre
pared for the Canal Zone further surcharged for use in Panama, 
mint and used entires, both size 6, the used one to Montgomery 
Ward in Chicago, very fine and extremely scarce; Higgins & Gage 
#CZ, "RRR". (photo) Est. 750-1,000 

Pllllf!l29 
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Postal Cards 

797 * 1:.:1 #UXla, le on 2c Carmine, double surcharge, "CANAL" 
15mm long, the surcharges nearly coincident, card with some slight 
staining, very fine appearance; only three unused examples are on 
record; 1969 APS certificate (UPSS Sla). (photo) 1,300.00 
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798 

798 * · #UXle, le on 2c Carmine, triple surcharge, one inverted, 
"CANAL" 15mm long, all three surcharges are strong, the inverted 
(lower left com er) and normal are positioned correctly, the other 
normal is generally below and at an angle to the first, a little light 
toning, still very fine, and the only recorded example (UPSS Slc, 
which in 1985 priced this at $2,750.00). (photo) 2,500.00 

799 * 1:.:1 #UXld, 2c, 1907-08 le and 2c Postal Cards, modified 
antique type, the le with "CANAL" 13mm long, the 2c with peri
od after "ZONE", fresh and extremely fine pair (UPSS S2, S8). 
(photo) 400.00 

800 * 1:.:1 #UXl e, le on 2c Carmine, double surcharge, "CANAL" 
13mm long, some light stain ing, short wrinkle at extreme left side, 
very fine appearance, and the only example recorded (UPSS S2a). 
(photo) 2,500.00 

801 1:.:1 #UX2, le Green and black, used on the first day of issue, 
postmarked with the Pedro Miguel duplex of March 3, 1908, and 
addressed to Chillicothe, Ohio, signed on the reverse "Gerald D. 
Bliss", the postmaster, and handstamped with the date and also 
with straight line "Pedro Miguel, Canal Zone", faint age toning, 
very fine and a great rarity of Canal Zone postal stationery (UPSS 
S3). (photo) Est. 400-500 



New York Ca,, New York 

802 * t!,;:I #UX2a, le Green and black, "Canal Zone" double, attrac
tive mint example of this scarce error, interestingly the second 
overprint is nearly completely outside the stamp design, some light 
staining on left side faintly visible on the front, very fine appear
ance; only three mint examples are recorded (UPSS S7a). (photo) 

1,500.00 
803 * t!,;:I #UX2a, le Green and black, "Canal Zone" double, the 

second overprint at an angle to the first, there is a message printed 
on the reverse from the Tivoli Club in reference to an upcoming 
dance, the card is not addressed, some light toning at left side, very 
fine otherwise, and extremely scarce (UPSS S7a). (photo) 1,500.00 

804 t!,;:I #UX2a, le Green and black, "Canal Zone" double, card 
addressed to Gorgona, indistinct postmark, Gorgona receiving June 
19, 1910, message mentions "ptomaine poison", very fine; this is 
the only recorded used example; three other unused cards are 
recorded (UPSS S3a). (photo) 1,500.00 
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805 

805 t!,;:I #UX2e, le Green and black, "Zone Canal" reading up, 
with period after "ZONE", attractive used example of this error, 
postmarked Paraiso December 17, 1913, addressed to Coveleski at 
Gatun, on the reverse is a note from Coveleski dated December 8 
at Culebra, stating that he received this card that day from the 
postmaster of the Culebra office; choice very fine, and the only 
recorded example of this error; 1968 PF certificate (UPSS S8a). 
(photo) 2,750.00 
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c;ii #UX3a, le Green and black, "Canal Zone" double, Type 
IV, small Roman font, reading up, spaced 9.2mm between words, 
with "CANAL" 10.6mm long, postmarked Cristobal July 7, 1911, 
card addressed to Coveleski, very fine; the only recorded example; 
1969 APS cenificate (UPSS S6a) . (photo) 2,750.00 
* c;ii #UX5, le Green, a pristine mint example of this rare card, 
which displays an overprint shifted downwards and panially out
side the design, extremely fine; 1969 APS certificate. (photo) 

1,100.00 
* c;ii #UX5, le Green, attractive example of this exceptionally 
scarce card, fresh and clean, faint corner crease at bottom right, 
extremely fine appearance. (photo) 1,100.00 
c;ii #UX5, le Green, a choice used example of this very scarce 
card, postmarked Cristobal November 15, 1922, machine cancel, 
preprinted message from the American Foreign Banking 
Corporation to the Bank of California regarding tracers, extremely 
fine. (photo) 700.00 
* c;ii #UX6, 1924 le Green, fresh mint card, clean and extreme
ly fine; this was the last postal card of Panamanian design over
printed for use in the Canal Zone, the Taft Agreement was abro
gated later in 1924, and the new overprinted le Jefferson card was 
issued on July 1. (photo) 1,000.00 
c;ii #UX6, le Green, postmarked June 19, 1924, the card reply
ing to a stamp dealer in Massachusetts concerning his request for 
used stamps at 10% of catalogue, postmarked with the Balboa 
Heights duplex, extremely fine. (photo) 700.00 



New Yorlc Citz, New Yorlc 

812 8 #UX6, le Green, printed message from the International 
Association of Machinists on reverse, postmarked at Gatun on 
September 13, 1926, sent to Cristobal, extremely fine; this card 
and the previous issues were demonetized on July 1, 1924, however 
cards that had been specially printed by the purchaser were valid 
for use beyond this date. (photo) 700.00 

1 
' ; ... _ 

., 

813 

813 * i.;:i #UX8a, le Green postal card, background only, the dis
covery copy of this spectacular error, found by Walter J. Mader in 
1973 in a miscellaneous consignment, and offered in the 1973 
"Rarities of the World" sale of Roben A. Siegel, it is imprinted on 
the reverse for the Colon (Masonic) Lodge No. 1491 of Cristobal, 
in reference to an upcoming meeting for the election of Officers, 
the meeting date and time indicated by punched "L "'s, card has 
trivial age toning, and tiny staple holes, but is still extremely fine, 
and the only one ever found; apparently the sheet for this card 
became adhered to another after the first pass through the press, 
and the cards remained attached until Mr. Mader separated them; 
this card is accompanied by an identical but fully printed one. 
(photo) 2,000.00 

814 * i.;:i #UXlOa, le Green on buff, "Canal Zone" double, hand
some and extremely fine error, and the only example on record. 
(photo) 2,250.00 
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Postal Stationery Collection 
815 * 0 c;,;i #Ul/UXC5, Mint and used Postal Stationery collection 

120 entires, most unused, neatly mounted and annotated, begins 
with mint entires of the le (two) and 2c (four, shades) of 1916, the 
1921 le-2c Envelopes are present used, plus a 2c mint, both types 
of the 1923 2c are present mint, the first 1924 issue has a mint set 
plus a set with first day cancellations, the second issue has mint le 
and 2c ( three), among the surcharges is the 1932 3c on 2c 
Carmine, numerals 3mm high, the later issues well represented 
including sizes and dies, Air Post Envelopes include mint 1928 and 
1929 issues, with both of the 1929 (#UC2, a), later with various 
sizes and dies, also an albino overprint of the 4c+4c+2c Surcharge, 
postal cards include a number of the 1907-08 le-2c with overprint 
types, mint and used 1913 Lithographed card, and a run of later 
material, the great majority is fine-very fine or better, an excellent 
collection for any collector wishing to collect this area of Canal 
Zone Philately. Est. 1,500-2,000 

CHRISTMAS SEALS 
816 * Canal Zone Christmas Seals, the complete set of twelve dif

ferent, 1959, 71, plus a left margin imperforate block of four of the 
1970 issue (only 64 issued), original gum, very fine; this is the first 
time we have offered these seals, which are rarely on the market. 
(photo) Est. 200-300 

CANAL ZONE 
LARGE LOTS AND COLLECTIONS 

817 E Essay and related collection, a group of 50 items, containing 
23 photo-essays or similar essays, including several of the 1939 
Anniversary air post and four of the Gorgas Hospital, plus a selec
tion of 26 photographs, including most of those used for the 1939 
Anniversary postage set, and an original ink sketch by Meade 
Bolton for a cachet proposed for the 20th Anniversary of the 
Canal, depicting a ship at a lock, facsimile signature of George W. 
Goethals at base, and dated 1914/1934 at top, "First Sketch", 
"Cachet", and "Bolton" beneath in pencil, very fine and interesting 
collection. Est. 7 50-1,000 

818 P Overprint plate proofs, the collection of seven full sheets, 
from various printings, including two of the Cristobal precancel 
(requisitions of 1952 on thin paper, 1955 on thicker yellowish 
paper), four different printings of the air post official overprint 
(19½mm), differin~ papers, two perforated (one of these defects, 
other PF certificate), and a proof sheet for the overprint on the le 
Green official on thin white paper, dated May 26, 1942, also 
included is the schematic for the first alignment of press form for 
the official overprints on the small format stamps, overall fine-very 
fine; it is believed that these may be the only full sheets left, as the 
others have been broken up over the years and distributed. 

Est. 1,500-2,000 



New Ymk Cit,, New Ymk 

819 * 0 D Cf.:! #70/119, 1924-39 "Canal Zone" on United States 
stamps, the valuable collection in two volumes, extensively anno
tated throughout, begins with complete mint sets of the basic 
stamps to which the overprints were applied, and continues 
chronologically by issue, the 1924-25 Flat "A" contains mint exam
ples of each of the printings for the values, plus a complete used set 
(mixed printings), there are numerous blocks including seven plate 
blocks, used to illustrate some of the many varieties including bro
ken letters, spacing differences, and shifts, also two booklet panes 
of the 2c, from the two printings, the 1925 Sharp "A" contains 
nearly all of the various printings mint, also a used set (mixed 
printings), many blocks of four or larger, among these plate blocks 
of the Sc, 15c and 17c (three each), 20c (two), and 30c, many of 
the blocks illustrating the numerous spacing differences that occur 
in this issue, particularly in the 17c Black, there is a Sc "Zone 
Canal", split overprints, a 17c position 4 LL, the huge shift of 
"CANAL", and plate blocks of the 3c and 15c containing the 
"wrong font 'CANAL"', in the 1926-31 issues are seven blocks of 
the Sesquicentennial with printing varieties, the perforated 10 set 
of three including both printings of the 2c, a set of mint blocks, a 
plate block of the 2c from the first printing, and a block of six of 
this value, one stamp with the 11mm spacing, also a single on 
cover of January 10, 1927, the earliest reported date, the 1928-39 
issues are also extensive, including varieties on the unoverprinted 
stamps as well as on those overprinted, of particular note is the 
1934 3c Goethals, which includes a handmade booklet pane, and 
ten machine made ones, most with positional lines, two with plate 
numbers; original gum, generally fine-very fine, an excellent col
lection for the specialist interested in the overprints of this period 
or in the United States 1924-34 issue. Est. 3,000-4,000 

820 0 #91/141, Cristobal precancel collection, 85 singles and 4 
blocks of four neatly mounted on annotated pages, arranged by 
rype, including handstamped (types I and II) and monotype (types 
Ill and IV), begins with a top margin block of four proof of the 
Panama Canal Press overprint on thin white paper, and includes 
nine different 1939 25th Anniversary type I and twelve different 
type II, also various inverted or doubled, the type III includes 
examples from the two replacement plates, some with original gum, 
most fine-very fine or better, a very nice assemblage of this rather 
elusive material. Est. 300-400 

821 * 0 D #120-65, Cl/09, Balance of the collection, few hundred 
mostly mint on pages, including many blocks, varieties as misperfo
ration and paper folds, booklets and booklet panes, printings, etc., 
the regular issues are complete mint and used for the period, air 
post is complete mint and used, with mint varieties as a 15c Type II 
broken "5" and 20c "dropped 2", air post officials are complete less 
the 17mm spacing, and include a perforated proof of the overprint, 
broken letters, "O" over "N" spacing with mint 30c-40c (two each 
in blocks) and a used block of twenty of the $1.00 with four, offi
cials are complete mint as listed, and complete used including both 
types of the 50c, there are two pairs of the 10c Air Post (#C9, 23) 
bearing the "SPECIAL DELIVERY" hands tamp af plied at Ancon, 
used to cover the shortage of United States specia delivery stamps, 
the first original gum, the second unused, and there are twelve pic
ture post cards with different views or representations of the Canal 
Zone, all used from the Zone, overall a very fresh and clean collec
tion, mostly fine-very fine or better, and well worth examination. 

Est. 7 50-1,000 
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822 * D #14 1/65, C32/53, Mint sheet accumulation, plus some 
material in blocks and coils in strips, of note thirty sets of the 1949 
Gold Rush, a sheet of the 1951 10c West Indian Labor, another of 
the 195 5 Railroad, there are ten sheets of the Thatcher Bridge, four 
of the Girl Scouts and Theodore Roosevelt, four of the Gorgas 
(one stamp removed), over 150 of the 1975 25c Coil, air post as 
the 1961-63 commemoratives (four each), and the 1964 6c-80c 
50th Anniversary (four sheets each), and more, original gum, n.h., 
fine-very fine. 6, 700.00+ 

823 * 0 D Canal Zone mint and used accumulation, a few hundred 
on four stock pages and loose, the "working stock", containing 
material from the second 1904 issue forward, of note three mint 
examples of the 1904 10c (#8), various 1906-21 Definitives to 10c 
values, Pictorials to the $1.00, 1921 lc-50c complete mint, some 
flat "A" and Sharp "A" stamps to both $1.00 values, air post with 
numerous later booklet panes and several intact booklets, also two 
used examples of the 15c on le Type II, a nice range of the postage 
dues including the 1914 10c mint, etc., generally original gum, 
most fine-very fine, a very interesting and useful group. 

Est. 400-500 

End of First Session 
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SECOND SESSION 
Lots 824, 1316 

Saturday, July 10, 1993 at 6:00 p.m. 
Ivy, Shreve & Mader Philatelic Auction Galleries 

New York City, New York 

OFFICES IN CHIN A 
~ Offices in China postal history, group of eight covers to the 
United States, three are later usage, one with pair of a le Franklin, 
a second (censored) with singles of le and 2c Washingtons, the 
third with 4c on 2c Surcharge addressed to Mary Pickford, the 
other five are 19th century usages, with a Sc Taylor single franking 
(#185), two Sc Small Bank Notes, both used March 20, 1891, dif
ferent addressees, a Sc 1894 Bureau issue, and four le Small Bank 
Notes (fifth stamp removed), mixed quality, generally fine appear
ance, some better, interesting group. Est. 400-500 

#265, 2c Carmine, Ty. I, fine single tied to Canadian le 
Postal Card by U.S. Postal Agency Shanghai duplex, February 21, 
1895, sent to Erfurt, Germany, arriving April 2, 1896; the card 
originated in Tientsin (February 5 Customs cancel) and was carried 
in the Chinese system to Shanghai (February 20 Customs cancel), 
it was sent to Germany via San Francisco and New York, slight 
edge flaws, very fine appearance. (photo) Est. 150-200 
~ #2 79B, 2c Red, Ty. III, very fine single tied to War 
Department Penalty Envelope sent from the U .S. China Relief 
Expedition to Washington, D.C., by "Mil. P. Sta. No. 1, Tientsin 
China" duplex, November 24, 1900, only a few months after the 
Boxer Rebellion had been defused, and before the signing of the 
protocol that officially ended this unstable period, choice very fine 
and scarce. (photo) Est. 200-300 
~ #284, 15c Olive green, fine single tied to registered cover 
to New York by U.S. Postal Agency Shanghai duplex, September 
27, 1902, red on white etiquette, "U.S. Of America/Shanghai, 
China" on front, "The Missionary Home/And Agency Shanghai" 
oval on reverse, dated September 27, Seattle and New York back
stamps, cover has some minor back faults, stamp a few slight perfo
ration flaws, but very fine appearance and a rare cover. (photo) 

Est. 400-500 
~ Offices in China postal cards, an interesting pair of cards, 
one is Spf German card with "China" overprint, postmarked 
Tientsin February 19, 1901, with stamps from the United States 
(#279), India China Expeditionary Force, Japanese Offices in 
China, and China all tied by the respective postmarks, the other is 
a le Chinese card with Sc Pink tied by oval postmark of March 29, 
1901, also present are a pair of Sc French Offices in China, a 2c 
United States (#279B), a lOpf German (Reichspost) single, and a 
5s Japanese Offices in China single, all with the respective Peking 
postmarks, additionally there is a strike of the Russian postmark, 
but without stamp, latter card some staining, fine-very fine appear
ance. (photo) Est. 150-200 
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New York Cic,, New York 

B29 IS.l Philippines used in China #214, 2c Red, Ty. III, two sin-
gles, each tied to cover addressed to California, one by "Mil. P. Sta. 
No. 1, Tientsin China" duplex of September 19, 1900, the other by 
"Mil. P. Sta. No. 1, Peking China" duplex of October 12, 1900, 
attractive matched pair of covers, very fine; the postmarks used in 
the period between the relief of the two cities by the allied forces 
and the signing of the Protocol. (photo) Est. 200-300 

Shanghai, China Surcharges 

830 * #Kl-18, 2c on lc-$2.00 on $1.00 Offices in China cplt., 
fresh mint set, original gum, fine-very fine. (photo) 1,945.00 

831 c,,;i #Kl-16, 2c on lc-$2.00 on $1.00 Offices in China, the 
complete set of sixteen tied to one registered cover to Eugene 
Klein in Philadelphia, from Theodore Siddall in Shanghai, post
marked September 2 7, 1920, very fine; fascinating letter from 
Siddall to Klein notes that the former would send a total of ten 
such covers, and also mentions German offices and Kiauchau, as 
well as the difficulty of locating Russian offices used, as the office 
was not doing enough business to pay the salaries; the cover is a 
magnificent showpiece, and one of the few surviving complete set 
frankings. (photo) Est. 2,000-3,000 

832 

833 

Double Surcharge Errors 

832 

* #Kl6a, $2.00 on $1.00 Violet brown, double surcharge, 
immaculate mint single, wonderfully bright and fresh, deep rich 
color, strong impressions of the surcharge that are well separated, 
stamp has guideline at bottom, original gum, hinge remnant, light 
blue crayon line at bottom of the gum (as is typical), choice very 
fine; positional pieces of this error are very scarce; 1968 PF certifi
cate. (see color photo in center section) 2,500.00 
.A. #Kl6a, $2.00 on $1.00 Violet brown, double surcharge, 
handsome used single, tied to piece by December 28 postmark, the 
surcharges have a full 1mm separation, stamp is of intense color 
and is beautifully centered within wide even margins, light vertical 
crease and a few toned perforations, extremely fine appearance; 
clear 1967 PF certificate. (photo) 2,250.00 
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843 

834 

835 

836 

837 

838 

839 

840 

841 

842 

843 

Iv,, Shreve & Midei- Philatelic Auctions, Inc. 

CUBA 
181 "Despatch to Spain or/Spanish Colonies Prohib-/ited on 
Account of War" in block capitals, black on white label, affixed to 
cover franked with Sc Blue (#281), tied by New York April 23, 
1898 duplex (8 P.M.), addressed to Cienfuegos, Cuba, directed to 
be carried by the Salamanca, additional violet New York Post 
Office "pointing hand" handstamp in violet, "Do not Post 
Again/Ibis Envelope or Wrapper"; cover folded, and a small por
tion of the top left corner has been removed, still very fine appear
ance, and very scarce; April 23 at noon marked the expiration of 
the ultimatum given Spain by the United States, at which point 
relations turned disastrously poor, Spain declaring war on the 24th, 
and the United States declaring on the 25th that war had begun on 
the 21st. (photo) Est. 100-150 
181 "United States Post Office/Military Station No. 1 Cuba" 
straightline postmark in violet on 2c Entire (#U311), to Maine, 
backstamped July 1 7, 1898, during the period of the heaviest 
engagements of the war, some light toning, very fine and a very 
scarce marking. (photo) Est. 150-200 
S #221SE-26SE, le on lc-l0c on 10c 1899 Surcharges 
overprinted "Specimen." complete, fresh set of six, ori$inal gum, 
Sc horizontal crease, others fine; a very scarce set. (photo) 1,050.00 
181 #221/26, le on lc-lOc on 10c Surcharges complete less 
the 2½c, tied by Matanzas March 21, 1899 postmarks, YMCA Flag 
Patriotic, to Massachusetts, March 26 backstamp, small scuffs from 
hinging on back, very fine otherwise; a most colorful cover. 
(photo) Est. 150-200 
181 #223, 2½c on 2c Red, well centered single tied by Havana 
April 5, 1899 duplex to a "Remember the Maine" multicolored 
patriotic cover, crossed Cuban and American flags in center, 
addressed to Massachusetts, backstamped April 9, some soiling, and 
small stain in bottom right corner, still a very attractive cover; 
endorsed "Soldier's Letter"; the 2½c value was sold and used as a 2c 
stamp. (photo) Est. 100-150 
* #226A, 10c on 10c Brown, Type II, unused, fresh and 
rather well centered, a very fine example of this rarity; issued only 
with the special printings of 1899 for display at the Paris 
Exposition; 1966 PF certificate. (see color photo in center section) 

5,000.00 
S #227SE,31SE, E2SE, lc-l0c 1899 Definitives overprint
ed "Specimen." complete, the set of six, fresh colors, original gum, 
the 10c Special Delivery has small corner creases, still a fine-very 
fine set, and very seldom offered. (photo) 2,000.00 
P #227Pl-31Pl, E3Pl, 1899 Definitives complete, large die 
proofs, die sunk on card, the cards reduced with about 12mm 
frames all around the die sinkage, fresh colors, some small tropical 
stains, very fine otherwise and a scarce set. (photo) 1,475.00 
P #227P2,31P2, E3P2, lc-l0c 1899 Definitives complete, 
small die proofs on wove, mounted on original gray cards, from 
the Roosevelt proof book, Special Delivery proof a bit oxidized rest 
extremely fine and very scarce. (photo) 1,000.00 
0 #J2a, 2c on 2c Deep claret, surcharge inverted, used, cen
tered top but clear, some small faults, extremely rare, almost very 
fine appearance; 1970 PF certificate. (photo) 2,000.00 



New York Cit,, New York 

Cuba Collections 

844 * 0 D ~ #221/37, El/UX2, Extensive mostly mint collection 
nearly all under Military Rule, the basic issues complete mint less 
the 1 0c Type II, plus the 1902-05 Republic issues including a 2c 
Booklet Pane of six (#234a), and a number of varieties, of note the 
10c Blue special delivery missing the period after "CUBA" (two, a 
single and one in a block of four, mint), 2c on 2c and Sc on Sc 
"CUPA" varieties mint, there is a large die trial color proof in 
black of the 10c (#231, tropical stains), and a full set of stationery 
entires with a few duplicates, plus a set of cut squares less the wrap
pers, generally original gum, some minor faults present, but most 
are fine-very fine or better. Est. 500-750 

845 ~ Postal History collection, thirteen covers from 1898-1900, 
four with Santiago de Cuba Military Station postmarks, two of 
these franked with 1898 Sc values, one with 2½c Surcharge, and 
one mixed 2½c Surcharge and le Green, there is a red, white and 
blue patriotic from Chickamauga Park, Georgia to Michigan (July, 
1898), the others are franked with surcharged stamps, including a 
complete set of six to Bickel, a set of five (no 2½c) to Pittsburgh, a 
single 10c to Philadelphia, a bisected Sc on local cover, etc., mixed 
quality as usual for these, generally fine-very fine and an interesting 
group. Est. 400-500 

DANISH WEST INDIES 

Postal History 

Stampless Covers 

846 ~ "Ship Letter/'Crown'/Dover" in double oval, struck in 
black on folded letter originating at St. Croix, and addressed to 
London, the letter, datelined September 17, 1804, is of interest, 
referring to loss of a packet boat at Antigua, and of severe weather 
in the Windward Islands, which had little affect at St. Croix, red 
November 19, 1804 arrival marking, very fine. (photo) 

Est. 300-400 
847 ~ St. Croix small fleuron postmark, May 23, 1815, excep-

tional strike on folded letter to Aberdeen, rated 12/6 postage, with 
black boxed "Addl/1" and red June 28 receiving on the front, file 
fold through latter two markings, but a very fine and very scarce 
cover. (photo) Est. 500-750 

848 ~ St. Thomas large fleuron postmark in black, dated January 
28, 1814, folded entire addressed to London, rated 2/2 postage, red 
March 8, 1814 arrival postmark on reverse, bit of back fold missing, 
fine-very fine and quite scarce. (photo) Est. 300-400 

849 ~ "St. Thomas" straightline postmark in black, about 
45x5mm, on folded letter datelined Guayra (La Guaira) November 
20, 1818, addressed to London, black "JA/22/819" arrival marking, 
with another of the same date in red, very fine, a scarce transit 
marking, especially so in this choice quality. (photo) Est. 400-500 

850 ~ St. Thomas to Boston "Ship" letters, two folded letters, 
both datelined St. Thomas, one with black "SHIP" and "EDEN n, 
N.C." (Edenton) postmark of January 8, 1833, the other with red 
New Haven (1848) and matching pictorial "SHIP", manuscript 
ratings, fresh and attractive fair, both arrival port markings are 
quite scarce, very fine. (photo Est. 150-200 
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New York Cii,, New York 

851 r:.;:i "St. Thomas/De 4/1847" postmark on reverse of folded 
letter to St. Pierre, Martinique, manuscript "Paid 1/-" in red, with 
black "60" alongside, St. Pierre December 8 postmark in black at 
top left, very fine; sender was Whitmore & Co., a forwarding agent 
at this time also involved in Shipping and Commission work. 
(photo) Est. 100-150 

852 r:.;:i "Tortola/18 Jan 1805" double line postmark in black, on 
long letter datelined St. Croix January 15, addressed to London, 
red February 13, 1805 receiving mark struck twice on reverse, rated 
3/8 postage, this letter originally included a second one from 
America involving the addressee's brother, panially toned and sep
arated, about fine appearance, and a scarce use of the British Virgin 
Islands port as forwarding station. (photo) Est. 150-200 

Forwarding Agents 

853 r:,;:i "Forwarded/by/Gordon & Lamb/St. Thomas" in red oval, 
folded letter from St. Thomas, July 31, 1848, to England, rated 1/5 
postage, August 20 arrival in red, Hayle receiving August 22, very 
fine, and a scarce and well-struck forwarding agent cachet; not 
recorded by Engstrom in this color. (photo) Est. 200-300 

854 r:,;:i "Heise, Schmidt & Co." forwarding agents blue oval on 
folded letter sent from Santiago de Cuba, March 14, 1864, to 
Bordeaux, via St. Thomas, rated "8" in manuscript, and boxed 
"GB/1F60c" in black, Southampton Packet letter postmark April 
2 7, red London transit April 28, Calais Ambulante and Paris a 
Bordeaux transits of April 28, Bordeaux receiving April 29, very 
fine; late use of this forwarding company. (photo) Est. 150-200 

855 r:,;:i "Forwarded By/A.J. Hill & Peniston/St. Thomas" in 
black on folded letter datelined St. Croix December 19, 1836, 
addressed to Toronto, sent via New York by private carrier, red 
"New-York/Ship" February 1 transit, rated 2/1½, very fine. (photo) 

Est. 200-300 
856 r:.;:i "Forwarded By/A.J. Hill & Peniston/St. Thomas" in 

857 

858 

859 

black on folded letter datelined St. Croix December 24, 1836, 
addressed to Toronto, identical to the previous lot, same addressee, 
placed on the same private ship, same New York February 1 transit, 
and same rate, in this case the forwarding cachet is on the front of 
the cover, very fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 

Foreign Letter Office Markings 

r:,;:i "Foreign Letter Office/St. Thomas" in black oval, superbly 
struck on folded entire to the General Secretaries of the Wesleyan 
Missions, but docketed from Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic, 
August 16, 1851, rated 1/5 postage, St. Thomas October 3, 1851 
transit, red October 24 arrival, very fine; an exceptional example of 
this scarce marking; 1967 PF certificate. (photo) Est. 200-300 
r:,;:i "Foreign Letter Office/St. Thomas" in black oval, lightly 
struck on the reverse of folded entire from Guadeloupe to 
Colombia, black Pointe-a-Pitre January 16, 1856 postmark, the 
cover addressed to the French Consul, red "Cartagena/Debe" in 
oval and matching "l½", very fine. (photo) Est. 300-400 
r:,;:i "Foreign Letter Office/St. Thomas" in black oval, struck 
on the reverse of folded letter datelined St. Thomas, June 19, 1859, 
and addressed to Carupano, large black double circle "Carupano 
Debe" and matching "l", scarce and very fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 
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851 181 "St. Thomas/De 4/1847" postmark on reverse of folded 
letter to St. Pierre, Martinique, manuscript "Paid 1/-" in red, with 
black "60" alongside, St. Pierre December 8 postmark in black at 
top left, very fine; sender was Whitmore & Co., a forwarding agent 
at this time also involved in Shipping and Commission work. 
(photo) Est. 100-150 

852 181 "Tortola/18 Jan 1805" double line postmark in black, on 
long letter datelined St. Croix January 15, addressed to London, 
red February 13, 1805 receiving mark struck twice on reverse, rated 
3/8 postage, this letter originally included a second one from 
America involving the addressee's brother, partially toned and sep
arated, about fine appearance, and a scarce use of the British Virgin 
Islands port as forwarding station. (photo) Est. 150-200 

Forwarding Agents 

853 181 "Forwarded/by/Gordon & Lamb/St. Thomas" in red oval, 
folded letter from St. Thomas, July 31, 1848, to England, rated 1/5 
postage, August 20 arrival in red, Hayle receiving August 22, very 
fine, and a scarce and well-struck forwarding agent cachet; not 
recorded by Engstrom in this color. (photo) Est. 200-300 

854 181 "Heise, Schmidt & Co.'' forwarding agents blue oval on 
folded letter sent from Santiago de Cuba, March 14, 1864, to 
Bordeaux, via St. Thomas, rated "8" in manuscript, and boxed 
"GB/1F60c" in black, Southampton Packet letter postmark April 
27, red London transit April 28, Calais Ambulante and Paris a 
Bordeaux transits of April 28, Bordeaux receiving April 29, very 
fine; late use of this forwarding company. (photo) Est. 150-200 

855 181 "Forwarded By/A.J. Hill & Peniston/St. Thomas" in 
black on folded letter datelined St. Croix December 19, 1836, 
addressed to Toronto, sent via New York by private carrier, red 
"New-York/Ship" February 1 transit, rated 2/1½, very fine. (photo) 

Est. 200-300 
856 181 "Forwarded By/A.J. Hill & Peniston/St. Thomas" in 

black on folded letter datelined St. Croix December 24, 1836, 
addressed to Toronto, identical to the previous lot, same addressee, 
placed on the same private ship, same New York February 1 transit, 
and same rate, in this case the forwarding cachet is on the front of 
the cover, very fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 

857 

858 

859 

Foreign Letter Office Markings 

181 "Foreign Letter Office/St. Thomas" in black oval, superbly 
struck on folded entire to the General Secretaries of the Wesleyan 
Missions, but docketed from Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic, 
August 16, 1851, rated 1/5 postage, St. Thomas October 3, 1851 
transit, red 1 '.tober 24 arrival, very fine; an exceptional example of 
this scarce rking; 1967 PF certificate. (photo) Est. 200-300 
181 "Fe :n Letter Office/St. Thomas" in black oval, lightly 
struck 01 .e reverse of folded entire from Guadeloupe to 
Colombh ack Pointe-a-Pitre January 16, 1856 postmark, the 
cover ad, .sed to the French Consul, red "Cartagena/Debe" in 
oval and :ching "l½", very fine. (photo) Est. 300-400 
c;;;:i "I lgn Letter Office/St. Thomas" in black oval, struck 
on the r e of folded letter datelined St. Thomas, June 19, 1859, 
and adc d to Carupano, large black double circle "Carupano 
Debe" ~ .atching "l", scarce and very fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 
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860 ll.:I "Foreign Letter Office/St. Thomas" in black oval, lightly 
struck on the reverse of folded letter datelined New York, August 
31, 1860 addressed to Santo Domingo, bold red oval "Forwarded 
by/Koefoed Whitmore & Co./St. Thomas, W.l." (choice strike), 
very fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 

861 ll.:I "Foreign Letter Office/St. Thomas" in black oval, well 
struck on the reverse of folded letter datelined St. Thomas, 
October 19, 1860, and addressed to Carupano, docketed as 
received November 2, manuscript "Rapido", no other postal mark
ings, very fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 

Express Office 

862 ll.:I "St. Thomas/Express/Office" in blue green, outstanding 
strike of this very scarce handstamp, on the reverse of a folded 
commercial letter addressed to Carupano (Venezuela) datelined 
July 20, 1866, manuscript "per Cognetta", no other postal mark
ing~, very fine; this office was the successor to the Foreign Letter 
Office, and operated from 1861-66. (photo) Est. 500-750 

Via St. Thomas 1850-1874 
863 ri!l St. Thomas, January 13, 1850, transit postmark on folded 

entire to the General Secretaries of the Wesleyan Missions in 
London, rated 1/5 postage, docketed from Puerto Plata, Dominican 
Republic, December 27, 1849, red receiving cancel of February 2, 
1850, fine-very fine. (photo) Est. 150-200 

864 "De Ultramar." boxed marking in red on folded entire 
from Trinidad (September 27, 1850) sent to the French Consul 
General at Bogota via St. Thomas, where it was rated "4" in red 
ink, backstamped October 2, 1850, and sent, "1.50" in manuscript 
due in Colombia, light toning and wrinkles, very fine appearance, 
attractive cover. (photo) Est. 150-200 

865 ll.:I "Mercantile Intelligencer", Demerara, November 7, 1860, 
printed folded "newspaper", sent to Harbour Grace, Newfoundland, 
bearing the Demerara postmark of November 7, St. Thomas 
November 14, St. George's, Bermuda December 1, and St. John's 
December 17, manuscript "4" at top right, with red crayon "l" at 
bottom left, very fine, a very scarce routing. (photo) Est. 200-300 

866 ll.:I United States 5c Brown (#76), two singles tied by New 
York duplex to folded letter addressed to Demerara, British Guiana, 
manuscript "per Guiding Star to St. Thomas", backstamped St. 
Thomas September 30, 1867, and Georgetown October 4, "4" rate 
in pen crossed through, "5" added, fine-very fine. (photo) 

Est. 200-300 
867 ll.:I Italy 10c, 40c, 60c 1863-77 Issue (#27/32) with 40c hori-

zontal pair, tied to cover from Genoa to St. Thomas, February 12, 
1869, sent via England, red London Paid of February 15, St. 
Thomas backstamp March 4, very fine and rather pretty three color 
franking. (photo) Est. 150-200 

868 ll.:I United States 10c Green, "E" grill (#89), tied by "N. York/ 
Steam Ship" Februi'l_ry 21 (1869) postmark, folded entire sent from 
Maracaibo via St. Thomas, blue double oval "Schon, Willink & 
Co./St. Thomas" dated February 13, 1869 (forwarding company) 
on reverse, docketed as received February 23, fine-very fine. 
(photo) Est. 200-300 
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891 

897 

887 * D #2, 3c Rose on white paper, an exceptionally lovely mint 
block of twenty ( 4x5) with bottom sheet margin, large margins, 
dark vivid color, full original gum, lightly hinged in margin and on 
top right and left stamps, the others never hinged, extremely fine 
(Facit#2, 9,400+Kr). (photo) 1,920.00+ 

888 0 #2 var., 3c Rose, private separations, four used singles, 
including the 4½ and 9 Roulettes, plus private perforations (sewing 
machine appearance) and another roulette, a few minor flaws, fine
very fine appearance, scarce group. (photo) Est. 200-300 

889 * #4 var., 4c Dull blue, watermark inverted, unused, bril
liant color, bottom left comer rounded, but a fine appearing exam
ple of this scarce variety (Facit #4vl). (photo) Facit 3,000Kr 

890 * #4a, 4c Dull blue, imperforate horizontal pair, bright and 
fresh, vivid color, ample to large margins, original gum, left stamp 
tiny paper flaw, choice very fine otherwise; 1968 PF certificate 
(Facit #4v3, 5,000Kr). (photo) 950.00 

891 

892 

893 

894 

895 

896 

897 

* D #4b, 4c Dull blue, block of four containing two horizontal 
pairs imperforate vertically, fresh and quite well centered, espe-
cially for this notoriously difficult value, full original gum, very 
fine; 1967 PF certificate noting minute pinholes in one stamp, we 
do not believe these are anything more than the normal paper 
irregularities, which give the impression of pinholes on every 4c 
value (Facit #4v2, 8,000+Kr). (photo) 1,500.00+ 
* #6d, 3c Blue and carmine, imperforate horizontal pair, 
margins clear at right and large on the other sides, unused, 
regummed over a strengthened vertical crease along right edge, 
very fine appearing example of this scarce variety (Facit #6d, 
4,000Kr). (photo) 600.00 
~ #7c, 4c Brown and dull blue, diagonal half, tied by 
Christiansted postmark to cover addressed to Fredericksted, 
February 13, 1902, backstamped the same day, extremely fine 
(Facit #?b). (photo) Est. 100-150 
0 #7d, 4c Brown and ultramarine, inverted frame, brilliant 
colors on fresh paper, centered in at bottom, neat five-ring target 
cancel, stamp with tiny thin and pinhole, but this variety is 
exceedingly scarce and rarely available (Facit #?av, 6,000Kr). 
(photo) 1,000.00 
~ # 11, 12c Red lilac and yellow green, fine single tied by St. 
Thomas December 5, 1878 postmark, cover addressed to New 
York, originally from Haiti, datelined Cap Haitien November 29, 
and marked "Via St. Thomas", apparently delivered to St. Thomas 
outside the mails, the direction crossed through and "via Bahamas" 
added, violet "Fedderson, Willink & Co." (forwarding agents) 
ornamented oval at bottom left, New York Paid All backstamp, 
stamp has small perforation faults, but is fresh, the cover is very 
fine; single frankings of the 12c are scarce (Facit llb, 12,000Kr). 
(photo) Est. 400-500 
* #12, 14c Lilac and green, a magnificent mint example of 
this exceptionally difficult stamp, uncommonly strong frame color, 
bright and fresh, beautifully centered, original gum, hinge rem
nants, extremely fine (Facit #12, 3,000Kr). (photo) 700.00 
* #12a, 14c Lilac and green, inverted frame, an exceptional
ly scarce mint example of this rare variety, which occurred in only 
positions 18 and 77 in the sheet of 100, centered to top, small part 
original gum, the usual minor flaws are present, this stamp not 
known without some, fine appearance, and almost never offered 
(Facit#l2vl, 18,000Kr). (photo) 2,000.00 



New York Cu,, New York 

898 * #14b, le Lilac and yellow, double surcharge, a well cen
tered unused example of this error, strong colors, tiny tear at top, 
very fine appearance; 1971 APS certificate (Facit #23avl, 
l,600Kr). (photo) 250.00 

899 0 #14b, le on 7c Lilac and yellow, double surcharge, hand
some used example of this scarce error, well centered, clear impres
sions, lightly cancelled, fresh and very fine (Facit #23avl, 
1,800Kr). (photo) 300.00 

900 A #14c, le on 7c Lilac and yellow, inverted frame, tied to 
small piece, a fresh and well centered example of this elusive vari
ety, bright colors, choice very fine (Facit #23bvl, 1,600Kr). 
(photo) 175.00 

901 P #15P, le Green and brown lilac, surcharged 
"10/CENTS/1895" as the 50c Lilac, with small "10" (2mm), trop
ically stained as always, original gum, almost very fine; an excep
tionally scarce proof of the surcharge, of which only 400 were 
made; most apparently have disappeared over the course of time, as 
this proof is seldom offered; 1974 APS certificate (Facit #28PT1). 
(photo) Facit 3,500Kr 

902 * #16, a, le Green and red violet, horizontal pair, the right 
stamp with normal frame, bright vivid colors on fresh paper, full 
original gum, lightly hinged, almost very fine (Facit #14, 14v, 
1,270Kr+ ). (photo) 315.00+ 

903 * #17a, 3c Blue and lake, normal frame, a magnificent mint 
example of this exceedingly elusive stamp, from position 50 in the 
setting, brilliantly fresh with vivid colors, original gum, lightly 
hinged, choice very fine (Facit #l5v, l,200Kr). (photo) 275.00 

904 * D #18, b, 4c Bister and dull blue, bottom left and bottom 
right comer blocks of ten (5x2) comprising the bottom two rows of 
a sheet, with positions 91-100 having inverted frames, remarkably 
well centered throughout, original gum, two top row stamps lightly 
hinged, the other eighteen never hinged, choice very fine (Facit 
#16, 16b, 6,120+Kr). 750.00+ 

905 * D #19, 19a, 5c Green and gray, horizontal block of ten (5x2) 
containing position 50, the normal frame, vivid colors, original 
gum, hinge reinforcing throughout, very fine; a marvelous se-ten
ant multiple with a very scarce stamp (Facit #l 7b, 17bvl, 
6,425+Kr). (photo) 1,300.00+ 

906 0 #20a, 10c Blue and brown, inverted frame, a magnificent 
used example of this rare variety, wonderfully fresh and exception
ally well centered, clean 1901 postmark, choice very fine; rarely 
offered in any condition, in this quality an opportunity that will 
not soon be repeated (Facit #l8v2, 10,000Kr). (see color photo in 
center section) 1,600.00 

907 * #23, 2c on 3c Blue and carmine, perforated 14x13½, deep 
rich color, beautifully centered, original gum, choice very fine; a 
scarce stamp, much more so in this quality (Facit #24a, 2,500Kr). 
(photo) 500.00 

908 * #23, var., 2c on 3c Blue and carmine, perforated 14x13½, 
attractive horizontal pair, the left stamp with damaged "2" in 
"1902", the so-called "antique 2" variety, scarce, original gum, 
\ight\)' hinged, almost vet)' tine (Facit #l4a var., 5,000+Kr). 
(photo) 1,000.00+ 
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909 * #23, a, 2c on 3c Blue and carmine, perforated 14xl3½, a 
magnificent horizontal pair, the right stamp with straight tailed 
"2" in "1902" and with the white wedge flaw, extraordinarily 
well centered, rich colors, original gum, small hinge remnant, 
extremely fine; pictured in "Danish West Indies Mails, 1754-1917", 
Volume 2, page 9-15 (Facit #24a, 24avl+vll, 5,300+Kr). (photo) 

1,025.00+ 
910 * #23a, 2c on 3c Blue and carmine, perf. 14xl3½, "2" of 

"1902" with straight tail, fresh and well centered mint example of 
this elusive variety, original gum, "74" lightly inked on gum (posi
tion?), very fine; 1967 PF certificate (Facit #24vl, 2,800Kr). 
(photo) 525.00 

911 * #24b, 2c on 3c Blue and lake, dated "1901" in large fig
ures, bright and fresh, vivid colors, original gum, lightly hin~ed, a 
very fine copy of this difficult stamp; 1968 PF certificate (Facit 
#24bv3, 2,200Kr). (photo) 450.00 

912 * #24b, 2c on 3c Blue and lake, the small "1901" sur
charge, strong colors, centered right, original gum, small tropical 
stains affecting a few perforations, still a fine appearing example of 
this scarce variety (Facit #24bv4 ). (photo) Facit 2,500Kr 

913 * #24c, 2c on 3c Blue and lake, normal frame, exceptionally 
attractive mint example of this very scarce variety, brilliant colors, 
remarkably well centered, original gum, choice very fine (Facit 
#24bv2, l,000Kr). (photo) 225.00 

1902 Green Surcharge 

914 * #24d, 2c on 3c Blue and lake, green surcharge, handsome 
mint example of this scarce stamp, fresh, original gum, very fine for 
this; 1968 PF certificate (Facit #24bv5, 12,000Kr). (photo) 

1,600.00 
915 * #24d, e, 2c on 3c Blue and lake, green surcharge, an 

impressive horizontal pair, the left stamp with straight tailed "2" in 
"1902", fresh color, centered bottom left as usual for this, original 
gum, hinge remnant, fine and quite scarce; 1970 PF certificate 
(Facit #24bv5, var., 24,000+Kr). (photo) 3,300.00+ 

916 * D #24d, e, 2c on 3c Blue and lake, green surcharge, an 
incredibly rare bottom margin block of four, the bottom right 
stamp with straight tailed "2" in "1902", exceptionally bright and 
fresh, rich colors, extraordinary centering for this, as most of the 
one sheet printed is strongly centered to the left, full original gum, 
lightly hinged, extremely fine, and the finest of the few surviving 
blocks and truly one of the greatest showpiece rarities of the 
Danish West Indies; ex-Tows; pictured in "Danish West Indies 
Mails, 1754-1917", Volume 2, page 9-15 (Facit #24bv5, var., 
48,000+Kr). (see color photo on back cover) 6,500.00+ 

917 * #25c, 8c on 10c Blue and brown, inverted frame, remark
ably fresh, rich colors, original gum, lightly hinged, one perforation 
tip thin, still a very fine example of this elusive stamp, from _posi
tion 51 in the plate of 100 (Facit #26v2, 1,400Kr). (photo) 350.00 

918 * #28b, Sc on 10c Blue and brown, inverted frame, hand
some mint single, position 51 in the plate, fresh and exceptionally 
well centered, original gum, hinge remnant, a few small numbers 
inked in red on gum, extremely fine otherwise (Facit #27v, 
1,000kr). (photo) 275.00 



New York Cit,, New York 

919 E King Christian X die essays, seven different "5 cents" val-
ues on gummed unwatermarked paper, possibly prepared in antici
pation of the 40th Anniversary of the reign of the King, but never 
used for any issued stamps, extremely fine. (photo) Est. 500-7 50 

920 c;;;:i #44, 10b Red, single tied with United States 2c Rose to 

921 

922 

923 

924 

925 

926 

927 

multicolored picture postcard, April 2, 1917, the first day of the 
United States Postal Administration, the card is addressed to 
Martinique, and was sent by the French Consul at St. Thomas, 
with a message dated March 31 at 4:00 P.M., written at the precise 
moment the United States took formal possession of the Danish 
colony, and signed by the Consul, a wonderful historical piece, 
very fine. (photo) Est. 300-400 

Postage Dues 

* 0 #Jl-4, lc-l0c 1902 Postage Dues complete, blocks of ten 
(5x2) from the top right comer, containing the horizontal setting 
of five for each value, original gum, most stamps never hinged, 
very fine; a rather nice and important set for the specialist (Facit 
#Ll-4). 945.00+ 
PO #J5P-8P, 5c-50c Postage Dues complete, a collective 
imperforate die proof miniature sheet of eight containing two of 
each value, with cut-outs at the sides, original gum, small hinge 
remnants, extremely fine (Facit #L5-8 vars.). (photo) Est. 400-500 
PO #J5P-8P, 5c-50c Postage Dues complete, a collective 
imperforate die proof miniature sheet of eight in black, contain-
ing two of each value, original gum, never hinged, small thin 
between the bottom 20c and 30c, extremely fine otherwise (Facit 
#L5-8 vars.). (photo) Est. 200-300 
* #J5-8 vars., 5c-50c 1905-13 Postage Dues complete, 
imperforate horizontal pairs, large margins, bright colors on fresh 
paper, original gum, lightly hinged, extremely fine (Facit #L5-8 
vars.). (photo) Facit 3,600Kr 
* 0 #J5-8 vars., 5c-50c 1905-13 Postage Dues complete, 
imperforate blocks of four, large margins all around, original gum, 
some small hinge remnants, a few stamps tiny faults, very fine 
appearance (Facit #L5-8 vars.). (photo) Facit 7,500Kr 
P #J7P-8P, 30c-50c Postage dues, six imperforate color proof 
singles in shades of orange to red plus gray which were never used 
for the issued stamps, two are 50c, and four 30c, one of which has a 
double print of the gray, all were discovered in 1965 mixed with 
imperforate stamps, and apparently escaped notice because of the 
strong similarity to the selected colors, ungummed, one 50c with 
crease, others very fine. (photo) Est. 300-400 
* #JBb, 50c Red and gray, perforated 11½, right margin 
mint single, with double perforation down the right side, fresh and 
well centered, original gum, never hinged, very fine; a sheet was 
originally tried on the perforation 11 ½ machine in the printing 
shop, but the machine was found unsatisfactory for the work, how
ever the trial sheet was included with the shipment to the West 
Indies, where a portion of it was used, but the balance (part sheet 
of 70) not discovered until 1965, at which time it was broken up 
and sold; 1966 Hasle certificate, plus a photocopy of the block 
found, in which the nine right hand stamps have double perfora
tions (Facit L8C3, 3,000Kr). (photo) 325.00 
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New York Cii,, New York 

Christmas Seals 

928 * 1907-16 Christmas Seals complete, the set of ten, fresh and 
attractive, well centered, original gum, a few small hinge remnants, 
very fine; scarce set. (photo) Est. 200-300 

929 * 1907 Christmas seal, Violet and gray, a striking mint 
example of this year, which is one of the scarcest of worldwide 
seals, brilliant color on immaculate paper, original gum, small 
hinge remnant, extremely fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 

Danish West Indies Collections 

930 * 0 D #1/58, Jl-8, Extensive specialized collection on blank 
album pages, the major numbers complete less the 14c Numeral 
and the 2c on 3c Surcharge (#23), begins with duplicated 1856-73 
Crowns with three 1856 3c including a "yellow gum" (APS certifi
cate), five 1866 3c, six 1872 3c and four 1873 4c, one of the 4c 
with a London cancellation, 18 7 4-79 Numerals include various 
printings and plate varieties, we note a strip of five of the 7c, three 
with inverted frames, and a block of four of the 3c, one with the 
"white wedge" flaw, 1887-95 Surcharges include a le Lilac and 
orange inverted frame mint, and three of the Lilac and yellow used, 
1896-1901 Numerals include several 3c "white wedge" flaws, the 
1902 Surcharges include a few blocks, as a large "1902" 2c on 3c 
with straight tailed "2" in a block with normals, "white wedge" 
flaws on both of the 2c, and a small "1902" Sc with straight tailed 
"2", the 1905 Surcharges include a corner block of four of the Sb 
on 4c, two with inverted frames,J'ostage dues have a block of four 
of the 50c perforated 14x 14½, an the 1908-16 Christmas Seals are 
complete, the great majority is mint, nearly all with original gum, 
and generally fine-very fine or better, an excellent collection for 
beginning a specialized study or adding to an already specialized 
collection. Est. 2,000-3,000 

931 PR Proofs and Reprints, collection of eighteen items, with two 
different impressions of the burelage on stamp-size paper, two of 
the 3c (one in black) and one of the 4c Crowns, a block of four of 
the 7c Numeral vignette (from the Hageman handbook), horizon
tal pairs of the 50c Numeral and 2c-8c Arms in issued colors, 
imperforate on unwatermarked paper, and two corner blocks of 
twenty-five of the 1978 3c Crown reprint, there are also six full 
sheets of the lc/l0c Numerals plus the souvenir card issued in con
junction with the 90th Anniversary of the Copenhagen 
Philatelists' Club (KPK), generally very fine, a nice group. 

Est. 300-400 

Postal Stationery 

932 * Ciel #Ul/UYl0, Postal Stationery collection, sixty-eight mint 
pieces, five being envelopes, containing a wide variety of issues and 
several of the varieties as listed in Facit, up to four of a number, 
though most only one or two, includes a 1915-16 watermarked Sb 
card, a few minor faults and some with small toned areas, most 
fine-very fine or better, nice lot for the specialist, quantities of 
these items are seldom available. 1,755.00 
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933 t;;!l #Ul/UX3, Used Postal Stationery, a collection of seven 
envelopes and four 2c cards, there are two 2c envelopes, both to 
London (printed matter rate), 1883 with French Packet Boat post
mark, and 1886, plus five 3c used locally (the proper rate), one 
with target cancel, another "St. Jan", there are two of each of the 
card types, both 1878-85 cards to Antigua via St. Thomas, the 
1888 cards with pictures on the reverse, one cancelled in 1909, 
unaddressed, the other with added le (#16) to Copenhagen, fine
very fine and interesting group. Est. 200-300 

934 * t;;!l #Ul-2, la-2a, 2c-3c Mint Entires, collection of eleven dif
ferent (Facit #FKl/8), including 1877-78 2c Ultramarine and Blue, 
3c Red and Orange red, 1881 3c Red, 1891-95 watermark type II 
2c, 3c ( two, one with double watermark) and watermark type Ill 
2c, 3c (both Red and Orange red), clean and very fine lot, and 
quite scarce. Facit 4,550Kr 

935 * t;;!l #UXl-18, UYl-12, Specialized Postal Card collection, 
thirty-nine different, containing the issues by Scott complete less 
the 1913 Message-Reply card (of which only one example is 
known), but with a number of settings as listed in Facit, these vari
eties nearly complete, of particular note are the 1913-16 water
marked cards, and both types of the 1901 Surcharge (Facit #BKd 
5a-b), exceptionally fresh and clean lot, generally very fine, and 
rarely found not only this complete but also this nice (Facit 
#BKl/18, BKdl/12a). Facit 12,975Kr 

936 0 #UY13m, Sb Green, watermarked woodgrain, message por-
tion postmarked March 31, 191 7, the last day of the Islands as a 
Danish Possession, unaddressed and without message, extremely 
fine; this is the only recorded postmarked example of the card, 
one other postmarked card is recorded (a reply half) and one 
unsevered pair mint. (photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 

937 

938 

939 

940 

GUAM 
t;;!l #1/12, El, lc-$1.00 1899 Overprints plus the 10c 
Special Delivery, complete as issued (without the two special 
printings) tied to one registered cover to Saipan, Marianas Islands, 
by violet straight line "Agana, Guam." postmarks, matching date 
"Dec 24 1900" at upper right, and single circle "Agana/Guam" 
postmark with manuscript "R. 183", backstamped January 1, 1901 
at Saipan, venical fold not affecting any of the stamps, very fine; 
complete set £rankings are quite scarce; 1966 PF certificate. 
(photo) Est. 2,000-3,000 
t;;!l #2, 8, 2c Carmine and 10c Brown Ty. I, very fine singles 
tied by black "Agana Island of Guam" postmark, March 1, 1902, to 
cover addressed to New Hampshire, San Francisco transit, 
Hampton Falls backstamp, folded in center not affecting stamps, 
very fine and handsome cover. (photo) Est. 150-200 
* #9, 10c Brown, Ty. II, exceptionally handsome mint 
example of this rarity, bright and fresh, deep rich color, beautifully 
centered, original gum, small hinge remnants, choice very fine; 
1958 PF cenificate. (see color photo on back cover) 5,000.00 
* #12, $1.00 Black Ty. I, choice mint single, fresh, strong 
color and impression, remarkably well centered, original gum, 
lightly hinged, very fine. (photo) 400.00 



New York City, New York 

941 S #13S, $1.00 Black Ty. II, handstamped "Ultramar" in 
blue, small capitals, 15x2mm, without gum, extreme bottom right 
corner piece added, fine appearance; this handstamp was often used 
by postal administrations, among them Portugal, to mark stamps 
received as specimens of postage from the U.P.U. or other adminis
trations; 1965 PF certificate stating "genuine used". (photo) 

Est. 500-750 
942 * #13, $1.00 Black Ty. II, fresh mint example of this rarity, 

strong color, centered bottom right but well clear, original gum, 
fine; scarce in such nice quality; 1966 PF certificate. (photo) 

3,000.00 

943 

944 

945 

946 

947 

1899 Special Printings 

* #1/11 vars., lc-50c Special Printings complete less the 6c 
value, each with magenta "Special Surcharge" handstamp on 
reverse, original gum, fine-very fine; each signed JMB (Bartels), 
and 50c with 1966 PF certificate; extremely scarce and much 
undercatalogued, as these stamps are among the rarest stamps in 
U.S. Possessions philately. (photo) 3,200.00 
* #Ml, 2c Green, horizontal pair with left sheet margin, 
showing the erratic spacing of the overprints, fresh, original gum, 
fine-very fine. (photo) 800.00 
c;;;:i #M3-4, lc-2c Seals cplt., singles each tied by Guam Service 
Agana August 21, 1930 postmarks to separate covers, addressed to 
Paymasters Office, attractive pair. (photo) Est. 200-300 
c;;;:i #M6-11, 4c Black overprint, 2c-10c Red overprints com
plete, tied to three matched covers to Agana, Seal corner card in 
blue, the first and last (#M6, 11) tied by lnarajan February 5, 1931 
postmark, with a second strike over the seal, the other two covers 
postmarked Merizo February 5, 1931 (earliest recorded date), 
envelopes with natural toning along sealed flaps, very fine. (photo) 

Est. 300-400 
* D #M7, a, b, 2c Green, block of twenty-five from the bottom 
left corner of the upper left {lane, containing positions 63 
("GRAUD") and 83 ("MIAL") errors, bright and fresh, original 
gum, most including both errors never hinged, fine-very fine; par
ticularly nice together in one block, one other block of this size 
and one sheet containing both errors are recorded. (photo) 750.00+ 

Guam Collection 

948 * 0 c;;;:i #1/1 la, El, Ml-11, Extensive collection, all but one 
mint, including the 1899 lc-50c Overprints (less 10c Ty. II) with 
both 50c colors, and back-of-the-book complete, the lc-2c Seals 
both watermarked and unwatermarked, and an extra 2c Green tied 
to piece (#Ml), there are four covers and two fronts, the latter 2c 
Overprints with straight line Agana and San Luis D'Apra post
marks in blue, one cover has a 2c Overprint tied by black San Luis 
D'Apra straight line postmark, two others are Guard Mail, a single 
2c Seal, and a pair of the 2c Green (#MS), last is a copy of the 
United States 2c Saratoga tied Guam duplex, 1929, there are a few 
minor flaws present, the stamps with original gum, and generally 
fine-very fine. Est. 500-750 
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HAWAII 

Postal History 

Stampless Covers 

Jloffolul·u, 1r,.u:t1ilt111 h. 
Feb, 26, leil.ih 

~7~ 
·' 

~~~-
~~ 

tk-.>4 

949 

949 181 "Honolulu, Hawaiian Is./Feb. 26, 1851" in black, bold 
and complete two-line strike on cover addressed to New York, 
orange San Francisco April 1 postmark, and "42" rate in orange 
crayon, without "Ship" indication, a portion of the back is missing, 
and there are mended edge tears all around, but this is an extreme
ly scarce stampless cover with about as nice a strike as could be 
found, and one of about twelve recorded; this particular cover is 
listed in Meyer-Harris on pages 17-18, number eight; ex-Van Dyke. 
(photo) Est. 2,000-3,000 

950 181 "Honolulu/U.S. Postage Paid" in red, dated December 25 
(1854), on a blue linen cover addressed to Connecticut, large 
"Paid/8/Ship" marking in black and San Francisco postmark of 
January 16 at upper right (doubly struck, one faint), and South 
Norwalk February 10 postmark at upper left, the cover was then 
forwarded to New Haven, marked "Paid" with "3" in manuscript 
beneath at South Norwalk, some edge staining and the paper is 
worn away in the comers, but a nice example of the "Ship" mark
ing. (photo) Est. 200-300 
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951 Cail "Honolulu/Hawaiian Islands" in bold red circle, dated 
December 10 (probably 1855), on cover to New Bedford, black San 
Francisco January 5 and matching "SHIP" and "12", flap missing 
and small stain at top, but a very fine example from this period. 
(photo) Est. 500-750 

952 Cail "Honolulu/Hawaiian Islands" in bold red circle, dated 
October 21 (1855 or 1856), on cover to Vermont, black San 
Francisco November 10 postmark with matching "SHIP" and "12", 
cover has a small stain and is slightly reduced at right, the markings 
are fine-very fine, an attractive example of this scarce type; 1966 
PF certificate. (photo) Est. 400-500 

953 Cail Stampless covers to the East Coast, two covers, one post-
marked "Honolulu/U.S. Postage Paid" in red, large red "PAID 12" 
in center of cover, San Francisco postmark in black at upper left, 
the cover addressed to New Bedford; the second one has red 
"Honolulu/Hawaiian Islands" postmark of April 16 at upper left, 
"SHIP" and "12" at upper right, and the San Francisco postmark 
between, the cover addressed to New York; both covers are in very 
rough condition, but the faults affect only one of the markings, 
which are generally fine-very fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 

954 Cail "Honolulu/U.S. Postage Paid" in red circle, dated July 13 
(1858), unusually clean white cover to Galina, Illinois, red "San 
Francisco/12 Paid" of August 5, 1858 at left, choice very fine and 
rare this nice; the "Yankee" left Honolulu on July 13, arriving in 
San Francisco on August 3 ; 1966 PF certificate. (photo) 

Est. 500-7 50 
955 Cail "Honolulu/Hawaiian Islands" light postmark in red, dated 

February 18 (1860), on clean orange cover to New York, black 
"San Francisco Cal/12" arrival postmark of March 20, 1860, very 
fine; the "Frances Palmer" left Honolulu on February 28, arriving 
in San Francisco on March 1 7, and was the most likely carrier of 
this letter. (photo) Est. 300-400 

China and Japan Steam Service 

956 Cail "China and Japan Steam Service" oval marking in magen-
ta, cover to New Jersey, arrived in San Francisco on the "Great 
Republic" on March 27 (1869), postmarked San Francisco March 
29 and black "10", directed "Via Panama" by hand, Tuckerton, 
New Jersey postmark of April 27, cover redirected, and marked 
"Due" in manuscript, fine-very fine and a nice routing. (photo) 

Est. 500-750 

Mixed Frankings, Hawaii and United States 

957 Cail "Honoluiu/U.S. Postage Paid" in bold red circle, dated 
April 3 (1867), United States Sc Brown (#76, small faults) post
marked in San Francisco with the cogwheel duplex on April 23, 
cover addressed to New York, cover is particularly neat and attrac
tive, very fine; 1966 PF certificate. (photo) Est. 400-500 

958 Cail "Honoluiu/U.S. Postage Paid" in large red circle, dated 
May 31, a similar yellow cover to Michigan, Sc Brown (#76, off 
center) tied by San Francisco cogwheel duplex, dated June 18, flap 
missing and bottom right comer partly removed and replaced ( with 
part of the flap), fine appearance and quite scarce. (photo) 

Est. 300-400 



New York Cicy, New York 

959 c,;i "Honolulu/U.S. Postage Paid" in rose, dated March 7, on 

960 

961 

cover to Michigan, with black "SHIP" and bearing a Sc Brown sin
gle (#76) postmarked in San Francisco with a quartered cork killer 
of March 24, cover faulty and top left comer clipped, but scarce 
nonetheless; ex-Wiltsee. (photo) Est. 200-300 

SlllP 
~, 

N 

~·.· 

960 

c,;i #8, 5c Blue on thin white wove paper, ample to large mar
gins all around, on cover to New Hampshire with United States 
10c Green type V (#35, top right corner missing), red 
"Honolulu/Hawaiian- lslands"postmark of September 7 (1861), 
both stamps tied by San Francisco town postmark, large "SHIP" 
handstamp in black at upper left, and blue crayon "2" below; the 
prepayment total should have been 12c U.S. postage, the 2c ship 
fee was apparently paid in cash, clean and very attractive cover, 
choice very fine; signed R.H.W.(eill) & Co. and accompanied by a 
1966 PF certificate. (photo) Est. 2,000-3,000 
c,;i #22, 5c Blue on blue paper, plate 12-A, type VI, position 2, 
clear margins except just touched top left comer, tied to cover to 
Pennsylvania by black target cancel, bold red "Honolulu/U.S. 
Postage Paid" postmark of April 11, plus United States 5c Brown 
(#76) with black cogwheel cancel tying it to the Hawaiian stamp, 
San Francisco postmark of May 6 at right, clean and attractive 
cover, the Sc Brown with edge faults (insect caused), cover very 
fine; 1966 PF certificate; ex-Hollowbush. (photo) Est. 1,500-2,000 
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962 11;:1 #32, 5c Blue, dark shade, tied by target cancellation, 
matching Honolulu postmark at left, to cover to Maine, United 
States 10c Green (#68) tied by the San Francisco Crossroads can
cel, dark red "Hawaiian Steam Service" oval to left of stamps, 
cover minor faults, opened both sides, fine-very fine appearance, a 
handsome example of this routing; ex-Hollowbush. (photo) 

Est. 1,500-2,000 
963 11;:1 #32, 5c Blue, fine single, target cancel, tied by quartered 

cork cancel to cover to Massachusetts, black Hilo postmark of 
January 7 on reverse, plus black Honolulu postmark of January 18 
on front, United States 10c Green (#68) added and cancelled 
with quartered cork, San Francisco postmark of February 8 at left, 
cover small faults including small piece missing top left comer, still 
fine-very fine appearance; 1966 PF certificate. (photo) Est. 500-7 50 

964 l1i:I #32, Sc Blue, single on cover to Mississippi with United 
States 5c Brown (#76), Sc Blue tied to cover and to the other 
stamp by target cancel, bold red "Honolulu/U.S. Postage Paid" 
postmark of April 20 at left, the Sc brown cancelled by San 
Francisco target duplex, unusually crisp and clean, stamps have 
faults, the cover is very fine. (photo) Est. 7 50-1,000 

965 l1i:I #32, 5c Blue, manuscript cancel, and tied by target post-
mark to cover to New Brunswick, red "Honolulu/U.S. Postage 
Paid" cancel of December 15 at bottom, three United States 5c 
Brown including a pair (#76) tied by cogwheel cancels, one of the 
pair also by the Honolulu marking, San Francisco January 3 post
mark at right also ties the Sc Blue, faint New Brunswick back
stamp, United States stamps some stains, the single with portion 
missing at top, but a fine example of the rare 15c rate to Canada; 
enclosure; 1966 PF certificate. (photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 
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966 L:,sJ #32, 5c Blue, deep shade, on cover to Massachusetts, 
Honolulu August 7 postmark in black, with United States 10c 
Green "F" grill ( #96) added at San Francisco and tied by August 
19 duplex, magenta oval "Hawaiian Steam Service" at center, 
minor soiling and ink "blot", edge flaws to cover barely affectin~ 
stamps, very fine and scarce; 1970 BPA certificate. (photo) 

Est. 1,500-2,000 
967 L:,sJ #33, 6c Green, patent target cancel, tied with United 

968 

969 

970 

971 

972 

973 

States 5c Blue, (#179) by San Francisco Crossroads duplex, cover 
to England, Honolulu September 29 (1879) postmark on reverse, a 
second San Francisco October 9 postmark on front, red London 
Paid postmarks of October 27 on both sides, cover is lightly soiled 
and has a sealed tear in the flap, but is of very fine appearance, and 
is an attractive example of the dual franking. (photo) Est. 400-500 

Hawaiian Frankings 

L:,sJ #8, 5c Blue on thin white wove paper, uncancelled single 
on cover addressed to Massachusetts, large red "Honolulu/ 
Hawaiian-Islands" postmark dated November 9 (1859), with black 
"San Francisco Cal/12" postmark of December 9, 1859 at right, 
black "Overland" at bottom, presumably applied at San Francisco 
to indicate travel over one of the stage routes, a handsome and 
very fine cover; 1966 PF certificate stating the postal markings are 
genuine, but declining opinion as to the use of the stamp ( it is not 
tied, as is often the case). (photo) Est. 750-1,000 
L:,sJ #16, 2c Black on grayish, plate 3-G, type X, position 10, 
cut to outer framelines, tied by manuscript "X" and red Honolulu 
November 22 (1860) postmark to domestic cover to Kau, uncom
monly fresh and handsome cover, very fine; 1967 PF certificate. 
(photo) Est. 1,500-2,000 
L:,sJ #21, 5c Blue on blue paper, plate 9-A, type IV, position 8, 
cut to framelines, just in at bottom, tied by tar~et cancel to cover 
addressed to Massachusetts, black "Honolulu/Hawaiian-Islands" 
postmark of November 21, red "Honolulu/US. Postage Paid" post
mark November 22, San Francisco December 3 postmark, with a 
small portion of the cogwheel below the Hawaiian stamp, the cor
responding United States stamp originally positioned over the 
Hawaiian stamp having been removed, New Bedford backstamp, 
very fine; illustrated on page 173 of Meyer-Harris as an "interest-
ing" Numeral usage. (photo) Est. 750-1,000 
L:,sJ #27, 2c Pale rose, clear to mostly wide margins all around, 
except small scissor cut just into design top left comer, tied by 
manuscript "X" and red grid postmark, to Oahu, cover a bit 
reduced at right, but very fine, and with this stamp quite scarce; ex
Van Dyke. (photo) Est. 750-1,000 
.6. #2 7, 2c Pale rose, barely touched at bottom, clear to wide 
margins elsewhere, tied by blue grid cancel, matching Lahaina 
February 21 postmark beneath, to front addressed to Honolulu, 
very fresh and a most attractive combination, very fine; 1970 BPA 
certificate. (photo) Est. 150-200 
L:,sJ #28, 2c Pale rose, large margins top and right, cut close or 
just in other sides, beautifully tied to cover to Hilo by black 
Honolulu December 30 (1863) postmark, cover small faults bottom 
left comer, both cover and stamp are fresh and this is a most attrac
tive piece, choice very fine appearance; 1966 PF certificate; ex
Tows. (photo) Est. 400-500 



New York Cu,, New York 

974 i:,;:i #31, 2c Rose vermilion, well centered single tied to mourn-
ing cover to Maui by target cancel, the cover with printed Royal 
Seal on the flap, a little soiled, stamp with light edge toning, still 
very fine and a handsome envelope. (photo) Est. 150-200 

975 i:,;:i #33, 6c Green, three singly franked covers to the United 
States, 1878, 1880-81, each bearing a different Honolulu "Paid 
All" postma_rk, the stam~s tied by p~tent targe_t postma~ks (two) or 
a geometric target, fine-very fme and mterestmg group. 

Est. 200-300 
976 i:,;:i #34, 18c Dull rose, fine single tied with 2c Rose (#43, 

straightedge and minor faults) to cover to Sweden, Honolulu 
August 2, 1889 duplex cancels, San Francisco receiving August 9 
and "Stm. Ship" August 10, blue handstamp of the seal of the 
Norwegian Consulate on reverse, cover slightly reduced at left, 
very fine and an impressive use. (photo) Est. 300-400 

977 i:,;:i #36, 12c Black, single on cover to Delaware, patent target 
cancel in black, red rimless Honolulu "Paid All" March 9, 1878, 
magenta San Francisco "Paid All" March 21, comer card of the 
United States Consulate at Honolulu, opened at bottom and sides 
for display, fine-very fine. (photo) Est. 150-200 

978 i:,;:i #38, 2c Lilac rose, strip of three and two singles on cover to 
Rotterdam, target cancels, Honolulu postmark of September 6, 
1888 at lower left, San Francisco and New York transits, 
Rotterdam backstamp on reverse along with a boxed black ".24", 
comer card for "Elite Ice Cream Parlor", very fine and extremely 
scarce franking. (photo) Est. 300-400 

979 i:,;:i #41, 15c Red brown, fine single tied by Honolulu March 
20, 1895 duplex, to cover addressed to Ohio, San Francisco 
machine and Arlington Heights backstamps, very fine. (photo) 

Est. 150-200 
980 i:,;:i #46, 12c Red lilac, fresh and well centered single tied to 

cover to Samoa by Honolulu February 12, 1892 duplex, manuscript 
"Rec'd Feb. 21,/1892/Apia, Samoa" on reverse, addressee was a 
crew member of the U.S. Navy ship "Iroquois" which was posted to 
Apia, attractive and very fine cover. (photo) Est. 300-400 

981 i:,;:i #47, 25c Dark violet, fine single tied to large registered 
cover to Missouri with pair of the Sc Ultramarine (#39), rose 
Honolulu postmark of May 4, 1891, matching inscribed "R", San 
Francisco three line registry marking in violet, Sc stamps with 
defects, cover small faults, but fine appearance, and a scarce frank
ing. (photo) Est. 150-200 

982 i:,;:i #48, 50c Red, on registered 10c Entire (#US, size 10) with 
Sc Ultramarine (#39) and 10c Red brown (#44), addressed to 
England, rose Honolulu postmark of January 13, 1892, matching 
inscribed "R", manuscript instructions "Via San Francisco & New 
York/Per S.S. Alameda", red arrival postmark on front, Colchester 
backstamp, cover folded at left, and small edge faults at right affect
ing the imprinted 10c, fine appearance; the large 10c Entire is 
rather scarce used; at bottom left in manuscript is "Registered 
by/E.W. Holdsworth (signature)/Honolulu H.l.", Mr. Holdsworth 
was the winner of the 1893 competition to design the 1894 
Pictorials. (photo) Est. 400-500 
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New York Cit,, New York 

983 i:;;;:i #52C, Sc Deep indigo, very fine single tied by violet 
Kahului, Maui January 28, 1893 postmark to cover addressed to 
Germany, backstamped Honolulu on January 29, once also tying 
stamp, another on the reverse, San Francisco transit and German 
arrival, small scuff on back from mounting, very fine and hand
some. (photo) Est. 200-300 

984 i:;;;:i #52C, Sc Deep indigo, very fine single tied with le Purple 
and 2c Rose vermilion (#31-32) to 2c Entire (#U2) addressed to 
San Francisco, stamps with black target cancels, Honolulu May 3, 
1893 duplex ties imprinted stamp, May 12 "Paid All" and May 13 
San Francisco backstamps, choice very fine. (photo) Est. 300-400 

985 i:;;;:i #53, 55, 64, 1c/25c "Provisional Govt" overprints tied by 
violet "Spreckelsville/Maui" postmarks of June 8, 1900, to a 2c 
overprinted entire addressed to Sellschopp in San Francisco, 25c 
stamp some short perforations, otherwise a choice very fine and 
attractive cover; June 13 marked the last day of use for Hawaiian 
stamps. (photo) Est. 150-200 

986 i:;;;:i #55/66, le/Sc Provisional Government overprints, five 
different including 2c Dull violet and both Sc with red overprints, 
tied by Honolulu duplex postmarks of October 27, 1893 to cover to 
Germany, manuscript registry instruction crossed out in blue cray
on, San Francisco and New York transits, Hannover arrival, very 
fine; a pretty five color franking. (photo) Est. 150-200 

987 i:;;;:i #59, 68, Sc Ultramarine and 1 Oc Red brown, pair of the 
former, tied by rose target postmarks to a registered cover to New 
York, Honolulu April 22, 1895 postmark in the same color, along 
with the fancy inscribed "R", small tear at left sealed, very fine and 
a very pretty cover. (photo) Est. 150-200 

988 i:;;;:i #61, 10c Black, very good single, tied to 10c Entire 
(#U13), registered to England, black target cancels, rose Honolulu 
and inscribed "R" at left, dated February 2, 1894, also with match
ing "A.R." (Acknowledgement of Receipt), the stamp also tied by 
the blue crayon used to distinguish registered mail by the British 
Post, Liverpool registry postmark of February 26, and another 
(W.D.O.) on reverse, exceptionally fresh and very pretty cover, 
choice very fine. (photo) Est. 150-200 

989 i:;;;:i #63, 12c Red lilac, tied with 12c Blue (#78) to registered 
le Entire (#Ul) addressed to Ohio, rose target cancels, matching 
Honolulu January 24, 1895 postmark, and inscribed "R", also with 
matching "A.R." at left, San Francisco backstamp of February 6, 
with additional handstamp "Received without contents/at San 
Francisco, Cal.", "without contents" in manuscript above crossed 
out "in Bad Condition", very fresh and attractive cover, choice 
very fine. (photo) Est. 400-500 

990 i:;;;:i #65, 2c Rose vermilion, fresh and extremely fine single tied 
to cover to Honolulu by Hakalau August 7, 1893 postmark, back
stamped August 9, choice very fine example of the 2c domestic 
rate, and very pretty as well. (photo) Est. 200-300 

991 i:;;;:i #65, 2c Rose vermilion, very fine horizontal pair tied by 
Honolulu May 31, 1893 postmarks to local cover, opened a bit 
roughly at top not affecting stamps or postmarks, unusually fresh, 
extremely fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 

992 i:;;;:i #67, 10c Vermilion, tied with 2c Brown (#56) to registered 
cover to Whitfield, King & Co. in England, Honolulu September 
8, 1893 duplex in black, rose inscribed "R" and "A.R.", the 10c also 
tied by red London registry postmark, Ipswich postmark on reverse, 
choice very fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 
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Ivy, Shreve & MadeT Philatelic Auctions, Inc. 

c..:i #69, 12c Red lilac, black Provisional Government over
print, tied to registered cover to New York with six others of the 
set, le-Sc Red overprints (#53, 55-57, 59) and 2c Black overprint 
(#66), target cancels, red Honolulu May 23, 1893 postmark, only 
three days after the issue date for these, matching inscribed "R" and 
"A.R.", three line San Francisco registry marking in violet on 
reverse, flap missing, very fine otherwise and quite pretty. (photo) 

Est. 7 50-1,000 
c..:i #70, 15c Red brown, fine single tied to cover to Germany 
by Honolulu October 27, 1893 duplex, manuscript registry instruc
tion crossed out in blue crayon, San Francisco and New York tran
sits and Hannover receiving postmark, very handsome, extremely 
fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 
c..:i #71, 18c Dull rose, tied with 25c Deep blue (#79) to large 
(7.25"x5") registered cover to Madeira by rose Honolulu December 
15, 1896 postmark, matching inscribed "R" and "A.R.", directed 
"via England" by hand, Lisbon transit, folded at bottom horizontal-
1 y, small cover faults, fine-very fine appearance. (photo) 

Est. 150-200 
c..:i #72-73, 50c and $1.00 Black Provisional Government 
overprints, tied with 2c Dull violet and 1 0c-12c Black, the three 
with red overprints, to cover addressed to Washington, D.C., three 
strikes of the Honolulu January 23, 1894 duplex, no backstamps, 
50c perforations cutting at top, ochers fine-very fine, exceptionally 
scarce franking, choice very fine cover. (photo) Est. 750-1,000 
c..:i #73, $1.00 Rose red, fine top margin partial imprint single 
tied to registered cover to Honolulu by violet Hilo July 26, 1893 
postmark, with magenta Honolulu postmark of July 29 at left, fresh 
and attractive cover, bottom comers broken, very fine appearance 
and quite scarce. (photo) Est. 500-750 
c..:i #74-77, lc-lOc 1894 Issue, tied to one cover by Honolulu 
February 28, 1894 postmark, 8 AM, the first day and first hour of 
use, stamps have some insect damage, and cover is reduced at 
right, but early use of this issue is exceptionally scarce, this cover 
reputed to be the only first day on record; ex-Van Dyke. (photo) 

Est. 500-750 
c..:i #74-79, lc-25c 1894 Issue complete, tied by purple target 
cancels to registered cover to Illinois, matching Honolulu 
November 20, 1894 postmark and inscribed "R", plus matching 
"A.R.", San Francisco backstamp, a handsome and colorful set 
franking, very fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 
~ #74/81, 1c/12c 1894-99 Pictorials, five different tied to 
large registered cover to Massachusetts, includes the 5c-12c 1894 
issue, ro~e Honolulu June 2, 1899 postmarks, with matching 
inscribed r'R" at left, violet San Francisco registry oval of June 9 on 
reverse, cover folded at left, and some wrinkles at bottom right, but 
clean and fine-very fine appearance. (photo) Est. 150-200 
c..:i #81, 2c Rose, tied to an extremely scarce Spanish
American War patriotic cover to Hilo by Honolulu duplex, 
November 21, 1899, a large Hawaiian flag printed in red, white 
and blue in upper left corner, backstamped November 22, some 
light staining, but very fine appearance; such covers are rarely 
encountered. (photo) Est. 300-400 



New York Cit,, New York 

1002 t!,;l #01-2, 2c-5c 1896 Officials, a single of each, the Zc tied 
to a large portion of a wrapper to Boston, with the purple Foreign 
Office marking at left, dated March 5, 1897; the 5c is tied by 
Honolulu duplex postmark of August 3, 1898, to a cover to San 
Francisco, YMCA corner card, cover folded and reduced at left; 
overall fine-very fine. Est. 150-200 

1003 t!,;l #04, 6, 1 Oc Bright rose and 25c Gray violet, pair of first 
and strip of three of second, tied by rose Honolulu November 9, 
1897 postmarks to large (10.5"x5") registered official cover to 
Washington, D.C., matching inscribed "R", "On Hawaiian 
Government Service" imprint top center, "Department of Foreign 
Affairs" imprinted in script at left, cover has some minor toning as 
do the edges of the stamps, and is slightly reduced at left, San 
Francisco and Washington backstamps, fine-very fine appearance; 
the 1896 Officials are very scarce on cover. (photo) Est. 500-750 

Wells, Fargo & Co. Express Franks 

1004 t!,;l Wells, Fargo & Co's. Express frank, in center of United 
States 5c entire (#U222), faint company oval postmark of San 
Francisco, addressed to Honolulu, some minor soiling, flap tear and 
small piece of flap missing, still very fine for this rare used enve
lope; 1967 PF certificate. (photo) Est. 400-500 

1005 .A. Wells, Fargo & Co's. Express frank, in center of United 
States 5c front (#U222), the stamp lightly cancelled by company 
oval of April, 1886, the address paste-up has been removed, folded 
in center, fine-very fine appearance, and very scarce used. (photo) 

Est. 150-200 
1006 t!,;l #US var., 5c Blue envelope with blue interior, a rare used 

entire with Wells, Fargo & Co's. Express frank at upper left, 
Honolulu company oval postmarks in violet, June 1, 1886, a paste
up envelope with notation faded from the front, repeated on the 
reverse, some back faults from mounting, and flap "skinned", but a 
very fine appearing example of this type, the paste-ups are usually 
much worse. (photo) Est. 300-400 

1007 t!,;l #US var., 5c Blue envelope, blue inside, used entire with 
Wells, Fargo & Co's. Express frank at upper left, company oval 
cancels of May 7, 1886, addressed to San Francisco, company oval 
backs tamp of May 15, opened at top and mostly at right (roughly), 
small edge tear just into stamp, but a very fine example and rare 
used. (photo) Est. 750-1,000 

1008 * t!,;l #U4-5, etc., Wells Fargo & Co's. Express Franks, collec
tion of four different envelopes, containing one large blank enve
lope with frank at upper left, small 5c and large 1 0c Hawaiian 
entires, white inside, each of the franks with defective "G", and a 
10c United States large entire (#Ul90) with frank in center 
(defective "G" variety), generally choice very fine, a nice attractive 
group. Est. 300-400 
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New York Ciey, New York 

Postal History Collection 

1009 i:;;:i Hawaiian Postal History collection, 41 covers, from the 
Bank Note issues to recent, contains thirteen Bank Note issue 
frankings with a variety of stamps to 10c values, including two cov
ers to Europe; three Provisional Government overprint covers; six
teen of the 1894-99 Pictorials including one each to Australia and 
Canada; the remainder including two sent to Hawaii, a mixed 
Hawaiian-United States cover from 1899, four 1934 first flights, 
and a 1959 7c Air Post first day, quality is somewhat mixed, partic
ularly on the earlier ones, but the great majority is fine-very fine or 
better, and there are a number of very attractive covers here. 

Est. 1,000-1,500 

Issued Stamps 

1010 * #5, 5c Blue on thick wove paper, a choice mint example of 
this value, immaculate paper, deep color and detailed impression, 
ample to large margins including a portion of the stamp to the top, 
original gum, partly disturbed, very fine and quite attractive copy of 
this scarce stamp. (photo) 650.00 

1011 

1011 .& #5, 5c Blue on thick wove paper, on piece with two diago, 
nal halves from two different United States 12c Black (#17), 
arranged to form a single stamp, the Hawaiian Sc has red manu
script cross cancel and partial red Honolulu postmark, and is tied to 
the pair of 12c bisects by a black San Francisco postmark; accord
ing to Meyer-Harris, this piece (illustrated on page 44) occurred 
through the post office trying to use up its "dead" stock of 12c 
bisects; a shortage of Jc stamps in 1853 due to heavy use in pairs on 
covers East forced the San Francisco postmaster to resort to bisect
ing the less used 12c value, this practice continued until new sup
plies were received later in the year, and the practice was outlawed 
by the Postmaster General on November 10; the office in Hawaii 
was supplied from San Francisco, and it is probable that 12c stamps 
and instructions on bisecting these were also supplied; after the 
decree of the Postmaster General, the remaining bisects would 
have been considered useless, until the 12c denomination became 
again in demand for the new (1855) rate of 10c to the eastern 
United States plus 2c Ship Letter fee; a most interesting piece for 
the specialist and undoubtedly unique; 1967 PF certificate. (see 
color photo in center section) Est. 1,500-2,000 
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New York City, New York 

1012 * #6, 13c Dark red on thick wove paper, wonderfully fresh, 
vivid color and sharp impression, margins ample to large, original 
gum, fresh and very fine. (photo) 325.00 

1013 

1013 * #7, 5c on 13c Dark red, uncommonly handsome unused 
example of this rare provisional, margins clear to ample, unusually 
fresh, rich color, small natural translucent spot, choice very fine for 
this; clear 1967 PF certificate. (photo) 4,500.00 

1014 * #8, 5c Blue on thin white wove paper, unused horizontal 
pair, positions 19-20, deep color, ample to large margins, tiny 
inclusion, very fine. (photo) 650.00 

1015 * #Sa, 5c Blue on thin white wove paper, with Double 
Impression, a handsome unused example of this rare error, ample 
to large margins all around, fresh color, both impressions are very 
defined and nearly equal in strength, small faults including hinge
sealed tear at left, but very fine appearance, and one of the rarest 
varieties of the country; 1967 PF certificate. (photo) 2,000.00 

1016 * #9, 5c Blue on bluish wove paper, position 5, fresh mint 
single, large margins all around, crisp impression, original gum, 
small hinge remnants, choice very fine; scarce in this quality with 
original gum. (photo) 110.00 

1017 * #9, 5c Blue on bluish wove paper, unused example from 
position 2, line through Honolulu, ample to large margins, tiny 
edge flaws at right, very fine appearing example of this popular 
variety. (photo) 325.00 

1018 * D #10, 5c Blue, 1868 re-issue, complete sheet of twenty, origi
nal gum, some faintly toned areas, still extremely fine and hand
some. (photo) 615.00+ 

1019 RD #lOR-S, 5c Blue, the 1889 official imitation overprinted 
"Specimen.", bottom right comer block of four, positions 15-16/19-
20, full margins, original gum, lightly hinged in outer selvage only, 
extremely fine. (photo) 180.00+ 

1020 SD #1 lSa, 13c Dull rose, "Specimen.'' overprint, short thick 
letters, a full sheet of twenty, original gum, lightly hinged in outer 
selvage only, a couple of tiny tone specks, extremely fine otherwise. 
(photo) 400.00+ 

1021 S #llSb, 13c Dull rose, double overprint, both types, good 
color, faults, particularly thinned areas, but the only example on 
record. (photo) 1,000.00 
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1024 

1025 

1022 R #llR, 13c Orange red, the official imitation of 1889, bril-
liant color on fresh paper, large margins all around, full original 
gum, a choice very fine copy of this rather elusive stamp. (photo) 

200.00 
1023 E 1860-61 lc-3c Die Essays, prepared by an unknown 

engraver and printer at the request of John Marsh of Boston, who 
was completing a commission from the Postmaster General, Alvah 
Clark, to determine prices for printing le and 2c stamps, three 
denominations with portrait of King Kamehameha III were pre
pared, le, 2c and 3c, and these were struck on thin pale buff card 
in various colors, this collection contains four different le, three 
2c, and six 3c (including orange, not listed by Meyer-Harris), vari
able margins, seven being choice very fine, others fine, a very 
scarce group. (photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 

1859-1865 Typeset Numerals 

1024 * #12, le Light blue on bluish white paper, plate 2A, rype 
VII, position 7, particularly handsome unused example of this 
Numeral rarity, large to huge margins, strong color, light comer 
creasing, choice very fine appearance; 1966 PF certificate. (photo) 

1025 

1026 

1027 
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* #13, 2c Blue on bluish white paper, plate 3-B, type IX, 
position 9, magnificent unused copy of this rarity, huge margins all 
around, extremely fine; 1966 PF certificate. (see color photo in 
center section) 2,250.00 
* #13, 2c Light blue on bluish white paper, plate lA, type 
IX, position 9, unused single, dropped period after "Cents", large 
margins on all sides, pinhole at right, choice very fine appearance; 
reported to be the only example on record; 1967 PF certificate; 
ex-Tows. (photo) 2,250.00+ 
* #14, 2c Black on greenish blue paper, plate 3Gx, type III, 
position 1, the famed "robin's egg blue", an incredibly lovely exam
ple of this extremely rare unused stamp, large even margins, extra
ordinarily fresh, extremely fine; 1967 PF certificate; ex-Ferrari, 
Licht.enst.ein. (see color photo on back cover) 3,250.00 



New York Ciry, New York 

1028 * #14, 2c Black on greenish blue paper, plate 3Gx, type IX, 
position 9, attractive mint example of the exceptionally rare 
"robin's egg blue" stamp, clear margins on all sides, part original 
gum, causing some faint staining, very fine; 1966 PF certificate. 
(photo) 3,250.00 

1029 * 0 #15, le Black on grayish paper, a reconstruction of the ten 
types, four from plate 4B, the others from plate 4A, with an extra 
type III from plate 4B, four margin examples, though position 10 
has a repair in bottom left comer, position 7 pen cancelled, others 
unused, some faults, but all offine appearance or better. 2,475.00 

1030 * #15, le Black on grayish paper, plate 4B, type IV, position 
4, magnificent unused single, enormous even margins, wonderfully 
fresh, extremely fine gem; ex-Lichtenstein. (photo) 225.00 
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* 0 #15, le Black on grayish paper, block of eight, plate 4B, 
types I through VIII, positions 1-8, unused, ample to huge margins, 
some small tropical stains, and light crease at bottom, but a very 
important multiple for the specialist, choice very fine appearance. 
(photo) 2,200.00+ 
* 0 #15a, le Black on grayish paper, mint block of four con
taining two tete-beche pairs, plate 4B, types II and X, IV and VIII, 
positions 2+ 10, 4+8, large to huge margins, exceptionally fresh, 
original gum, small thin spots, one pair with horizontal crease, 
extremely fine appearance, and extremely rare; 1967 PF certificate. 
(photo) 7,000.00+ 
* #16, 2c Black on grayish paper, plate 3D, type V, position 
5, marvelous mint single, large margins all around, uncommonly 
fresh, nearly full original gum, lightly hinged, extremely fine. 
(photo) 375.00 
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1034 

1035 

1036 

1037 

1038 

1039 

1040 

1041 

1042 

1043 

1044 

1045 

1046 

1047 

0 #16a, 2c Black on grayish paper, large "2" near top of 
rectangle, plate 3C, type IX, position 9, handsome used example of 
this exceptionally scarce variety, large to huge margins, unobtru
sive black postmark, slight thin, extremely fine appearance; 1967 
PF cenificate. (photo) 1,800.00 
0 #16c, 2c Black on grayish paper, "I" of "Inter" omitted, 
plate 3E, type VII, position 7, attractive used example of this rare 
error, ample to wide margins, neat red Honolulu postmark, several 
thins, one causing sizable hole above the central numeral, still very 
fine appearance. (photo) 1,400.00 
0 #16d, 2c Black on grayish white paper, plate 3C, type II, 
position 2, attractive used single, clean red Honolulu postmark, 
ample margins all around, slight thin at top, a little faint toning, 
very fine appearance. (photo) 325.00 
* #17, 2c Dark blue on bluish paper, plate 58, type Vlll, 
position 8, handsome unused example of this extremely rare stamp, 
wide margins all around, small thin spots near top filled, very fine 
appearance; 1966 PF cenificate. (photo) 3,500.00 
0 #17, 2c Dark blue on bluish paper, plate 58, Ty. I, position 
1, used single with black square grid postmark, large to huge mar
gins, small interior repairs including inside the top label, choice 
very fine appearance; 1966 PF certificate. (photo) 1,600.00 
* #18, 2c Black on blue gray paper, plate SA, type Ill, posi
tion 3, lovely unused single, large margins all around, exceptionally 
fresh, choice very fine; ex-Harris. (photo) 700.00 
* #19, le Black on white wove paper, plate 6A, type VII, 
position 9, raised "I" in "INTER", bright and fresh unused single, 
ample even margins, very fine. (photo) 275.00 
* #19, le Black on white wove paper, a very imponant hori, 
zontal strip of four, plate 6A, types VII-VIII, positions 7-8, 7-8, 
the two position 7 stamps showing raised "I" of "INTER", positions 
8 showing raised "IN" of "INTER", unused, fresh, ample to large 
margins, a couple of tiny tropical stains, and light corner crease 
bottom left, very fine otherwise; horizontal strips of three or more 
are quite scarce. (photo) Est. 1,500-2,000 
* 0 #19, le Black on white wove paper, block of six, plate 6A, 
types I through VI, positions 1-6, position 2 showing leaning large 
"1" numeral, unused, uncommonly fresh, a few tiny tropical stains 
at right, choice very fine; a very nice piece for the specialist. 
(photo) 2,150.00+ 
* #20, 2c Black on white wove paper, plate SC, type VIII, 
position 8, choice unused example, large margins, fresh and 
extremely fine. (photo) 325.00 
* #20, 2c Black on white wove paper, plate SC, type IX, 
position 9, unused, even margins all around, very fine. (photo) 

325.00 
* #20, Zc Black on white wove paper, plate SC, type VII, 
position 7, showing raised "I" of "INTER", unused, ample even 
margins all around, very fine; signed A. Diena. (photo) 325.00 
* #21, 5c Blue on blue paper, plate 9A, type II, position 10, 
fresh and attractive mint example, wide even margins, original 
gum, hinge remnant, choice very fine; signed Richter and others. 
(photo) 275.00 
* #21, 5c Blue on blue paper, plate 9A, type VII, position 4, 
fresh mint example of this elusive stamp, ample even margins, orig
inal gum, very fine. (photo) 275.00 
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l"'.1, Shmie & Mader Philatelic Auctions , Inc. 

* #22, 5c Blue on blue paper, plate 12A, type IV, position 4, 
large to huge margins, remarkably fresh, original gum, hinge rem
nant, extremely fine; signed E(milio) Diena; ex-Lichtenstein. 
(photo) 225.00 
* #22, 5c Blue on blue paper, plate 12A, type VIII, position 
7, unused, ample to large margins, slight internal comer crease, 
fresh and very fine appearance. (photo) 275.00 
* #22, 5c Blue on blue paper, plate 12A, type I, position 10, 
unused, unusually fresh, ample margins all around, almost very fine. 
(photo) 225.00 
* #22a, 5c Blue on blue paper, tete-beche pair, plate 12A, 
types III and IV, positions 8 and 4, wide even margins all around, 
uncommonly fresh, original gum, hinge remnants, tiny thin, choice 
very fine appearance; a particularly handsome example of this rare 
multiple; 1967 PF cenificate. (see color photo in center section) 

3,500.00 
* 0 #23, le Black on white laid paper, a complete sheet of 
ten, plate 8A, types II through IX, positions 1-10, with position 9 
showing extended "Hawaiian Postage" inscription (measuring 
21½mm), exceptionally impressive multiple, enormous margins, 
full original gum, hinge remnants, folded between second and 
third rows, and a few minute flaws as always, but an extremely fine 
and stunning exhibition piece. (photo) 1,650.00+ 
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* #23a, le Black on white laid paper, "Ha" for "Hawaiian 
Postage.", plate 8A, type IX, position 10, unused, an uncommonly 
attractive example of this scarce and striking error, margins clear at 
top and huge on the other sides, two minute thin spots, fine 
appearance; rarely offered. (photo) 1,500.00 

1054 * #23b, le Black on white laid paper, tete-beche pair, plate 
BA, types III and VII, positions 4 and 8, a magnificent unused 
example of this rare variety, exceptionally fresh, huge margins on 
all sides, extremely fine gem. (see color photo in center section) 

3,500.00 
1055 * #24, 2c Black on white laid paper, plate 7 A, type VI, posi

tion 6, unused, large margins all around, fresh and extremely fine. 
(photo) 150.00 



New York Cit,, New York 

1056 * #24, 2c Black on white laid paper, plate 7A, type IX, posi
tion 9, unused, large margins all around, fresh and extremely fine. 
(photo) 150.00 

1057 * D #24, 2c Black on yellowish laid paper, top margin block of 
four, plate 7A, types I through IV, positions 1-4, position 2 show
ing wrong "2" font in "2 Cents.", unused, large to enormous mar
gins, with a ponion of the papermaker's embossing ("CROIT'' in 
fancy border) at top right, faint edge toning at top, choice very 
fine. (photo) 750.00 

1058 

1059 

1060 

1061 

1062 

1063 

1064 

1058 

* #24a, 2c Black on white laid paper, "I" of "Inter" omit
ted, plate 7A, type Ill, position 3, unused, ample to wide margins, a 
fresh and choice very fine example of this scarce error. (photo) 

700.00 
* #24b, 2c Black on white laid paper, "S" of "Postage." 
omitted, plate 7 A, rype IX, position 9, unused, huge margins on all 
sides, faint red offset on reverse, extremely fine. (photo) 700.00 
* #25, le Dark blue on white wove paper, plate 1 lA, rype 
V, position 5, unused, bright and fresh, large margins all around, 
extremely fine. (photo) 150.00 
* D #25, le Dark blue on white wove paper, complete pane of 
ten, plate 11A, types IX through II, positions 1-10, unused, full 
sheet margins three sides, horizontal creasing affects two pairs, 
fresh and very attractive multiple, extremely fine appearance. 
(photo) 1,800.00+ 
* D #25, le Dark blue on white wove paper, two panes of ten 
se-tenant, plate llA, rypes IX through II, positions 1-10, unused, 
enormous margins, folded twice horizontally barely affecting two 
rows, and small stain affecting one stamp, others are fresh and 
extremely fine; a fabulous exhibition piece, multiples of this size are 
rare. (photo) 3,600.00+ 
* #26, 2c Dark blue on white wove paper, plate l0A, type 
X, position 2, unused, large margins all around, fresh and extremely 
fine. (photo) 125.00 
* #26, 2c Dark blue on white wove paper, plate l0A, type 
II, position 10, the broken large "2", unused, ample even margins 
all around, very fine. (photo) 125.00 
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King Kamehameha IV 

1065 * #27a, 2c Carmine rose on horizontally laid paper, mint 
example of the very scarce 1863 printing, deep rich color, wide 
margins cop and sides, just in at bottom, original gum, small thin 
spot, but a very attractive copy. (photo) 600.00 

1066 0 #27a, 2c Carmine rose on horizontally laid paper, exceed
ingly attractive used example of this very scarce printing, dark rich 
color, ample to large margins all around, neatly cancelled, minute 
thin speck, extremely fine appearance. (photo) 500.00 

1067 * #28, 2c Pale rose on vertically laid paper, a particularly 
nice example of this stamp, which is rather scarce in good quality, 
ample to large margins all around, bright and fresh, strong color, 
part original gum, very fine. (photo) 175.00 

1068 * #28a, 2c Carmine rose on vertically laid paper, a lovely 
mint single from the bottom right corner of a sheet, wide margins 
all around, brilliant color on fresh white paper, original gum, light
ly hinged, extremely fine gem. (photo) 135.00 

1069 * D #29, 2c Red, engraved on wove paper, a full sheet of fifteen 
of this re-issue, fresh, original gum, choice very fine. (photo) 

850.00+ 

1070 

1071 

1072 

1073 

1074 

1075 

1076 

1077 

1078 

1864-1891 Bank Note Issues 
P #30P3/52P3, le-$1.00 Bank Note Issues, plate proofs on 
india in the issued colors, complete (16 different) less only the Sc 
Ultramarine, well margined, fresh and very fine. (photo) 1,825.00 
P #30Pl, le Purple, large die proof on india (62x75mm) die 
sunk on card (153x102mm), bright and fresh, extremely fine. 
(photo) 550.00 
* D #30, le Violet, the showing of seven blocks of four, ranging 
in shade from the near-pastel early printing to the intense color of 
the latest one, original gum, fine-very fine; a fresh and very attrac
tive display. 280.00+ 
P #31 P 1, 2c Rose vermilion, large die proof on india 
(62x62mm) die sunk on card (153x102mm), very clean and attrac
tive, extremely fine. (photo) 550.00 
PD #31P3, 2c Rose vermilion, plate proof on india, scarce 
block of four, well margined, fresh vivid color, trivial india paper 
flaws as always, choice very fine. (photo) Est. 400-500 
E #32E, King Kamehameha V large die essay of vignette 
only, 60x74mm, on india mounted on card, very scarce, fresh and 
extremely fine. (photo) Est. 300-400 
TP #32TCP3, 5c King Kamehameha V, trial color plate proofs 
on india, six different, including two different blue, plus dark vio
let, orange red, orange, and green, three are card mounted, usual 
tiny india paper faults, very fine. (photo) 850.00 
TP #32TCP, 5c King Kamehameha V, trial color plate proofs 
on india, horizontal pairs, in dark violet, red brown, and dark red, 
well margined, very fine. (photo) 900.00 
TP #32TCP, 5c Red on chemical paper, imperforate horizon
tal pair, clear margins, small faults, and left stamp defective, but 
the only recorded example of this proof. Est. 200-300 
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1079 S #32S, Sc Blue, handstamped "Specimen" in black, 
ungummed, a few perforation faults including improvement at left, 
fine appearance; stamps with this overprint were used primarily for 
exchange with other postal administrations. (photo) Est. 150-200 

1080 P #33Pl, 6c Green, large die proof on india (61x73mm) die 
sunk on card (83x100mm), small tropical stains not affecting 
design, almost very fine. (photo) 550.00 

1081 P "His Majesty/fhe King of the Hawaiian Islands", King 

1082 

1083 

1084 

1085 

1086 

1087 

1088 

David Kalakaua, die proof in black on india of an oval portrait 
engraved by the American Bank Note Company, die sunk on card 
(150x228mm), numbered "514", "Reserved" in pencil in bottom 
left corner, and used for the 1875-86 2c values with portrait 
facing left, card with a few small stains, very fine appearance. 

Est. 200-300 
TP #35TCP, 2c King David Kalakaua, large die trial color 
proof in black on india (62x74mm) die sunk on card (67x78mm), 
some light tropical staining, very fine appearance. (photo) 550.00 
P #35Pl, 2c Brown, large die proof on india (63x74mm) die 
sunk on card (70x82mm), minor trofical staining not affecting the 
design, very fine appearance. (photo 550.00 
* #39a, 5c Ultramarine, vertical pair imperforate horizon
tally, bright and fresh, rich color, centered left as usual but clear, 
original gum, bottom stamp never hinged, tiny faults, fine appear
ance, a most attractive example of this rare and seldom seen error. 
(see color photo in center section) 3,500.00 
* #50, 2c Orange vermilion, top left comer single with por
tion of the American Bank Note Co. logo in comer, large margins, 
fresh rich color, original gum, extremely fine. (photo) 150.00 
* D #51, 2c Carmine, a full sheet of fifteen of this official 
reprint, ungummed, with portions of the papermaker's watermark, 
part of the shield at top right, and "Standard" reading down on left 
side, extremely fine. 395.00+ 

1893 Provisional Government Overprints 

P "ProvisionaVGovt./1893", printer's proof of the overprint 
setting of fifty, in red ink on yellowish paper, which shows a black 
offset from another job, folded several times, obviously this was not 
considered an important commission, there are a few minor vari
eties represented in this setting, but none of the ma1·or ones, very 
fine appearance, extremely scarce multip e. (photo) 

Est. 1,500-2,000 
* #53a, le Purple, "189" for "1893", mint single, the "9" 
raised as well, fresh color and well centered, original gum, pinhole 
in bottom right denomination "l", very fine appearance; seldom 
offered. (photo) 200.00 

1089 * #53c, le Purple, double overprint, one faint, attractive 
mint single, fresh color, original gum, small hinge remnants, fine. 
(photo) 300.00 

1090 

1091 

* #55a, le Green, top left comer vertical pair, top stamp 
without overprint, unused, bright and fresh, a fine example of this 
scarce error; 1969 RPS certificate. (photo) 1,000.00 
* #55b, le Green, double overprint, one faint, bright and 
fresh, well centered, original gum, small hinge remnant, light cor-
ner crease, almost very fine appearance. (photo) 400.00 
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1092 * 0 #56a, 2c Brown, top left comer mint block of ten (top two 
rows of the sheet), the bottom left single period after "Govt" 
omitted, a very handsome piece, deep color on immaculate paper, 
well centered throughout, original gum, eight stamps including the 
error never hinged, extremely fine. (photo) 125.00+ 

1093 * #57a, 2c Dull violet, inverted overprint, fresh, nicely cen
tered, original gum, hinge remnants, almost very fine; 1969 RPS 
certificate. (photo) 900.00 

1094 * #57b, 2c Dull violet, double overprint, one diagonal, both 
heavy, evenly toned, disturbed o.g., fine. (photo) 300.00 

1095 * #576, 2c Dull violet, double overprint, one diagonal and 
split, both heavy, bright and fresh, original gum, hinge remnant, 
fine. (photo) 300.00 

1096 0 #57c, 2c Dull violet, "18 3" for "1893", exceptionally 
handsome used single, lightly cancelled, magnificently centered 
amid large even margins, pressed comer crease top left, extremely 
fine appearance. (photo) 70.00 

1097 * #59a, 5c Ultramarine, inverted overprint, fresh mint copy 
of this scarce error, original gum, hinge remnant, small paper flaw 
in center not affecting the fine appearance. (photo) 850.00 

1098 * #59b, 5c Ultramarine, double overprint, both strong, a 
handsome left margin single with part of the overprint on the sel
vage, bright and fresh, original gum, very fine. (see color photo in 
center section) 1,100.00 

1099 * #60a, 6c Green, double overprint, one faint, immaculate 
mint single, well centered, large part original gum, tiny flaws, very 
fine appearance. (photo) 650.00 

1100 * 0 #60a, 6c Green, double overprint, right margin block of 
four, fresh and nicely centered, the second overprint is light and 
split between the stamfs vertically, but is rather obvious and 
almost complete, origina gum, hinge remnants, very fine. (photo) 

2,600.00+ 
1101 * #6la, 10c Black, double overprint, fresh, intense color, 

original gum, hinge remnant, fine; 1966 PF certificate. (photo) 
800.00 

1102 

1102 * #61B, 10c Red brown, with red overprint, choice mint 
example of this rarity, full left sheet margin, warm rich color on 
fresh paper, full original gum that is only lightly hinged especially 
for this, centered as well as or better than the majority of recorded 
examples, fine; 1967 PF certificate. (see color photo in center sec
tion) 16,500.00 
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Ivy, Sin-eve & Mader Philatelic Auctions, Inc. 

1103 * #62a, 12c Black, double overprint, both heavy, fresh and 
well centered example of this scarce error, original gum, very fine. 
(photo) 700.00 

1104 * D #63, 12c Red lilac, left margin block of four with a small 
portion of the imprint, affixed in the margin to a piece of paper 
which was then embossed with the seal of the Postmaster General, 
Republic of Hawaii, tying the paper to the block, the paper further 
inscribed "Genuine/Jos. U. Oat/P.M. Gen'l", the block has full 
original gum and is never hinged, there is a natural paper wrinkle 
affecting the bottom pair, otherwise fine-very fine and very pretty. 
(photo) 750.00+ 

1105 * D #64a, 25c Dark violet, top left comer block of four, the 
bottom left single period after "Govt" omitted, fresh, original 
gum, lightly hinged, the error never hinged, fine-very fine. (photo) 

225.00+ 
1106 * #64b, 25c Dark violet, double overprint, the second one 

faint and about l½mm above the other, original gum, hinge rem• 
nants, fine and very scarce. (photo) 1,000.00 

1107 * #65a, 2c Rose vermilion, period after "Govt" omitted, 
intense color, nicely centered, part original gum, small thin, fine 
appearance. (photo) 175.00 

1108 * #66a, 2c Rose, double overprint, both heavy, bright and 
fresh, rich color, centered top right but well clear, original gum, 
lightly hinged, tiny perforation fault bottom left corner, fine 
appearance. (photo) 1,100.00 

1109 

1109 * #66C, 6c Green, black overprint, uncommonly fresh mint 
example of this rarity, rich color, quite well centered, nearly all 
recorded examples being well off-center, original gum, hinge rem
nants, about fine; signed H. Bloch, and 1968 PF certificate. (see 
color photo in center section) 16,500.00 

1110 * #67a, 10c Vermilion, double overprint, one faint, vivid 
color on fresh paper, well centered, original gum, very fine. (photo) 

1,100.00 
1111 * #70a, 15c Red brown, double overprint, both heavy, 

immaculate unused example of this scarce error, brilliant color, 
extremely fine. (photo) 600.00 

1112 * #71a, 18c Dull rose, double overprint, both strong, fresh 
and well centered unused example of this error, rich color, very 
fine. (photo) 175.00 
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1113 

1114 

1115 

1116 

1117 

* #7lb, 18c Dull rose, vertical pair, the top stamp without 
overprint, fresh color, disturbed original gum, fine and exception
ally scarce; 1969 RPS certificate. (photo) 850.00 
0 #7 lc, 18c Dull rose, period after "Govt" omitted, a scarce 
used example of this elusive error, rich color on fresh paper, quite 
well centered for this, lightly cancelled, almost very fine. (photo) 

120.00 
* 0 #72, 50c Red, an interesting mint block of four from the 
top right comer, the overprint shifted downwards so that the top 
pair is without "1893" and the bottom pair has the date at top, 
fresh, original gum, light crease across top pair, fine-very fine 
appearance. (photo) 250.00+ 
* #72a, 50c Red, double overprint, one faint, vivid color on 
fresh paper, original gum, small hinge remnant, fine example of 
this scarce error. (photo) 650.00 
* #72b, 50c Red, period after "Govt" omitted, outstanding 
mint example, beautifully centered within wide balanced margins, 
rich color, original gum, hinge remnant, extremely fine. (photo) 

225.00 
1118 * #73a, $1.00 Rose red, period after "Govt" omitted, bright 

vivid color, well centered, original gum, hinge remnant, small blue 
stain on left edge, choice very fine appearance. (photo) 350.00 

1119 

1120 

1894-1899 Pictorials 

P #74P3-79P3, 82P3, 1894-99 Pictorials, plate proofs on 
india complete, the Sc Blue in a horizontal pair, all mounted on 
card, fresh and well margined, choice very fine. (photo) 875.00 
* #75, 2c Brown, vertical pair with bottom sheet margin, 
positions 43/48, the latter the "Flying goose" plate flaw, unused, 
fresh and fine, attractive example of this popular variety. (photo) 

275.00 
1121 * 0 #75, 2c Brown, unused right margin block of eight (4x2) 

containing position 48 LR2, the "Flying goose" plate flaw, fresh, 
well centered, some separations hinge reinforced, extremely fine 
and scarce. (photo) 275.00+ 

1122 0 #75, 2c Brown, the "Flying goose" plate flaw, fresh, well 
centered, light violet town cancel, choice very fine. (photo) 250.00 

1123 .A. #75, 2c Brown, "Flying goose" plate flaw, single with bot-
tom margin and partial imprint tied to small piece with a normal 
single, the variety overlapping, by violet target cancels, fresh, cen
tered just in at left, but an attractive piece. (photo) 250.00 

1124 0 #75, 81, 2c Brown and 2c Rose, "Flying goose" plate 
flaws, used singles, the former tied to small piece, fine pair of these 
varieties. 500.00 

1125 * #81, 2c Rose, ''Flying goose" plate flaw, fresh mint single, 
nicely centered, original gum, never hinged, small internal wrinkle, 
almost very fine. (photo) 275.00 

1126 * 0 #81, 2c Rose, complete pane offifty, imprints top and bot-
tom, a little selvage missing, containing position 48 LR II, the 
"Flying goose" plate flaw, unused, fresh and fine-very fine. 

275.00+ 
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Officials 

1127 PD #O4P3, 10c Bright rose, plate proof on india, top sheet 
margin block of four, bright and fresh, ample to large margins, tiny 
natural flaws as always, very fine. (photo) Est. 300-400 

Hawaii Collections 

1128 * 0 #8/82, 01-6, Valuable Hawaii collection, nearly all mint 
or unused, on Hawaii Stamp & Coin Shop pages, plus much on 
Scott blank pages, including four 1857 Sc Blue on white paper (two 
used), various 1861-63 Lithographs including both shades on verti
cally laid paper, nine of the Numerals, 1868-89 "Specimen" and 
"Reprint" overprints set of eight, Bank Note issues are complete 
mint, as are the Provisional Government overprints (less the two 
rarities), the latter with a number of varieties including shifted, 
split, and angled overprints, missing periods, and double oveq,rint 
le Blue, 1894-99 Pictorials are complete with two used 2c Rose 
"Flying _goose" plate flaws and a mint block of fifteen of the 12c 
Blue, officials are complete mint and used, and there is an unused 
10c cut square (#Ul4) and a 2c Postal Card postmarked at 
Honolulu June 13, 1900, 1 lP.M., the last day and hour of the 
Republic, mint stamps mostly with original gum, some faults are 
present, but most are fine-very fine or better, with a number of very 
handsome stamps, particularly in the Bank Note issues. 

Est. 2,000-3,000 
1129 P #11/06, Plate proofs on india, collection of thirteen differ-

ent, including the 1886-89 2c Reproduction (#50), five Bank 
Notes including the $ 1.00, and the officials complete, some minor 
paper faults as usual, generally very fine. 1,700.00 

1130 0 #30/82, Used Bank Note Company issues, the selection of 
279 stamps neatly mounted in a small notebook, with various types 
of cancellations, particularly strong in the le-2c values, including 
the 1882 2c Lilac rose (thirteen copies), but with numerous Sc and 
10c values as well, and several 18c plus a $1.00, includes provision
al overprints also, and an example of the 1885 Official Imitation 
with the target cancel as applied to full sheets sold by the post in 
1887, some minor faults, but most are fine-very fine or better, with 
some interesting postmarks as towns, targets (including patent), a 
negative "HI", etc., should be inspected. Est. 400-500 

1131 

1132 

1133 

Postal Stationery 

* c..:i #U6-9, lc,l Oc Honolulu Harbor complete, the set of four 
mint entires with blue inside, a marvelous set of these scarce 
envelopes, fresh and crisp, choice very fine; single ones are difficult 
to locate in this quality, the whole set is exceptionally scarce thus. 
(photo) 2,250.00 
* c..:i #Ulla, 2c Carmine, double overprint, pristine entire, 
bright color, extremely fine. (photo) 600.00 
* c..:i #Ul 1 var., 2c Carmine, triple overprint, mint entire, two 
of the overprints overlapped at bottom of the envelope, the third 
in its proper position, light age toning, very fine and extremely 
rare; the only example recorded, once listed in Scott as #Ul le, 
but inexplicably dropped as a separate listing several years ago; ex
White. (photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 
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1134 * ISi #U12a, 5c Blue, double overprint, mint entire, some toned 
spots as usual for this, and some creasing in the flap, still very fine 
appearance and scarce, as only seven such examples are recorded. 
(photo) 550.00 

1135 * ISi #U13a, 10c Black, double overprint, mint entire, the sec
ond overprint is at top, angled and incomplete, the other is proper
ly positioned, light toning as usual, very fine appearance; only five 
examples with double overprints recorded. (photo) 800.00 

1136 ISi #U 13a, 10c Black, double overprint, used entire, post• 
marked Honolulu September 4, 1893, local use, both overprints are 
complete, one properly positioned, the other above and angled 
upwards, small thin spots on the reverse from mounting, still very 
fine and truly rare used, as this is the only recorded used example 
(and there are only five mint entires recorded). (photo) 600.00 

1137 * ISi #U 14, 1 Oc Black with blue inside, Provisional 
Government overprint, fresh mint entire, choice very fine. (photo) 

550.00 
1138 * ISi #UE 1, 1 Oc Black, "Special Despatch Letter", mint entire, 

prepared for use domestically, but never issued, crisp and choice 
very fine. (photo) 250.00 

1139 ISi #UX5, le Red on buff, locally addressed postal card with-
out message, postmarked Honolulu August 28, 1893 duplex, the 
first day of issue, crisp, fresh colors, trifle soiled on reverse, choice 
very fine and exceptionally scarce. (photo) Est. 200-300 

1140 * ISi #UX5a, le Red on buff, double overprint, mint postal 
card, the second overprint beneath and to the right of the first, los
ing the last five letters of the second word, small tropical stains, 
and a couple of chips at bottom, but this is one of only three 
recorded examples; 1968 PF certificate; accompanied by a note 
from Eugene Costales, former editor of Scott, affirming that this 
card was the listing copy for the Scott catalogue. (photo) 1,500.00 

Postal Stationery Collection 

1141 * ISi #Ul/UY4, Postal Stationery collection of forty entires, the 
great majority unused, some of the used with additional Hawaiian 
or United States franking, includes the listed items less the "blue
inside" envelopes and the special delivery imprint, the message
reply cards are complete in unsevered pairs, plus a non-folded le 
1889 issue, there are different sizes and shades in the envelopes, 
generally fine-very fine or better, an attractive group of these postal 
entires. Est. 500-7 50 
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PHILIPPINES 
1142 ll!!l "Soldier's Letter" and "A.L. Hawkins" signature hand-

1143 

1144 

1145 

1146 

1147 

1148 

1149 

1150 

1151 

stamped in deep rose, stampless cover to Canada, postmarked tar
get duplex Philippines/San Francisco, August 14, 1898, at Manila, 
this is the first day of the Manila post office after capture by the 
United States, and is one of only five covers of this date record
ed; cover has faults including soiling and some tears, but is quite 
rare, esfecially to Canada; backstamped in Galt on September 27. 
(photo Est. 500-750 

1899-1904 Overprints 
on United States Stamps 

ll!!l #213-17, lc-l0c 1899 "Philippines" overprints complete 
as first issued, tied by Manila Military Station postmarks, July 2, 
1899, to registered cover to Virginia addressed to August Dietz, 
violet Military Station No. 1 registry postmark of July 3 and large 
"R" on front, violet San Francisco transit and Richmond arrival 
postmarks on the reverse, 10c with straightedge at top, a very fine 
and scarce early use. (photo) Est. 150-200 
B #214b, 2c Carmine, booklet pane of six, deep vivid color, 
exceptionally well centered for this, original gum, barely hinged, 
very fine. (photo) 325.00 
B #2 l 4b, 2c Carmine, booklet pane of six, bright and fresh, 
deep rich color, original gum, very lightly hinged, a fine and attrac
tive example of this difficult pane. (photo) 325.00 
0 #216a, Sc Blue, "Philippines" inverted, used single, small 
perforation faults at top, fine centering; extremely rare, there are 
only five recorded copies, all with defects; 1971 APS certificate. 
(see color photo in center section) 2,750.00 
* #223-223A, $1.00 Black Types I and II, an extremely 
rare se-tenant pair, bright and fresh, intense color and sharp 
impression, original gum, small hinge remnant, slight perforation 
flaw at right (the Type II), fine; this pair is the top pair from the 
Tows block. (see color photo in center section) 4,000.00 
* D #224, $2.00 Dark blue, fresh mint block of four, beautiful
ly centered, original gum, a few perforations separated, and bottom 
right stamp with pressed crease, others fine-very fine; very pretty. 
(photo) 3,250.00 
* #238, $2.00 Dark blue, rich vivid color on fresh paper, 
remarkably well centered, original gum, partially disturbed from 
hinge removal, choice very fine; only 695 issued. (photo) 2,000.00 
* #239, $5.00 Dark green, attractive mint example of this 
elusive value, rich color and crisp impression, original gum, very 
fine; only 746 issued. (photo) 2,400.00 
B #240a, 2c Carmine, booklet pane of six, fresh and excep
tionally well centered example, unused, regummed, partially sepa-
rated and rejoined, but choice very fine appearance, and a rare 
pane. (photo) 1,200.00 
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1906-1931 Definitives 

1152 P #241P2-54P2, 2c-10P 1906 Issue complete, small die 
proofs on wove, without the gray card backing, a couple with color 
offset on reverse, fresh and very fine; a most elusive proof set. 
(photo) 3,150.00 

1153 P #242P2a/254P2a, 4c-1 OP Panama-Pacific small die 
proofs, six different, 4c-10c and 4P-10P, paper partly toned as 
always for these, extremely fine and very rare. (photo) 2,400.00 

1154 P #255P2-60AP2, 12c-2P 1909 Issue complete, small die 
proofs on wove, without the ~ay card backing, huge margins all 
around, extremely fine. (photo) 1,575.00 

1155 * #273, 4P Deep blue, exquisite mint example of this excep
tionally difficult value, intense color on fresh paper, beautifully 
centered, original gum, hinge remnant, extremely fine; 1965 PF 
certificate. (photo) 650.00 

1156 B #285a-86a, 2c Green and 4c Carmine booklet panes of six, 
bright and fresh, rich colors, original gum, each pane with trivial 
comer crease, very good to fine appearance, and a very scarce pair. 
(photo) 1,200.00 

1157 S #290-304SR, E5SR, 2c-10P, 20c Regular Issue complete, 
overprinted "Specimen", original gum except Zc and 4c unused, 2c 
small tear, a couple of others tiny flaws, mostly fine; interestingly, 
the 2P value is not from the perforated 11 set, but is perforated 12, 
with single-line watermark; it is likely that a sheet of the earlier 
issue was taken by error to fill the set. (photo) 810.00 

1158 * #290c, 2c Yellow green, horizontal pair, imperforate 
between, rich color, lightly toned, part o.g., fine example of this 
exceptionally scarce error. (photo) 1,100.00 

1159 r;,;:i #290c, 2c Yellow green, horizontal pair, imperforate 
between, rich color, well centered, tied by Manila September 9, 
1930 duplex to locally addressed cover, very fine. (photo) 

Est. 750-1,000 
1160 * #290d, 2c Yellow green, vertical pair, imperforate 

between, strong color, well centered, light overall toning, disturbed 
o.g., top stamp has slight scuff near center, very fine appearance, 
and exceptionally scarce. (photo) 1,750.00 

1926 Legislative Palace Issues 

1161 S #319SS/25SS, 2c-4c, 20c-1P Legislative Palace, five dif-
ferent bottom margin imperforate singles with brown centers on 
thick glazed paper, overprinted script "Cancelled" in red, the two 
low values have been soaked, losing much of the glaze, others not, 
very fine and scarce group. (photo) Est. 200-300 

1162 S #319SS, 03SS-4SS, 2c Green and black, 18c Light 
brown and black, and 20c Yellow and black, vertical pairs of the 
first two, margin single of the third, all imperforate, overprinted 
with script "Cancelled" in red, toned paper as always, original gum, 
gum creases and some hinge remnants, very fine otherwise, and a 
scarce group. (photo) Est. 200-300 

1163 * #319b-25a, 2c-1P Legislative Palace complete, vertical 
pairs imperforate between, fresh and well centered set, original 
gum, small hinge remnants, very fine; scarce and seldom available 
complete. (photo) 2,950.00 
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1164 

1165 

1166 

1167 

1168 

1169 

1170 

1171 

1172 

1173 

1174 

1175 

1176 

* #3 l 9a, 2c Green and black, horizontal pair, imperforate 
between, fresh, original gum, small hinge remnants, very fine. 
(photo) 275.00 
* #320a, 4c Carmine and black, horizontal pair, imperforate 
between, fresh, exceptionally well centered, original gum, lightly 
hinged, slight gum crease, extremely fine. (photo) 275.00 
* #320a, 4c Carmine and black, strip of four containing a 
horizontal pair, imperforate between at right, original gum, small 
hinge reinforcing between the two pairs, extremely fine. (photo) 

275.00 
* #32 la, 16c Olive green and black, strip of four, center hor
izontal pair imperforate between, fresh and well centered, original 
gum, small hinge remnants, extremely fine. (photo) 325.00 
* #322a, 18c Light brown and black, center double, bottom 
margin mint example, fresh, original gum, lightly hinged, usual fine 
centering; a scarce and striking error; 150 issued. (photo) 550.00 
* #322a, 18c Light brown and black, center double, fresh 
and attractive mint example of this very scarce and impressive 
error, original gum, lightly hinged, fine. (photo) 550.00 
* #323a, 20c Orange and brown, bottom margin mint single, 
rich colors, centered in at top and left as often, original gum, very 
good; scarce stamp; only 100 issued. (photo) 400.00 
Ci,si #323a, 20c Orange and brown, fine single, centered top 
left as usual, tied by wavy line postmark to a locally addressed regis
tered cover, Baguio, Mountain Province April 23, 1938 boxed reg• 
istry postmark at lower left with another on the reverse, both in 
violet, very fine and rare used, especially so on cover. (photo) 

Est. 300-400 
* #323c, 20c Orange yellow and brown, imperforate, verti
cal pair, rich colors, cut close but clear at top, wide even margins 
elsewhere, original gum, hinge remnant, a fine and scarce error; 
only 100 issued. (photo) 375.00 
S #340S-53S, E6aS, 2c-10P, 20c lmperforate definitives 
and special delivery complete, horizontal pairs, with red "SPECI
MEN" handstamps, large balanced margins, ungummed, a few val
ues with faint toned spots, very fine appearance; very seldom 
offered. (photo) 1,400.00 
* #340-53, 2c-10P lmperforate definitives complete, hori
zontal pairs, fresh, original gum, some natural gum creasing, 20c 
has faint thinning in top margin, others very fine. (photo) 562.64 
E Photo Essay collection, a group of twenty-five different, 
containing five from the 1932 Pictorials, eighteen from the 1935 
Definitives with values to 2P, and one each 1937 Eucharistic 
Congress and 1928 Postage Due, very fine and attractive group. 

Est. 400-500 
E #359E, 24c 1932 Pictorial, a very attractive essay for this 
value, the vignette is from a photograph of men and a mule train 
on the outskirts of a village, the frame has been beautifully ren
dered by hand in shades of violet and gray, with shading added to 
the edges of the vignette to unify the whole, the finished essay was 
then mounted on a thick gray card with a white overleaf 
"Model/of/Postage Stamp" with lines for the title, on the interior 
lines for "Comments of Postmaster General", extremely fine. 
(photo) Est. 200-300 
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New York City, New York 

1934 "Sports" Errors 

1177 * D #381a, 6c Ultramarine, bottom right comer block of four, 
containing two vertical pairs imperforate between, fresh, original 
gum, choice very fine and extremely scarce. (photo) 1,600.00+ 

1178 * #382a, 16c Violet brown, vertical pair, imperforate hori• 
zontally, fresh and well centered, original gum, choice very fine 
and exceptionally scarce. (photo) 800.00 

1179 

1180 

1181 

1182 

1183 

1935-1943 Issues 

P #383Pl-96Pl, 2c-5P 1935 Issue complete, large die proofs 
on wove, the set of fourteen different in the issued colors, approxi• 
mately 78x100mm (the peso values about 85x95mm) or vice versa, 
each with six-digit number stamped in blue on edge, very fine and 
exceptionally scarce set. (photo) 8,400.00 
SD #384S, 4c Yellow green, left margin block of four, each 
stamp overprinted "Specimen" in small serifed letters, about 
10xl.5mm, fresh, original gum, three stamps n.h., fine; this type of 
overprint is not listed in Scott. (photo) Est. 150-200 
* #403a, 6c Slate blue, horizontal pair, imperforate vertical, 
ly, from the bottom left comer of the sheet, fresh, original gum, 
hinged in selvage only, some slight gum toning, very fine and rarely 
offered. (photo) 800.00 
B #433b, 2c Rose, booklet pane of six, the bottom left stamp 
the "Wealth/Common-" error, fresh, original gum, fine; only six, 
teen examples of this error are recorded, several of which are 
found in rather poor quality; not only one of the great rarities of 
the Philippines, but this is also a showpiece for the booklet special
ist; 1966 PF certificate. (see color photo in center section) 

3,000.00 
* D #445, 4P Blue and black, bottom left comer plate nos. 
129939, Fl29938 block of four, fresh and well centered, original 
gum, n.h., choice very fine and a very scarce plate block. (photo) 

260.00+ 
1184 P #452P2,54P2, 2c-12c Triumphal Arch complete, small 

die proofs on wove, fresh and extremely fine. (photo) 900.00 
1185 P #455Pl, 2c Green, large die proof on wove, 88x85mm, 

signed at bottom "James R. Lowe vignette Engr.", fresh, crease on 
right side well clear of the design, extremely fine appearance. 
(photo) 500.00 

1186 P #455P2-57P2, 2c-12c Malacanan Palace complete, small 
die proofs on wove, fresh colors, 6c tiny thin in bottom margin, 12c 
slight rust stains, very fine appearance. (photo) 900.00 

1187 P #458Pl, 2c Dark orange, large die proof on wove 
(86x77mm) die sunk on card (203xl52mm), numbered 615614A 
and dated Oct 12 1939 on reverse, also stamped "Engraver's Stock 
Proof/Authorized By ....... " and signed "D. Karl", fresh and attrac-
tive, extremely fine. (photo) 500.00 

1188 P #458P2-60P2, 2c-12c Quezon Oath of Office complete, 
small die proofs on wove, fresh and extremely fine. (photo) 900.00 

1189 P #461P2, 2c Jose Rizal, small die proof on wove, extremely 
fine. (photo) 300.00 

1190 P #500Pl-02Pl, 2c-12c Independence complete, large die 
proofs on wove, about 56x83mm, extremely fine; reputed to be the 
only set on record; prepared under U.S. Administration and print
ed by U.S. Bureau of Printing and Engraving, released on 
Independence Day. (photo) Est. 500-750 
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"VICTORY" Handstamps 

A Specialized Collection 
1191 * #463, 2c Rose, handstamped "Victory" in violet, large 

"Commonwealth" overprint, position 2 from the booklet pane, 
with tab at top, original gum, fine; 1968 PF certificate. (photo) 

225.00 
1192 B #463a, 2c Rose, booklet pane of six, handstamped 

"Victory" in violet, a handsome mint example of this Philifpine 
rarity, fresh color, nicely centered, especially for this, origina gum 
with interleaving adhered as always, fine-very fine; 1960 PF certifi
cate. (photo) 1,850.00 

1193 * #466, 6c Dark brown, handstamped "Victory" in violet, 
exceptionally fresh and nicely centered example of this rare value, 
full original gum, very fine; 1967 PF certificate. (photo) 

1,350.00 
1194 * #468, 6c Dark brown, handstamped "Victory" in violet, 

fresh and rather well centered example of this very scarce stamp, 
original gum, very fine; 1965 PF certificate. (photo) 550.00 

1195 * #468, 6c Dark brown, handstamped "Victory" in violet, 
unused, fresh and nicely centered, tiny thin, almost very fine cen
tering; 1971 APS certificate. (photo) 550.00 

1196 * #4 70, 6c Orange, handstamped "Victory" in violet, fresh, 
radiant color, original gum, small inclusion, very fine; signed H. 
Bloch, and 1967 PF certificate. (photo) 500.00 

1197 * #472 var., 8c Violet, handstamped "Victory" in violet, 
horizontal strip of three with straightedge at bottom, the center 
stamp missing the handstamp, fresh and well centered, original 
gum with interleaving adhered as usual, choice very fine; this is the 
only error to occur throughout the "Victory" handstamps, and 
there are only two examples recorded; 1967 PF certificate. 
(photo) Est. 1,500-2,000 

1198 * #475, 12c Ultramarine, handstamped "Victory" in violet, 
remarkably fresh, bright vivid color, full clean original gum, lightly 
hinged, almost very fine; 1968 PF certificate. (photo) 300.00 

1199 

1199 * #476, 12c Bright blue, handstamped "Victory" in violet, 
choice mint example of this rarity, bright and fresh, vivid color, 
original gum, partially disturbed as always, extremely fine; 1968 PF 
certificate. (see color photo on back cover) 3,500.00 
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1200 

1201 

1202 

1203 

1204 

1205 

1206 

1207 

1208 

1209 

1210 

1211 

* #478, 16c Dark blue, handstamped "Victory" in violet, 
fresh and well centered example of this rather elusive value, dried 
original gum, very fine; 1971 APS certificate. (photo) 700.00 
* #479, 16c Dark blue, handstamped "Victory" in violet, 
and large "Commonwealth" overprint, intense color, original gum, 
fresh and very fine; signed Economist. (photo) 350.00 
* #483, 30c Orange red, handstamped "Victory" in violet, 
and small "Commonwealth" overprint, fresh, rich color, original 
gum, fine; 1960 PF certificate. (photo) 275.00 
* #C63, 4c Rose carmine, handstamped "Victory" in violet, 
a particularly choice mint example of this air post rarity, bright and 
fresh, vivid color, original gum with interleaving adhered as always 
for this, very fine; 1968 PF certificate. (photo) 1,650.00 
* #ES, 20c Dull violet, handstamped "Victory" in violet, 
attractive mint example of this scarce stamp, deep color, nicely 
centered, original gum with interleaving adhered as usual, fresh 
and fine; 1956 PF certificate. (photo) 350.00 
* #O40A, 6c Dark brown, handstamped "Victory" in vio, 
let, nicely centered example of this rarity, deep color on lightly 
toned paper, partially disturbed o.g. as always, quite well centered 
for this value, almost very fine; 1963 PF certificate. (see color 
photo in center section) 3,000.00 
* #043, 20c Light olive green, handstamped "Victory" in 
violet, and large "Commonwealth" overprint, bright color, well 
centered for this rather scarce stamp, original gum, a bit disturbed 
as usual, almost very fine; 1971 PF certificate. (photo) 1,400.00 
* l:.ll #U44, 4c Carmine on white McKinley mint entire, hand
stamped "Victory" in violet, fresh and clean example of this very 
scarce envelope, trivial corner crease top right, otherwise extremely 
fine; only thirty-two were issued. (photo) 700.00 
* c;;;:i #UX21, 2c Red on pale buff mint postal card, hand
stamped "Victory" in violet, small "Commonwealth", choice mint 
card, fresh and clean, extremely fine; only 94 examples were issued. 
(photo) 600.00 
* 181 #UX22, 2c Red on pale buff postal card, handstamped 
"Victory" in violet on the stamp, unusually crisp and clean, 
extremely fine; signed Economist. (photo) 250.00 
c;;;:i #UX22, 2c Red on pale buff, handstamped "Victory" in 
violet on the stamp, postmarked Jaro, Leyte, January 26, 1945, card 
addressed to Tacloban; date of cancel in manuscript, this marking 
the first day of the re-opening of this post office, choice very fine, 
used cards are scarce. (photo) Est. 200-300 
* i:;;:i #UX22 var., 2c Red on pale buff postal card, handstamped 
"Victory" in violet beneath "Commonwealth", fresh and attrac
tive example of this scarce type, slight waterstaining in bottom left 
corner, choice very fine appearance; only 190 of this and the card 
with overprint on the stamp were issued. (photo) 250.00+ 

"VICTORY" Handstamps Collection 

1212 * #464/82, E9/UX20, "Victory" handstamps, collection of 
38 singles, one block of 32, and three postal stationery entires, 
includes better as a 6c Dark brown (#468), 6c Dark carmine (#471, 
two), 12c Purple (#477, two), 30c Orange red (#482), 20c Special 
Delivery, and Postage Dues complete, most with original gum, a 
few minor faults, generally fine-very fine; 7 APS and 21 PF certifi
cates accompany. 4,052.50 
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"VICTORY" Handstamps on Covers 

181 #464/81, E9, 2c/20c "Victory" handstarnps, nine different 
with pair of the 2c Apple green, tied by Tacloban November 8, 
1944 postmarks, first day cover with handstamfed cachet, folded in 
center affecting the 12c Violet and the specia delivery stamp, still 
very fine and very scarce; all of the values issued on November 8 
are included, though only one type of each; in addition, all but the 
6c green show the first (unbroken) stage of the handstamp, which 
is rather scarce for all but the 2c and 10c; 1967 PF certificate. 
(photo) Est. 500-750 
181 #466/84, C63, 4c-1P "Victory" handstarnps, nine differ• 
ent better values tied to one cover by Tacloban December 16, 1944 
cancellations, the stamps include the 6c dark brown (#466), 12c 
Bright blue (#476), the rare lP Orange and black, and the 4c Air 
Post, a couple with minor flaws as always, very fine cover, and 
extremely rare; only 21 examples of the 1 Peso are recorded, and 
only 36 of the 12c Bright blue; catalog value for used stamps alone 
$8,380.00; one of the great showpieces of all the "Victory" hand-
stamped issues; 1967 PF certificate. (photo) Est. 4,000-5,000 
181 #4 71 , 6c Dark green, handstarnped "Victory" in violet, 
bottom margin single, early impression, tied to long brown cover by 
Tacloban November 8, 1944 duplex, the first day of issue, cover 
addressed to New York, special handstamped cachet at left, creased 
and some wrinkles at left, with San Francisco marking "Received 
in Bad Condition ... ", fine-very fine, very scarce; 1967 PF certifi-
cate. (photo) Est. 150-200 
181 #474, 10c Carmine rose, handstarnped "Victory" in vio
let, handsome block of four, bright and fresh, early impression 
without break in the handstamp, on legal size cover to New York, 
postmarked Tacloban, December 18 (1944), light fold in center of 
cover, very fine appearance, and a rather pretty cover; 1967 PF cer-
tificate. (photo) Est. 300-400 
181 #4 7 5, 12c Ultramarine, hands tamped "Victory" in violet, 
pristine block of four, late impression, on fegal size cover addressed 
to San Francisco, postmarked with T acloban, December 28 ( 1944) 
duplex, a very fresh and handsome cover, crisp and clean, choice 
very fine; 1967 PF certificate. (photo) Est. 400-500 

Air Posts 

1218 181 Manila Exhibition Flight by Ruth Law, official post card 
sponsored by the Aero Club of the Philippines, carried by Ruth 
Law on April 4, 1919, 2c Green cancelled by the violet triangular 
cachet (indicating thus that this card was actually flown and not a 
souvenir), with another strike of the cachet on the reverse, short 
internal crease, very fine and a very scarce pioneer flight. (photo) 

Est. 500-750 
1219 181 #C 1/17, 2c-1 OP Madrid-Manila overprints, the complete 

basic set of fourteen values, tied by Manila May 29, 1926 post
marks, to locally addressed cover, folded twice between stamps, one 
fold ending in a small tear, the stamps are generally fine-very fine; 
scarce cover; 1965 PF certificate. (photo) Est. 400-500 
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1231 

* D #C2, 4c Carmine, Madrid-Manila overprint, a complete 
sheet of 100 with bottom selvage and plate no. 44874, from the 
first printing, position 89 with the "broken propeller", fresh, 
original gum, fine; the Madrid-Manila issue is very difficult to find 
in multiples, and the "broken propeller" is much sought and rather 
elusive, to find a complete sheet is quite a thrill for the specialist; 
this sheet also contains the only recorded plate block of any of 
the set, and it is the only multiple of this size extant. (photo) 

Est. 1,000-1,500 
* #C2a, 4c Carmine, inverted overprint, unusually bright 
and fresh mint example, rich color, nicely centered, original gum, 
almost very fine; only 100 issued, and despite this number one of 
the most difficult of the Madrid-Manila overprints to locate; 1965 
PF certificate. (photo) 1,200.00 
* #C7, 16c Light olive green, bright vivid color, nicely cen
tered for this, original gum partially disturbed, natural paper fold, 
fresh and fine appearance; only 300 issued; 1966 PF certificate. 
(photo) 1,350.00 
* #CS, 16c Light olive green, red overprint, bright radiant 
color, well centered, full o.g., partially dried, fresh and almost very 
fine; only 100 issued; 1967 PF certificate stating part gum. (see 
color photo in center section) 2,000.00 
* #C13, 2P Violet brown, magnificent mint example, fresh, 
warm color, perfectly centered within large even margins, original 
gum, extremely fine gem; signed Charlat, and with 1965 PF certifi
cate. (photo) 350.00 
* #Cl4, 4P Dark blue, intense color, fresh paper, beautifully 
centered, full clean original gum, extremely fine; 1965 PF certifi
cate. (photo) 600.00 
* #ClS, lOP Deep green, handsome mint example of this 
very scarce stamp, intense color, remarkably well centered, large 
part original gum, choice very fine; signed Sanabria, and with 1966 
PF certificate. (photo) 900.00 
* #C16, 26c Blue green, unused, regummed, light diagonal 
crease, fresh with deep color, well centered, especially for this rare 
stamp, almost very fine; only one sheet of 100 stamps was issued; 
1967 PF certificate. (photo) 2,000.00 

Special Deliveries 

* D #El, 10c Dark blue, an impressive top margin imprint and 
plate no. 881 block of six, uncommonly fresh, with intense color, 
quite well centered, immaculate original gum, never hinged, fine
very fine; a scarce plate block that is rare in this quality. (photo) 

3,250.00 
c.,:i #El, 10c Blue, fresh and fine single tied by Manila February 
28, 1902 postmark to a 2c Carmine on white entire (#US) 
addressed to Everett, Washington, backstamped, a very pretty 
cover, choice very fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 
c.,:i #El, 10c Dark blue, two singles with straightedge at right, 
formerly a pair, tied to local cover with le Blue green (#226) by 
Manila July 3, 1915 postmarks, unusually late use for both issues, 
the special delivery rate had well before increased to 20c, fine-very 
fine. (photo) Est. 150-200 
P #E2P2, E2TC, 20c Ultramarine and 20c Green, small die 
proofs on wove, large even margins, without the gray card backing, 
extremely fine. (photo) 425.00 
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1232 * #E2A, 10c Ultramarine, the rare special printing, bright 
vivid color on fresh paper, nicely centered, original gum, small 
hinge remnant, fine; 1967 PF certificate. (photo) 1,500.00 

1233 

1234 

Postage Dues 

A #214a, 2c Carmine, two singles, each with blue "Postage 
Due" overprint, tied to one piece by matching blue Marinduque 
BOAC postmarks, with rayed sun in center, undated, very fine, 
quite scarce; ex-Tows. (photo) Est. 200-300 
S #}1S-5S, lc-50c Postage Dues, overprinted "Specimen.", 
the complete set of five values, fresh, original ~m, le reperforated 
at right, others fine or better, scarce set. (photo) 750.00 

x1235 

1235 P #J1P2-7P2, lc-50c Postage Dues complete, the set of 
seven, small die proofs on wove, on the original gray card backing 
from the Roosevelt book, bright and fresh, extremely fine; each 
signed George B. Sloane. (photo) 3,500.00 

1236 ~ #Jl, le Deep claret, tied by Manila September 12 (1902) 
duplex, to a choice very fine local cover, the cover addressed to Dr. 
J.C. Perry, who would become widely known for his activity in 
Canal Zone philately; from September 5 through September 19, 
this value was permitted to do postage duty. (photo) Est. 100-150 

1237 ~ #Jl-2, Postage Due cover collection, seventeen le and 
eighteen 2c usages, generally from different towns to or through 
Manila, note markings as "Advertised/Manila", two Dagupan & 
Manila R.P.O. postmarks, five covers with YMCA Flag corner 
cards ( two le, three 2c), and an interesting cover from J olo 
addressed to Luzon, with 2c Postage Due tied Manila, and three 
other Manila postmarks, sent to Presidio; Angel Island, California 
(three, including an "Advertised"); an "Unclaimed" handstamp, a 
"Dead Letter Office (USA)" triangle marking, and finally sent back 
to Manila, rather nice quality overall, most fine-very fine, interest
ing specialized lot. Est. 400-500 
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Officials 
1238 * #O2a, 4c Carmine and black, vertical pair, imperforate 

between, fresh color, original gum, hinge remnants, fine example 
of this scarce error. (photo) 375.00 

1239 

1240 

1241 

1242 

1243 

1244 

1245 

1246 

1247 

1248 

The "O.B." Officials 

* 0 #230, 5c Blue, right margin imprint and plate no. 2227 
block of six, handstamped "O.B." in blue, about 12x4mm, invert• 
ed on the bottom pair, the top pair is mostly hinge-rejoined to the 
block, fresh, original gum, fine and exceptionally scarce. (photo) 

Est. 200-300 
• #235, 15c Olive green, horizontal pair with straightedge 
left, handstamped "O.B." in blue, about 12x4mm, tied to large 
portion of a cover front, perforations just in at bottom, fine appear
ance and very scarce. . Est. 100-150 
• #236 var., 50c Orange, strip of four and pair tied to a por
tion of a parcel wrapper by Cebu duplex postmarks, July 28, 1906, 
along with 2c (#240), 4c (#220) and 10c strip of three (#233), all 
stamps with "O.B." handstamped in violet, double on the 10c 
strip, fresh and attractive high value franking, very fine piece, and 
rather scarce usage. (photo) Est. 200-300 
• #236, 50c Orange, deep color and nicely centered, hand
stamped "O.B." in blue, about 12x4mm, tied by Santa Cruz 1906 
duplex postmark to large penalty envelope cover front from the 
Philippine Constabulary to Manila, apparently this front was past
ed directly on .a package and sent through the post, very fine and 
exceptionally scarce. (photo) Est. 200-300 
* #23.7, $ 1.00 Black, blue printed "0 B" overprint, fresh, 
original gum, lightly hinged, extremely fine, very scarce. (photo) 

Est. 300-400 
* #237, $LOO Black, horizontal pair, handstamped "O.B." 
in rose, about 12x4mm, fresh and exceptionally well centered, 
original gum, hinge remnant, left stamp slight thin, choice very 
fine appearance. (photo) Est. 400-500 
• #23 7, $ 1.00 Black, exceptionally well centered, hand
stamped "O.B." in rose, about 12x4mm, tied by San Isidro 1906 
duplex postmark to large penalty envelope cover front from the 
Philippine Constabulary to Manila, apparently this front was past
ed directly on a package and sent through the post, very fine and 
exceptionally scarce, the stamp being extremely fine. (photo) 

Est. 300-400 
* #238, $2.00 Dark blue, red printed "O B" overprint, 
fresh, original gum, hinge remnant, tiny hinge thin, very fine and 
very scarce; only a few of the 695 copies of this value issued were 
overprinted for official use. (photo) Est. 200-300 
* #239, $5.00 Dark green, red printed "O B" overprint, 
fresh, original gum partly disturbed, fine and very scarce; very few 
of the 746 copies of this value issued were overprinted for official 
use. (photo) Est. 400-500 
* #261/74, 2c-10P 1911-13 Issue, red printed "0 B" over
prints complete less the 4c, press printed, fresh and attractive mint 
group, original gum, some hinge remnants, fine-very fine. (photo) 

Est. 200-300 
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1249 181 #UX8 var., 2c Black Liberty, thin "Philippines" without 
period, overprinted large "O.B." in violet, about 21x9mm, with 
matching "Penalty for private use $300./0fficial Mail" reading up 
at left, and also matching "Bureau of Constabulary" stamped 
address, postmarked Cavite November 20, 1906, backstamped the 
same day, slight scrapes on reverse from mounting, otherwise 
extremely fine; a very rare postal card in its own right, but extraor
dinarily rare with the "O.B." overprint; ex-Ferrars, Tows, Slawson. 
(photo) Est. 1,000-1,500 

"O.B." Overprint Collections 

1250 * 0 Philippines "O.B." Handstamps, the collection of about 
250 mint or used stamps, each with a local official handstamp, the 
majority is used, with values on the Bureau issue to 10c, on the 
1903-04 overprints to the S0c (one each mint and used of this 
value), and on the Philippines definitives to the 2P, there is a 
rather wide range of types and of colors within the types, among 
the interesting pieces is a part of an envelope with 1903-04 le-6c, 
each overprinted "Official/Business" in two lines, there are only a 
few of the Bandholtz printed type of the overprint included, gener
ally fine-very fine, should definitely be examined. Est. 500-750 

1251 * #214/40, Press printed "O.B." overprints, collection of 29 
stamps, 26 different, twenty-one have red overprints, including 
1899 issue 2c/15c, seven different (no 10c), 1901 Special Delivery 
(two), and 1903-04 6c-$1.00; one black overprint, the 1903-04 
S0c; and seven blue including the 1903-04 13c and SOc; nearly all 
with original gum, some hinge remnants, generally fine-very fine, a 
nice group of these local officials overprinted on basic United 
States stamps; eight have PF certificates. Est. 400-500 

1252 * 181 Local Official printed overprints produced by General 
Bandholtz on the 1906, 13 issues, collection of 264 items includ
ing 14 unused postal stationery entires and three others to 
addressed to Bandholtz bearing 20c Special Delivery stamps over
printed, there are a few blocks among the stamps also, the five dif
ferent colors are well represented, including Yellow and Green to 
30c values, Blue to peso values, very strong Red and Black, both to 
lOP values, including 1906 Issue with black overprints complete 
(stated to be only ten sets printed), some double overprints, includ
ing red and black together, of note a top margin part imprint strip 
of three of the 2P (#252) with both on the stamps and also in the 
selvage, and a block of four of the 20c Special Delivery with both, 
nearly all original gum, generally fine-very fine, a marvelous assem
bly of these stamps, which were used for official purposes prior to 
the appearance of the first stamps dedicated to official use; many 
are actually quite rare, with some known to exist in very small 
quantities. Est. 500-750 

1253 181 Philippines "O.B." Handstamps, the collection of 31 cov-
ers annotated for district, franked with a variety of issues, but the 
great majority being the overprints on United States, there are 
eleven covers with Bureau issues, including 3c, 4c and 6c single 
frankings with overprints about 12x4mm, and 6c and 10c type II 
with large blue overprints (16xllmm), the 1902-03 issue includes a 
handwritten le, a cover with a pair of the 2c Shield overprinted 
"Official/Business" in blue capitals plus a le with large "O.B.", 
Sc+ le on cover Dumaguete-Manila, another with Sc+ le Red over
print (12x4mm) and 13c+ le same in blue, plus single frankings of 
the 4c, 6c and 8c, all in blue about 12x4mm, all are legal size, and 
are generally fine-very fine or better, a nice range of these seldom 
offered local officials. Est. 750-1,000 
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Post Office Seals 

1254 * #OXl-12, Post Office Seal collection, 22 singles, unused, 
most with original gum, including two Republic stamps, and dupli
cation for shade on the Commonwealth issues, of note are two 
examples of the perforated 1913 Issue, generally fresh and fine-very 
fine; scarce and rarely offered group. Est. 200-300 

Company Precancels 

1255 Company Precancels, the collection of thirty-two stamps in 
four different sets, each overprinted by the postal authorities with 
"Manila/P.1." between lines, most with the initials of the company 
included above "Manila", these are usually found on the unwater
marked perforated 11 stamps; not all values were done for each of 
the companies; included here are a set of nine (2c-1P) without 
company name, done for Brias Roxas Co.; a set of eight (2c-1P) 
with initials "CS" for Camera Supply Co.; a set of seven (2c-1P) 
with initial A for Alkan Co.; and a set of eight (2c-1P) with initial 
H for Howard Lux Co.; each of the stamps is fresh with full original 
gum, and each is signed Bruggmann, generally fine-very fine, and 
very seldom offered; a similar group was in the Tows collection. 

Est. 100-150 

Postal Stationery 

1256 * t!!!l #U26a, 4c Chocolate on amber, mint entire, "Philippines" 
double, fresh and clean, choice very fine; the only recorded exam
ple of this error; ex-White. (photo) 2,000.00 

1257 * t!!!l #W2a, le Green on manila mint wrapper, "Philippines" 
double, the wrapper is neatly folded, but well clear of the imprints, 
very fine, and the only recorded example; ex-White. (photo) 

2,000.00 
1258 * t!!!l #UX3, le Black McKinley, thick overprint, fresh mint 

card, unusually clean and attractive, small comer crease at bottom 
right, extremely fine otherwise, and very scarce, particularly this 
nice. (photo) 1,350.00 

1259 t!!!l #UX3, le Black McKinley, thick overprint, a scarce used 
card, postmarked Manila April 28, 1906, and sent to Toledo, Ohio; 
the message interestingly refers to stamps that had been sent to the 
Toledo Stamp Co., and to the extra value of these because they 
had no straightedges, card has a few minor wrinkles and slight edge 
toning, but is of very fine appearance; interestingly, this card is the 
earliest recorded date of use, despite having been received in the 
Philippines in 1903. (photo) 1,100.00 

1260 * t!!!l #UX4, 2c Black Liberty, thick overprint, a scarce mint 
postal card, fresh and attractive, there is a small scraped area on the 
face near the bottom, and a larger one on the reverse, but still of 
very fine appearance, and not often seen; ex-Tows and Slawson. 
(photo) 750.00 

1261 ~: #UX4, 2c Black Liberty, thick overprint, cancelled by 
Manila August 7, 1906 duplex, addressed to Valparaiso, Chile, and 
noted "via San Francisco", trivial comer creasing, very fine, and a 
rather scarce and interesting usage; 1971 PF certificate. (photo) 

600.00 
1262 * t!!!l #UX7, le Black McKinley, mint card, thin "Philippines" 

without period, fresh and attractive example of this scarce item, 
trivial comer crease and scuff on reverse, extremely fine appear
ance; ex-Tows and Slawson. (photo) 325.00 
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1263 * i:.:i #UX8, 2c Black Liberty, thin "Philippines" without period, 
mint card, light toning on reverse, and some trivial flaws, very fine 
appearance, and reputed to be the only unused example recorded; 
ex-White, Eaton, Tows. (photo) 1,750.00 

1264 i:.:i #UX8, 2c Black Liberty, thin "Philippines" without period, 
postmarked San Fernando, Pampanga, June 6, 1907, Manila transit 
also on front, card addressed to New York, message references the 
sending of postal cards to the addressee in exchange for picture 
postcards, some creasing along left edge, very fine appearance, and 
very scarce. (photo) 1,350.00 

1265 i:.:i #UYI, 2c+2c Blue on white, unsevered message-reply card, 
postmarked Manila December 27, 1902, and sent to Switzerland, 
the Chaux de Fonds arrival of February 4, 1903 at lower left, the 
reply portion unused, crisp and clean, choice very fine, and 
extremely scarce. (photo) 150.00 

Postal Stationery Collection 

1266 * i:.:i #Ul/42, Wl/NUZ2, Mint postal stationery collection, 
104 pieces, including some minor duplication for varieties (many 
UPSS listed), or for sizes/imprints, there are no "Victory" hand
stamps, but nearly all others are here, including the three Message
Reply cards unsevered, 1907-45 Postal Cards plus the 1900 and 
1903 sets, the five Official cards, and Japanese Occupation less the 
first post card, there are also two 2c Albino impressions (#U30) 
and a 2c Recut (#U28) doubled envelope, the interior with albino 
impression, unusually fresh and clean throughout, generally very 
fine, a nice solid collection of this elusive material. Est. 750-1,000 

Japanese Occupation 

1267 i:.:i #N2, 6a, 7, 12c, 50c on IP, IP on 4P Japanese 
Occupation, the set of three values issued on April 30, 1943, the 
50c value with double overprint, tied by Manila postmarks to one 
first day cover, violet boxed censor, a little edge staining on the 
perforations, very fine and quite scarce. (photo) Est. 300-400 

1268 * 0 #N7, IP on 4P Blue and black, top right comer block of 
six, positions 3-5, 8-10, position 4 inverted "S" in "PESO", fresh 
and well centered, original gum, lightly hinged in selvage only, the 
stamps never hinged, choice very fine. (photo) 413.50 

1269 P #NBSP, 5c-17c Souvenir sheet of three, vignettes only, 
without inscriptions, printed on white stamp paper, seventeen 
examples, in six pairs and five individual sheets, some faults from 
creasing or wrinkles, plus several very fine. Est. 400-500 

1270 * #NBS var., 5c-17c Souvenir sheet of three, the unissued 
sheet with different inscriptions in green, dated December 30, 
1943 at bottom, prepared for distribution, but not issued, as the 
wording was changed prior to issuance in 1944, only a few were 
presented to officials, and some saved from the Post Office fire 
occurring during the re-capture of Manila; each stamp also has a 
double frame. (photo) Est. 500-750 

1271 * #NOla, 2c Apple green, double overprint, fresh color, 
nicely centered, original gum with interleaving adhered as always, 
fine example of this rare error, this being the discovery copy and 
only one other recorded; 1981 PF certificate. (photo) Est. 200-300 

1272 * i:.:i #NUZla, 2c Red on pale buff, "Commonwealth" 18mm 
long, mint card with long dividing line, overprinted for official use, 
slight comer foxing, clean and very fine. (photo) Est. 100-150 
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1273 * ~ #NUZlb, 2c Red on buff, "Commonwealth" 18½mm, 
mint card with short dividing line, overprinted for official use, very 
fine and extremely scarce card (UPSS #OS8a) (photo) 

Est. 400-500 

1898-1899 Revolutionary Government 

1274 * #Yl-YPl, 1898-99 Revolutionary Government Issues, 
the collection of nineteen items, one used (a #Y3), including 2c 
Red (#Y2) double impression, horizontal pair imperforate between, 
and block of four imperforate horizontally, an 8c imperforate pair, 
2c and 50c Telegraph stamps, 10c Revenue, and a non-denominat
ed "Trans de Ganados" stamp with red number beneath, original 
gum or unused, most fine-very fine; also included is a photocard of 
Emilio Aguinaldo signed "Best regard to you, E. Aguinaldo/ 
4.12.38", a nice collection of these interesting issues. Est. 150-200 

Philippines Collections 

1275 * 0 • ~ #212/462, Cl/NUXla, Balance of the Philipp 
collection, this is a mint collection with a few used for varieties, 
contains the 1899 Overprints complete through the $5.00 (#212-
25), 1903-04 Overprints through the $1.00, the 1906-25 Regular 
Issues, selected examples, complete less only the 1911-13 4P Deep 
blue, also sixteen booklet panes from these issues, the issues are 
complete from here through 1941, including varieties as the 8c 
"Commonwealt" (two, in blocks), 1P-5P plate blocks of four 
(#393-96), and the 1925-31 lmferforates on one 1941 envelope, 
back-of-the-book material is wel represented, air post includes the 
2c-1P Madrid-Manila set of eleven, special delivery is complete less 
the special printing, postage dues less the "Victory" overprints, offi, 
cials include many of the missing period varieties, and Japanese 
Occupation is complete for the stamps, also with a 3c provisional 
postage due on cover and a 2c postal card with vertical bars invert
ed, other material present includes a number of "Specimen" over
prints on the Legislative Palace series (regular and official), a l0P 
Panama-Pacific small die proof (#254P2a), and a large die proof of 
the 4c Carmine (#242), overall quality is much better that normal
ly found, the vast majority with original gum, and fine-very fine or 
better, well worth inspection. Est. 4,000-5,000 

1276 ~ 1898,1906 Postal History collection, twelve covers, two 
from 1898 franked with United States 2c Bureau issues, one with 
violet Philippines Station/San Francisco duplex, the other a Flag 
and "Remember the Maine" patriotic cover with Mil. Sta. No. 1, 
Philippine Isls./San Francisco postmark, the others franked with 
various "Philippines" overprints, including four registered to 
Germany with 19c-23c postage each, including a 3c block of six 
(#215), and a lc-4c + 13c five color franking (#214-15, 220,226, 
234), a 2c Patriotic cover with Manila Military Station postmark, 
covers with a pair (#221) or two singles (#231) of 6c values, and a 
le Postage Due used as postage on a local Manila cover, quality is 
somewhat mixed as usual, but most are fine-very fine appearance or 
better, a very interesting lot. Est. 300-400 

1277 ~ Postal History collection, twenty-six covers, many first 
days, including the 1926 Legislative Palace set and 1932 Scenes 
each on one cover, 1938-40 lP Orange and black (five recorded), 
1945 10P-20P on one cover, and two set covers of the 1933 Air 
Post overprints, also present are three covers of the 1944 "Victory" 
handstamps, including a 10c Carmine rose (#473) and a 2c Entire 
(#U43), there is also a 1932 Manila-Baguio first flight franked with 
a pair of the 18c Legislative Palace imperforate on glazed paper, 
some minor faults as usual, most fine-very fine. Est. 300-400 
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New York Cu,, New York 

1278 

1279 

1280 

1281 

1282 

PUERTO RICO 

British Mail Service 

c;.:i Great Britain used in Puerto Rico, group of three covers, 
Arroyo to Birmingham, 1/- Green plate 7 tied "F85"; San Juan to 
New York, pair of the 4p Vermilion plate 11 cancelled light "C61", 
black "Steamship 20" in circle; and Ponce to Puerto Plata, 4p 
Vermilion plate 15 tied "F88" barred oval, this last with file fold 
through the stamp; generally fine-very fine. (photo) Est. 200-300 
c;.:i Great Britain 4p Vermilion, plate 15, tied by "F85" barred 
vertical oval, Mayaguez April 10, 1877 datestamp at left, folded let• 
ter to St. Thomas, merchant's oval handstamp at bottom left, St. 
Thomas April 14 backstamp, very fine and rather scarce. (photo) 

Est. 300-400 
c;.:i Great Britain 2/• Blue, plate 1, tied with 3p Rose plate 18 
by "C61" barred oval postmarks, folded entire from San Juan to 
Genoa via England, Porto Rico March 14, 1877 postmark below 
stamps, red London Paid of March 31, Genoa backstamp of April 
3; fancy merchant's oval in violet, attractive and very fine cover. 
(photo) Est. 200-300 
c;.:i United States 10c Brown (#161) tied by "N. York Steam 
Ship" postmark on folded entire from Arecibo to Brooklyn via St. 
Thomas, blue merchant's handstamp dated February 11, 1874, St. 
Thomas transit, Brooklyn receiving February 21, comer clipped for 
fumigation, some filing creases, one through the stamp, and partial 
splitting taped, still fine for this. (photo) Est. 150-200 

1898 Ponce Provisional 

1282 

* #200, 5c Violet Ponce Provisional, a particularly hand
some mint example of this rare stamp, authorized under the author
ity of General Wilson in August, 1898, the first Military Postal 
Station opened at La Playa de Ponce on August 3, uncommonly 
bright color on fresh white paper, with an unusually strong and 
clear impression of the seal also, original gum, two small thinned 
areas, choice very fine appearance; exceptionally scarce, especially 
this fresh and with original gum; 1966 PF certificate. (see color 
photo in center section) 6,000.00 
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1899-1900 Overprints on United States 

1283 r:;a;J #210-14, lc-lOc "Porto Rico" overprints complete, tied 
to one registered cover addressed to London, New York transit and 
London registry postmark, tiny stains affect a few perforations of Sc 
and Sc, very fine and handsome set franking. (photo) Est. 150-200 

1284 

1284 0 #216b, 2c Carmine, overprint inverted, the listing copy of 
this error, straightedge at bottom, small sealed tear at top, well cen
tered, choice very fine appearance; 1964 PF certificate; the only 
recorded example. (see color photo in center section) 4,000.00 

1899 Special Printings 

1285 * #212 var., 5c Blue, "Puerto Rico" overprint, handsome 
mint copy, intense color on fresh paper, original gum, lightly 
hinged, almost very fine; 1971 APS certificate. (photo) 550.00 

1286 * #213 var., Sc Violet brown, "Puerto Rico" overprint, 
choice mint examfle of this rare stamp, deep vivid color, crisp 
impression, origina gum, hinge remnant, fresh and very fine; 1971 
APS certificate. (photo) 550.00 

1287 * #214 var., 10c Brown Ty. I, "Puerto Rico" overprint, 
wonderfully fresh, warm rich color, natural straightedge at right 
with guideline, original gum, lightly hinged, choice very fine; 1971 
APS certificate. (photo) 550.00 

1288 * #214 var., 10c Brown Ty. I, "Puerto Rico" overprint, 
attractive left sheet margin single with partial imprint, bright vivid 
color, original gum, lightly hinged, a fine example of this rare 
stamp; 1970 PF and 1971 APS certificates. (photo) 550.00 

1289 * #Jl var., le Deep claret, "Puerto Rico" overprint, fresh 
mint example of this rare stamp, original gum, hinge remnant, fine; 
signed S.S. & C.Co.(Scott Stamp & Coin Co). (photo) 550.00 

1290 * #J2 var., 2c Deep claret, "Puerto Rico" overprint, attrac
tive mint example of this rare value, original gum, hinge remnant, 
fine. (photo) 550.00 



New YorlcCir,, New York 

1291 

1291 * #J3 var., 10c Deep claret, "Puerto Rico" overprint, fresh 
and magnificently centered mint example of this rare stamp, origi
nal gum, hinge remnant, extremely fine; signed S.S. & C.Co.(Scott 
Stamp & Coin Co). (photo) 550.00 

Puerto Rico Collections 

1292 * 0 181 #210-16, Jl-3, Attractive mint and used collection, con
taining the set of overprints on United States stamps mint, plus a 
good number of listed varieties mint or used, we note the angle 
varieties on the postage dues mint, plus blocks of four of the le and 
2c with se-tenant pairs, there is a mint pair of the Zc Carmine, one 
stamp "Portu", used Be "Ric" and three used 10c "Forto", plus three 
covers including 1916 United States stamp, 1899 Zc Entire (#U3 ), 
and Zc Carmine (#211) with lc-Zc Pan-American issue (defects) 
on cover to Austria, original gum, generally fine-very fine or better, 
a nice group. Est. 300-400 

1293 * 0 181 San. #Sl-15, 1938-40 Semi-official air post, the collec
tion containing both sets mint, the 1940 triangle set ( #88-15) in 
pairs perforated and also imperforate (#8a-lla, 13a-14a), seven 
values complete; there is a set of the triangles in sheets of six, per
forated, with cancellations, a set on one first day cover, and two 
sets of the 1938 issue, one on one first day cover, the second on 
three covers to New York, fme-very fine, these have become rather 
scarce Est. 200-300 

RYUKYU ISLANDS 

1294 * D #16, a, b, IOY on 50s Dark carmine rose, each of the 
three settings in a mint block of nine, the center stamp being the 
"white sky" variety, position 76 in the sheet of the 50s, fresh, 
original gum, fine-very fine; block of nine of the unoverprinted 50s 
with the variety also included. 900.00+ 
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Lot 1295 - Extraordinary Error Multiple, with Missing Asterisk (Pos. 54) 
and Missing First Kanji Character (Pos. 71) 



New York Ciry, New York 

1295 * 0 #16b, lOY on 50s Dark carmine rose, mint block of thirty 
from the bottom left comer of a sheet, positions 41-45/91-95, posi
tion 54 missing the asterisk, and position 71 missing the first 
Kanji character, these errors occurred on at most ten sheets from 
the beginning of the press run of the third printing, "l" and "O" 
widely spaced, and are without a doubt two of the great rarities of 
the country, dried original gum, horizontal crease positions 41-45, 
very fine; a visually stunning exhibition piece for the advanced 
collector; as nearly as we can determine, this is the first block with 
the errors to be offered in public auction, the few other sales have 
been private. (photo) Est. 7,500-10,000 

1296 * #17, lOOY on 2Y Rose violet, well centered mint example, 
original gum, extremely fine; 1972 APS certificate. (photo) 

1,750.00 
1297 * #17, lOOY on 2Y Rose violet, bright and fresh, vivid color, 

well centered, original gum, lightly hinged, choice very fine; the 
first "O" in "100" is the wrong font and dropped; 1966 PF certifi
cate. (photo) 1,750.00+ 

1298 * #17, lOOY on 2Y Rose violet, fresh and exceptionally well 
centered mint example, bright vivid color, original gum, lightly 
hinged, extremely fine; the second "O" is of the wrong font and 
dropped, occurring on only position 59 and being the scarcer of the 
two wrong font and dropped "O" varieties. (photo) 1, 7 50.00+ 

1958 New Currency Issue 

1299 * #44-53, ½c-$1.00 1958 New Currency complete, the spe
cialized collection of 140 pieces, including some multiples, 
arranged and annotated by perforation (an uncommonly wide field, 
seven different machines were in use) and paper, there are a few 
misperforated, of particular note are strong groups of the 25c 
ungummed and $1.00, bottom right comer blocks of six of the 25c-
50c gummed, position 100 of each with the "X", a first day cover of 
the two gummed stamps, and a mixed issue cover of the 3c and 1 Y 
(#19), generally fine-very fine, an interesting collection that would 
be very difficult to re-assemble. Est. 400-500 

1300 * #44/50, ½c-lOc 1958 New Currency, collection of eleven 
different perforation errors, imperforate between horizontally or 
vertically, either as single pairs or in pairs contained in larger strips, 
contains both directions for the ½c, le, 3c and 10c; horizontal pairs 
of the 2c and Sc; and vertical pair of the 4c; fresh and attractive 
collection of these errors, which are not often encountered, despite 
their relatively low catalog value, generally fine-very fine. 1,140.00 

1301 * 0 #44a, ½c Orange, imperforate block of four, positions 27-
28/37-38, large even margins, bright and fresh with radiant color, 
extremely fine and rare. (photo) 2,500.00 

1302 * #46, 2c Dark blue, vertical strip of four, the center pair 
imperforate between, fresh and attractive example of this excep
tionally scarce error, very fine. (photo) 1,000.00 

1303 c.:i #47, 3c Deep carmine, vertical pair imperforate between, 
tied by Ohama postmark, March 24, 1965, to cover to Taiwan, vio
let ''T" and carmine "ctms/T" in circle postage due markings, pair 
of 80c Postage Due stamps tied by Taiwan postmark, very fine, 
scarce. (photo) Est. 150-200 

1304 * #48, 4c Bright green, horizontal pair, imperforate 
between, brilliant color on immaculate paper, well centered, 
extremely fine. (photo) 500.00 
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New York Cu,, New York 

1305 * #51, 25c Bright violet blue, horizontal pair, imperforate 
between, handsome example of this rare error, fresh and very fine. 
(photo) 1,000.00 

1306 * #52, 50c Gray, horizontal pair, imperforate between, with 
top sheet margin, the horizontal perforations appearing as 
"hyphen-hole" perforating due to the malfunctioning machine, 
fresh, well centered, minor diagonal creasing, extremely fine 
appearance and very scarce. (photo) 1,000.00 

1307 * #53, $1.00 Rose lilac, horizontal strip of four, the center 
pair imperforate between, bright and fresh, vivid color, extremely 
fine, and very scarce. (photo) 300.00 

1308 * D #90a, Jc Red brown, horizontal pair, imperforate 
between, two pairs contained in a block of eight from the top por
tion of a sheet, margins on three sides, fresh and attractive example 
of this scarce and seldom available error, original gum, n.h., 
extremely fine. (photo) 800.00 

1309 * #90b, 3c Red brown, vertical pair, imperforate between, 
contained in a vertical strip of five from a sheet, margins top, bot
tom, and right, the other stamps normally perforated, original gum, 
never hinged, fresh and extremely fine, and a rather scarce error 
that is seldom available. (photo) 350.00 

1310 

1310 * #139a, l½c New Year, gold omitted, thus without denomi
nation, original gum, never hinged, extremely fine; exceptionally 
scarce; 1969 APS certificate. (see color photo in center section) 

1,000.00 
1311 * #Cl4a, 9c on 15Y Blue green, inverted surcharge, fresh 

mint copy of this scarce error, original gum, never hinged, extreme
ly fine; 1969 RPS certificate. (photo) 600.00 
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Provisional Issues 

* #lXl, 7s "Kume Shima" provisional, left margin unused 
single, position 10 from the sheet of twenty-four, light horizontal 
crease at bottom from a fold in the sheet of mimeograph paper used 
for this issue, extremely fine appearance, and exceptionally scarce. 
(photo) 1,200.00 
* #3Xl/31, 1946-47 Miyako District provisionals, collec
tion of twenty-eight different including shades on the Zs value, 
attractive group, most with backing paper adhered as normal, fine
very fine, and a very difficult selection to assemble. 3,035.00 

Ryukyu Islands Collection 

1314 * #1/El, Extensive mint collection, the issues complete less 
the lO0Y Surcharge, plus a large number of varieties, of note the 
1948 First Printing (#la-7a), studies of the 1950 50s Definitive and 
the l0Y Surcharges, and strips of the five types of the 1960 Air 
Post surcharges, there are also a number of plate varieties present, 
misplaced surcharges, etc., a mint example of the unissued 4c 
lriomote Park plus one on document, this stamp became a validat
ing label on receipts for U.S. funds, and two of the Yaeyama 
District provisionals (#5X7-8), original gum, lightly hinged, gener
ally fine-very fine or better, a fascinating and valuable collection of 
this country. Est. 400-500 

SAMOA 

1315 ll!i:I #14a, 2V2p Rose, tied to registered cover to England by 
Apia May 24 ( 1893) postmark, sent via the United States, Jc and 
10c Small Bank Notes added in San Francisco and cancelled with 
registry oval, Exchange Registry etiquette placed -atop the Jc and 
10c in New York, London backstamp of June 21 on front, New 
York and Leeds postmarks on reverse, Samoa stamp scraped in top 
right comer, otherwise a very fine example of this scarce usage. 
(photo) Est. 400-500 

1316 ll!i:I #281, 5c Dark blue, pair and single tied to long cover by 
Pago Pago April 22, 1901 duplex postmarks, addressed to 
Auckland, with May 6 arrival postmark on reverse, U.S. Naval 
Station, T utuila corner card and embossed red wax seal, minor 
faults along right edge, very fine appearance; also included is a 
1931 cover from Pago Pago to Chicago franked with the Zc Shield 
(#319), very fine . (photo) Est. 150-200 

End of Sale 




